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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine what effect, if any, the use of
"preferred principles in writing instruction" had on Advanced Placement (AP) secondary
school students' intrinsic motivation to write. Qualitative and quantitative data were
collected in a mixed methods, concurrent triangulation design. Prior to the study, ten
research-based best practices in writing instruction were identified and implemented in
two eleventh-grade high school English classes. Forty-one students participated in the
study. The Biggs (1987) Learning Process Questionnaire was adapted to determine the
motivation of these students in regard to writing. Treatment consisted of 66 class
meetings in which the researcher employed "preferred principles in writing instruction."
Data sources included a focus group session, documents, and observations of student
responses to writing instruction. Based on the students' pre- and post-treatment
questionnaire scores and their behaviors and comments, the researcher concluded that: (1)
Teachers can improve the intrinsic motivation of students to write by using the "preferred
principles in writing instruction," (2) The most effective "preferred principles in writing
instruction" are those that increase student autonomy and develop the students' sense of
self-efficacy, (3) Intrinsic motivation to write is a complex entity that depends on a
variety of factors, and (4) Students already possessing significant intrinsic motivation to
write do not lose this motivation due to the use of"preferred principles in writing
instruction."
V
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Chapter One: Introduction
As a teacher of high school students, I have noticed that many high-achievers
(e.g., the honor roll students, those with a 4.0 grade point average, those planning to go to
competitive colleges) work hard for rewards-high grades, college scholarships, etc. For
instance, at the beginning of each semester, when I ask my students what they want from
my English class, students typically do not write about specific learning goals ("I want to
be a better writer," "I hope to develop my reading skills," and so on); instead, they most
frequently write, "I want an A." I dare say that this sentiment is not uncommon among
high-achievers.
· I make a point of trying to convince students that our course content (especially
written composition) has intrinsic value. I exhort the students to focus less on their
grades and more on the meaning of writing as communication, on the value of writing
clearly, on the private rewards that come with a well-turned phrase or a new insight
crafted into words. In essence, I fight against every instinct that many of their parents
and former teachers have ingrained into them: the grade, they have learned, is what
matters.
Most educators worry more about those that are completely unmotivated. In fact,
some suggest that using extrinsic rewards may be necessary when students show no prior
attention in a task (Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). Yet, others believe that the educational
system itself is a primary culprit in the decline of motivation as students advance through
school (Anderman & Maehr, 1994; Biggs, 1991).
1

If the system promotes rewards ·as a purpose for learning, then who can blame
these bright, clever, ambitious teenagers from striving primarily for good grades? They
know that they need high grades to go to the best colleges. They know that their parents
may reward them with privileges or punish them with restrictions depending on their
grades. They also know what their friends and classmates make on tests, quizzes, and
papers, and their competitive instincts drive them to surpass them. But is this good
learning?
In "From Degrading to De-grading" (1999), education commentator Alfie Kohn
answered, "No," that focusing on grades does not comprise good learning. He decried
the detrimental effects of grades, pointing to researchers who suggest that students lose
attention in actual learning when they work for grades. Furthermore, he argued that
students do not challenge themselves when they worry about their grades. (To wit, a
couple of years ago at my school, few students took AP English classes because the
teacher was known to limit the number of A's that he gave. The students took easier
classes to enhance their attractiveness to colleges.) Kohn also cited researchers who
propose that students working for rewards do not develop higher-order thinking skills.
Additionally, according to Kohn, grades have other nefarious consequences: they
"encourage cheating," "spoil teachers' relationships with students," and "spoil students'
relationships with one another" (pp. 78-79).

2

Statement of the Problem

If Kohn is correct reg3!ding grades, then writing teachers and students certainly
feel adverse effects when grades are used _as a form of motivation. Real writers, simply
put, do not write with a numerical score or a letter ranking in mind. After all, writing is a
complex cognitive process that requires writers to consider their audiences as they write.
The natural relationship between writers and audiences consists of writers who possess
knowledge that they wish to share with an audience. Most likely, writers share
information that is new to their audiences, or at least they package existing shared
knowledge in a new way. (Few readers, as a matter of logic, wish to waste their time
reading something that they already know.) In essence, writers practice a skill of
presenting new or divergent thinking into accessible language for their audiences. And
good writers do this with a tangible voice that engages the reader in mental conversation.
Engaging in mental conversation means that writers artfully share new
information or different interpretations, and they also write best when motivated by some
innate provocation. In other words, they make a conscious decision: "I have something
that I wish to express; I will compose an essay or a short story or a letter to the editor or a
novel." True, book publishers and employers and others may exert palpable pressure on
writers to produce text. In fact, writing instructor Peter Elbow recognized that both in
school and in real world settings, "Much of the writing we do is compulsory" (1998, p.
206). He also urged writers to realize that they have the choice of whether to accept or
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refuse these tasks. In doing so, he suggested that even what we see as "compulsory"
writing is not truly such:
You may not be able to put your full strength into the job-to consent-unless
you feel you could refuse. And this is a matter of power. It feels as though "they"
have all the power. It is true that they have authority and therefore they probably
have sanctions. They can fire you or flunk you. Or hate you. But the final power
is yours. You are in charge of whether you consent or refuse. What feels
compulsory is not compulsory. (1998, pp. 207-208)
Yes, some students do simply refuse to write. But students who want to make good
grades do not have this choice.
Elbow (1998) further distinguished a particular problem faced by students: the
teacher as audience. According to Elbow, when students write, they "are usually
swimming against the stream of natural communication" (p. 219). He explained that the
students' relationship to their teacher-audience is complicated because t�ey must "explain
what [they] are still engaged in trying to understand to someone who understands it
better" (219).
Thus, in education, we might tend to teach writing in ways that conflict with the
ideal flow of discourse. As Elbow (1998) argued, teachers assign questions and topics to
which we already have an answer. We give due dates and time limits and tell our
students they must write for us. Yet, consider the National Council of Teachers of
English's (NCTE) position statement on writing assessment as given by its Conference
4

on College Composition and Communication (CCCC): "First, language is always
learned and used most effectively in environments where it accomplishes something the
user wants to accomplish for particular listeners or readers within that environment"
(NCTE, 1995). As English teachers, we should emphasize more genuine writing
situations than simply writing for an instructor as audience.
Teachers must also be wary of our assessment of writing as we may exacerbate
the writing process through our feedback. At our best, we recognize and encourage what
went well in a piece of writing; at our worst, we dwell on what did not. Hogan (1980)
recognized that students tended to lose much of their attention in writing around the
middle school grades (6th to 8th grades). Hillocks (1986) cited Hogan's findings as a
possible contributor to what he calls "writing apprehension," a condition, he claims, that
can stifle writers' development by limiting the way they use language.
Furthermore, Hillocks (1986) recognized that students must practice writing in
order to improve. But simple practice does not always equal writing success.

In

Writing

with Style, John Trimble quoted novelist Sloan Wilson who commented, "A writer's job

is sticking his neck out" (p. 25). In other words, good writers must take chances, but the
"grade-motivated" students may avoid taking these chances. These students may not
freely express their opinions in fluent prose because they constantly fret over whether
their audience (in this case, a teacher with the power of the grading pen) will accept their
ideas as valid. They may not explore unique ideas or develop a personal writing voice.
After all, they want to be "correct" just as they are when they select the best answer to a
5

multiple choice prompt. Here, though, they might shy away from new interpretations of
texts and cling to the ideas that they think the teacher wants to read. Their voice may
suffer, too. Instead of working to craft clever phrases and wordplay, they may carefully
piece together monuments to grammatical correctness and staleness of thought. In doing
so, they would ironically stray further from what their teacher really wants: writers with
original voices and interesting ideas. They may choose to be safe in hopes of being
"correct."
The problem lies in motivating students to embrace writing as an intrinsically
rewarding activity, not simply an exercise for a grade. There are many barriers to
accomplishing this. For example, we must give constructive feedback, but not destroy
the students' will to write. We must assign writing topics, but encourage students to
write about their own attentions. Research tells us to teach a writing process, but we also
recognize that the students (and their parents and state assessments and college
admissions officers) are interested in products.
Furthermore, we live at a time when many school-age children would rather
watch movies, play video games, or talk to friends on their cell phones. In fact, much of
the writing they do consists of text-messages and instant messages on the Internet, a
cause for concern among some (Henry, 2000; NEA, 2004). But as educators, we must be
responsive to the students we teach and the environment in which they live. To this end,
we must find a way to make the material that we teach important to their lives. For
English teachers, this means we must find a way to make writing interesting.

6

Purpose ofthe Study and Research Question

The problem of promoting student-interest in writing sparked this study. The
purpose of this study was to determine what effect, if any, the use of "preferred principles
in writing instruction" had on Advanced Placement (AP) secondary school students'
intrinsic motivation to write. In order to attain this purpose, I devised the following
research question: Did the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction"
significantly increase the students' intrinsic motivation?"

Theoretical Framework: Academic Motivation

In order to answer this question regarding writing instruction and motivation to
write, I assumed a theoretical framework regarding academic motivation. I have adopted
the Keller ARCS Theory (1987) due to its combination of extrinsic and intrinsic
motivators and their relationships to academic instruction. I chose this because the four
components seem to embody key aspects of other theories, such as Bandura's Social
Cognitive Theory. In fact, I found that I could relate key concepts from the work of
Bandura (1994), Biggs (1987), and Deci (1975) easily to the broader context of Keller's
theory. Furthermore, based on the tenets of this theory, the research-based principles in
writing instruction appear to promote intrinsic motivation.
Keller (1987) proffered the ARCS Theory of Motivation in which he stated that
people experience motivational conditioning within four categories: Attention/curiosity,
7

Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction (or Outcome). "Attention" refers to a person's
desire to rectify a lack of knowledge. For example, a man may want to be able to fix an
automobile engine, but he may not know the technical intricacies of a functioning engine.
According to Keller, this "attention" can provoke the man into learning.
Keller ( 1987) claimed that teachers could enhance attention in several ways.
These involve altering our presentation to include more opportunities for students to
solve problems. Plus, teachers can promote attention in our classes by sharing personal
experiences related to our course content
Within the ARCS Theory, the second category of motivational conditioning is
called "Relevance." There are three categories of relevance: Personal, Instrumental, and
Cultural. Personal Relevance refers to "needs" (e.g., the need for acceptance, the need to
feel competent, etc.) Instrumental Relevance applies to a person's wish to achieve
something that may lead to other opportunities at a later time. Cultural Relevance refers
to a person's need to fulfill the wishes of parents, peers, and society as a whole. Hence,
each category of "Relevance" indicates that students will strive to learn or accomplish
more when the end goals apply to their own lives in one of these three ways.
Teachers can boost this part of a student's motivation through several strategies,
according to Keller. They can give students choices in their assignments so that they do
work that means more to them. To help with Instrumental Relevance, they can give the
students a kind of map, showing them how intermediate goals relate to larger goals. With
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Cultural Relevance, teachers can assist students in recognizing their place in society and
the values that they and their culture possess.
The third fundamental part of the ARCS Theory is "Confidence." This term
refers to students' beliefs that their dispositions toward a task can influence the result. As
such, people can influence their own actions (I expect to do well shooting a basketball, so
my chance of making the shot increases) or the actions of others (I expect a student to
behave well, so this increases his motivation to act accordingly.)
To aid students with Confidence, Keller (1987) proposed various actions for
teachers. For one, they can give students ample opportunities to succeed, especially early
in the term. When students see that they can achieve with some effort, they should
continue to work hard. Teachers can also make sure that the students know what they
have to do in order to be successful. This means that they should give the students the
criteria for evaluation. Additionally, teachers can also allow student to correct mistakes
and give them direction with appropriate feedback on work they've submitted.
Finally, the fourth part of Keller's ( 1 987) theory is "Satisfaction." This term
refers to what follows the completion of a given task. According to Keller, both extrinsic
and intrinsic consequences occur. The extrinsic outcomes are determined by entities that
are separate from the person accomplishing the task (e.g., a parent gives money to a
student who makes good grades.) On the other hand, the intrinsic outcomes refer to a
person's own thoughts, reflections, and emotions regarding the task's completion AND
any accompanying extrinsic rewards. For example, a student may genuinely feel satisfied
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by writing a good term paper and simultaneously derive satisfaction from external
rewards resulting from the work. Both intrinsic and extrinsic outcomes encourage a
continuation of desired behavior, but Keller and others have commented that extrinsic
motivation harms intrinsic motivation.
To prevent intrinsic motivation from deteriorating, Keller (1 987) recommended a
few ideas. Teachers can emphasize constructive feedback over evaluation. They can
give this feedback shortly before the next assignment so that students will be more likely
to use it, and they can give words of motivation after an assignment to help ensure the
students keep working. Furthermore, they can use unanticipated rewards, rewards that
are not immediately associated with an accomplishment.
From Keller's (1 987) theory, we see a definite belief that teachers' methods can
enhance their students' intrinsic motivation. If we accept this possibility, then writing
teachers can do the same by employing preferred methods in writing instruction.
Sample ofthe Study

The participants in this study were students in my two AP Language and
Composition classes at a large (221 0 students), suburban high school. I chose these
classes for two reasons: first, these students were assigned to my classes, making them
convenient subjects; second, as Advanced Placement students, these were good students
who were interested in the subject matter being taught. I excluded a class that I taught
because the curriculum of this class focused primarily on literature.
All of these students attended a high school where 90% of graduates enroll in
10

colleges. In 2006, the school was recognized by Newsweek as being among the Top 5 %
o f the Best Schools in the Country. The school has also been recognized by the United
States Department of Education as a "Blue Ribbon School of Excellence." A little over
6% of the schools' students are considered "economically disadvantaged" (Tennessee
Department of Education, 2006). Racially, the school population consists of 90% white
students, 4. 1 % Asian students, 3 . 7 % African-American students, and 1. 9% Hispanic
students (Tennessee Department of Education, 2006).
The school lies in a suburban town where the median home value is $225,664
(Knox Area Housing Stats, 2997). According to census data from 2000, the median
family income in the community was $91,423. Within this community, 93 .9% of citizens
are white, 95 .2% of citizens older than 24 have at least a high school diploma, 5 3 .6%
hold a bachelor 's degree or higher, and 22.2% have professional or graduate degree (U.S.
Census Bureau). Furthermore, this is a growing community with a 3 8% growth rate
projected between 2005 and 2025 (Tennessee Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, 2003 ).
This school operated on a 4 x 4 block schedule, meaning that students completed
four classes each semester of their four-year high school careers. Most classes extended
over the course of one semester-90 scheduled days---only (a few are half a semester,
but none continue for two semesters). Students in third block met for class from 12:20
p.m. to 1 :50 p.m., and students in fourth block were in class from 2:00 p.m. until 3: 30
p.m. Third block originally consisted of 19 students, 18 of which returned consent and
11

assent forms. One student, however, transferred to another _school before the completion ·
of the study. Fourth block consisted of 30 students, 24 of whom participated in the study.
Therefore, 41 students participated in the study from beginning to end.
The classes had no non-native English speakers. There were four students of East
Asian descent, three students of Middle Eastern descent, one student of Egyptian
ancestry, a half-Turkish student, and one African-American student. Forty of the
participants had completed an honors level tenth grade English class.
Meihods

This study's design can best be described as mixed methods, concurrent
triangulation (Creswell, 2003). In this design, both qualitative and quantitative data are
collected. Qualitative and quantitative findings are derived separately but are synthesized
and evaluated together as the researcher develops conclusions.
Within this design, the study consisted of several steps. First, I developed a list of
"preferred principles in writing instruction" by synthesizing the recommendations of
research sources and writing instruction experts. I narrowed the numerous
recommendations to a list of ten that I felt had been articulated most frequently by the
most reputable sources and that seemed most practical for high school instruction.
Having taught students of a wide range of abilities over the past eight years (two as a
substitute teacher, six as a certified English teacher), I found these ten to be most easily
applied to high school classrooms regardless of the students' ability levels. Furthermore,
I have divided these principles into three broad categories: purposes for student writing,
12

processes in student writing, and actions that teachers take to support student writing.
Below is a list of the principles grouped into these three categories.
Purposes for student writing

1. Students should publish writing for a specific audience
2. Students should write for discovery
3. Students should choose their own topics
Processes in student writing

4. Students should consult with peers and the teacher
5. Students should write frequently
6. Students should be allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite
Actions that teachers take to support student writing

7. Teachers should model writing
8. Teachers should teach writing in relation to literature
9. Teachers should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and
strategies
10. Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides
These ten "preferred principles" were derived from literature on best practices in
writing instruction. The sources of these principles are discussed in further detail on
pages 29-40 in Chapter 2. I focused initially on recent articles and research reports (from
the past seven years) in order to capture the most current trends and beliefs regarding
instruction. I devised my list of practices from my reading of dozens of commentaries,
articles, research reports, and position statements-including those of the National
Council of Teachers of English {NCTE), Conference on College Composition and
Communication (CCCC), and the Writing Observation Framework (WOF)-from the
year 2000 to the present. Furthermore, I drew from commentaries, articles, and research
13

reports from middle to late 1990s. I also consulted seminal works from the 1970s and
1980s, including the writings of Peter Elbow, Nancie Atwell, and George Hillocks.
In these readings, I identified recurring principles that appeared consistently
throughout the three-plus decades of literature. All of the ten principles were advocated
by the majority of these works and appeared in at least one of the position statements of
NCTE, CCCC, and WOF. For a chart of principles and literature in which they were
individually espoused, refer to Table I . This table shows the principles and the sources
from which they were derived.
Then, I searched for an appropriate instrument to measure intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation. To do this, I started by searching the online site for NCTE, hoping to find an
instrument that measured writing attitudes and motivation. I also searched EBSCO and
Mental Measurements Yearbook. Unable to find an acceptable instrument that combined
writing and intrinsic motivation, I searched for general measures of motivation and
approaches to learning. Using the Mental Measurements Yearbook, I discovered the
Biggs Learning Process Questionnaire (see Appendix A). I chose to this instrument
because of its clear measurements of surface (extrinsic) and deep (intrinsic) approaches.
I adapted it to fit the needs of this study simply by requesting that the students think of
writing tasks and writing instruction when responding to the questionnaire's general
statements. For example, Item 2 in the questionnaire reads, "I find that at times my
school work can give me a feeling of deep personal satisfaction." I instructed students to
substitute the word "writing" for the words "school work." With this adaptation of the
14
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Table 1 : Sources of "prefierred prmc1p
Preferred Principles
Sources Advocating the Principles

Students should publish writing for a specific
audience

Students should write for discovery

Students should choose their own topics

Students should consult with peers and the teacher

Students should write frequently

Students should be allowed to edit, revise, and
rewrite

Teachers should model writing

Teachers should teach writing in relation to
literature
Teachers should give direct instruction on writing
techniques, formats, and strategies
Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as
guides, especially in their feedback regarding
student writing

Bruning & Hom, 2000; Cleary, 1 990; Conner &
Moulten, 2000; Cooks, 2004; Elbow, 2000; Fox,
200 1 ; Hillocks, 1 986; NAGB, 1 997; NCTE, 2003,
2004, 2006; Nelson, 200 1 ; C. Smith, 2000b;
Thomas, 200 1 ; Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 1 998
Cleary, 1990; Elbow, 1 998; Hillocks, 1986; Fox,
2001 ; Kem, Andre, Schilke, Barton, McGuire,
2003; NAGB, 1 997; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; C.
Smith, 2003a; M. Smith & Hillocks, 1 989; Nelson,
200 1 ; Thomas, 200 1 ; Zemelman, et al., 1 998

Atwell, 1 987; Cleary, 1 990; Elbow, 2000; Enders,
200 1 ; Fox, 2001 ; Henk, Marinak, Moore, &
Mallette, 2003 ; Hillocks, 1986; Kem, et al., 2003;
NCTE, 2003, 2006; Zemelman, et al., 1 998
Cotton, 1 998; Atwell, 1 987; Dossin, 2003 ; Elbow,
1 973, 1 998, 2000; Enders, 2001 ; Fox, 200 1 ;
NAGB, 1 997; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; Henk, et
al., 2003; Hillocks, 1 986; Nelson, 200 1 ; Smith,
2000b; Zemelman, et al., 1 998
Atwell, 1 987; Cotton, 1 998; Elbow, 1 973, 1 998,
2000; Enders, 200 1 ; Henk, et al., 2003 ; Hillocks,
1 986; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006;
Zemelman, et al., 1998
Cleary, 1990; Cotton, 1 998; Henk, et al., 2003;
Dossin, 2003; Elbow, 2000; Enders, 200 1 ; Fox,
200 1 ; Hillocks, 1 986; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE,
·2003, 2004, 2006; Thomas, 200 1 ; Zemelman, et
al., 1998
Atwell, 1987; Hampton, 1 995; Henk, et al., 2003;
Cleary, 1990; Cotton, 1 998; Dean, 2001 ; Fox,
2001 ; Kem, et al., 2003 ; NCTE, 2003 ; Pederson,
2002
Atwell, 1987; Hampton, 1995; Henk, et al., 2003;
Cleary, 1 990; Cotton, 1 998; Dean, 200 1 ; Fox,
200 1 ; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE, 2003 ; Pederson,
2002
Atwell, 1 987; Bruning & Hom, 2000; Henk, et al.;
2003 ; Hillocks, 1 986; Kem, et al., 2003 ; NCTE,
2004; C. Smith, 2003a
Anderson & Speck, 1 997; Bruning & Hom, 2000;
Cleary, 1 990; Cotton, 1 998; Elbow, 2000;
Hairston, 1 982; Henk, et al., 2003; Hillocks, 1 986;
Livingston, 2004; NCTE, 2003; Straub, 1 997

Table 1 shows the sources of the "preferred principles in writing instruction"
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instrument, I conducted a pre-test to measure the participants' degree of intrinsic
motivation for writing at the start of the semester.
Next, over the course of 66 class meetings, I attempted to apply preferred
principles in my instruction, thereby devising a treatment in preparation for a post-test to
measure any changes in student motivation to write. In our class meetings, I used
activities and strategies that were appropriate representations of the "preferred principles
in writing instruction" and that would, based on my teaching experience, be most
engaging for students. (A calendar of these class meetings and activities can be seen in
Table 19, Appendix B. Descriptions of typical activities can be found in Chapter 3).
A week prior to the end of the study (and the academic courses) I met with
students from both classes who volunteered to be a part of a focus group. I decided to
use a focus group due to the possibility of hearing a "collective voice" (Smithson, 2000)
of the class due to the discursive nature of multiple-participant discussion. I also felt that
students would be better able to generate ideas as they heard each other's comments and
could contradict statements that they felt were not entirely accurate. In organizing and
leading the discussion, I used protocol advocated by Morgan (1998). For further
discussion of these methods, see Chapter 3.
I transcribed and analyzed notes from the session to attain data that evaluated the
students' attitudes toward writing, -instructional actions of the teacher, and writing
activities. To assure thoroughness and accuracy of analysis, I started, with a surface
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analysis of student statements. I then noted patterns within these statements to generalize
the "collective voice" and eventually interpret prevalent themes from the session.
Data regarding student motivations and attitude were also acquired through the
Biggs Leaming . Process Questionnaire. I used this survey because it measures both the
level of extrinsic and intrinsic academic motivation that a student possesses. The survey
instrument (the Biggs LPQ) was designed to measure academic motivation. The
instrument measures students' responses on six subsets: surface motivation, surface
strategies, deep motivation, deep strategies, achieving motivation, and achieving
strategies. (For a distinction between strategies, see Chapter 3).
Data analysis included simple comparisons of individual students' pre- and post
test data and a series of dependent t-tests. .I examined pre- and post-test scores for
individual students in order to determine what percentage made gains in intrinsic
motivation. I then conducted dependent t-tests to compare the students' initial academic
motivations and strategies with their motivations and strategies at the end of the study.
In addition to comparing the means of all students, I used student scores on the pre-test to
identify respondents with surface motivation and respondents with deep motivation at the
beginning of the study. I consequently used t-tests to analyze changes within these
groups as well.
Additionally, I selected representative writing samples from students so that I
could perform ·a document analysis. I performed this document analysis because
researchers have suggested that when students are motivated to write, they produce better
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writing (Hillocks, 1995). Hence, if I could determine that the students' work was of high
quality, then I could speculate that the students worked with a good degree of intrinsic
motivation. In this analysis, an independent grader and I reviewed the students' work in
order to determine the students' relative advancement toward self-efficacy as writers. I
coupled these samples with conversations with students about their writing and classroom
observations throughout the semester. Using these data sources, I hoped to more directly
see the relation between the students' products and their attitudes.
Review ofLiterature

We can place this study into a more specific context by reviewing pertinent
research regarding motivation and writing instruction. I will address these topics more
fully in the next chapter; a brief preview follows here. In terms of motivation, I will
consider the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and the implications of
each for academic performance. In addition, I will examine research that addresses the
relationship between instruction and motivation. I will also review the theoretical and
institutional sources of my "preferred principles" and examine research on writing
instruction and student and teacher perspectives on writing.
Much of the study of human motivation stems from Maslow's (1954) theory
regarding the hierarchy of needs. In discussing higher order needs, Maslow asserted that
humans must be motivated by more than attaining their base desires and the external
gratifiers that come with achieving them. In turn, McClelland (1955) proposed that one
of these higher needs is to achieve, while White (1959) argued that people innately desire
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a sense of competence or "effectance" in interacting with their environment. Hence, they
shaped a view of intrinsic motivation.
Deci (1971; 1975) elaborated on intrinsic motivation, stating that extrinsic
rewards could decrease a person's innate drive to perform an activity. Dweck (1986)
and Ames (1992) applied this idea to the scholastic setting and the use of grades as
motivators. They identified a distinction between t�ose students who worked towards
extrinsic "performance goals" and those who sought to attain "learning goals."
But what factors can influence a students' goal orientation? Amrein and Berliner (2003)
suggested that grades and testing had adverse effects on students' intrinsic motivation.
Others, such as Ames (1984), Biggs (1991), and Lepper (1987) considered the teacher's
instructional strategies and their influence on student goals. Other researchers have
followed Ames in examining a teacher's role in influencing her students' goal
orientations. For instance, Hayward (1991), Brewster (1991), and Bower (1998) studied
the attitudes composition students in response to instructional methods. In these cases,
the researchers found some connection between instructional methods and student
attention in the subject matter.
Of course, many researchers have studied writing and writing instruction. This
field developed significantly after publish of the Braddock Report (Braddock, Lloyd
Jones, & Schoer, 1963) in which the researchers examined contemporary knowledge and
research on the subject. In the report, the authors make keen statements on
environmental and instructional factors in the teaching of composition. Likewise,
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Hillocks ( 1986) updated the status of research on writing in his meta-analysis of the
previous twenty-plus years of research.

In

his analysis of 60 studies, Hillocks reports on

instructional modes, the focus of instruction, methods for teaching students how to judge
writing, and techniques for developing ideas in writing.
The research of Hillocks ( 1986) and others aims to devise best practices in writing
instruction. Many researchers engage in this task by starting with the student
perspectives on writing and instruction. Emig ( 1971) examined how twelfth-grade
students approached their writing tasks. Cleary (1990), Nelson ( 1990), and Scherff and
Piazza (2005) also reported on student views and their implications for good writing
instruction.
Current researchers have focused more and more on the implications on writing
instruction of standardized tests and college admissions. Hillocks (2005), Messenheimer
and P_ackwood (2002) and Nelson (2001) are among those who criticize emphasis on
standardized writing assessments. This is also an issue that organizations such as NCTE
and the International Reading Association (IRA) see as crucial as they have articulated
their positions on best practices in writing instruction.
Limitations and Delimitations

There were several limitations to the study. To start, generalizability was limited
by several factors. First, the study was limited to two classes and one teacher. A
statistically measurable change is hard to achieve with only 4 1 students participating.
Second, the study was limited to a single semester. More change would be evident in a
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yearlong course of study. Third, a single instrument measured student attitudes. While
the Biggs LPQ is a reliable and valid survey, student attitudes are not easily measured
quantitatively. Fourth, the site did not represent the universal educational condition.
The site was a suburban school where over 90% of students matriculate to institutions of
higher education. Additionally, the community where the school was located tends to be
fairly affluent (fewer than 5% of students receive free or reduced-price lunch). These
factors, however, do not affect the reliability of the research instrument (Biggs, 1987).
Fifth, the study was limited by the site's class schedule. The high school where the study
takes place is on block schedule, meaning that these classes typically met for an hour and
a half at a time, five days per week, over the course of a few months. While this allowed
for longer daily class time, the course in its entirety ran the course of only one semester;
hence, the students had fewer homework nights for extended reflection on their writing.
Sixth, the participants are teenagers who possess a myriad of moods and attitudes that are
subject to change due to the complexities of postmodern life. Student attitudes toward
their education may fluctuate as they experience first loves, parent's divorces, academic
stress, the temptations of drugs and alcohol, the influence of less academically-motivated
friends, and long-term absences due to physical illness or emotional suffering. Seventh,
the study was limited by the curriculum of AP English and Composition. The AP
curriculum included several practice tests with an emphasis on close reading and
rhetorical analysis. These practices limited the research by introducing additional
extrinsic motivators (e.g., test scores and product-oriented writing assignments). This
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course is meant to culminate with an exam consisting of three essay questions and 55
multiple-choice questions. Students performing well on the exam could receive college
credit-an extrinsic motivator. Eighth, the study was limited by the use ofmy own
students as participants. Students may have been tempted to give answers and make
comments that they thought would make a favorable impression on me as their instructor.
The research design also consisted of limitations. The quantitative portion of the
study incorporated a pre-post design. As such, factors other than classroom activities
may have affected the respondents' answers on the second administration of the
questionnaire. Additionally, the student responses can only be considered "snapshots" of
their attitudes on the two days during which they responded to the questionnaire. The
students, in fact, answered the post-test during final exam week. One group of students
answered prior to taking their last exam of the semester. The other group answered after
completing their last exam.
In addition to these limitations, the study was also delimited in several ways.
First, the study was delimited to two 11th grade classes (48 students) of AP Language and
Composition. Second, the study also had the delimitation of my choice of population. I
choose this site and these classes due to convenience: I taught these students and tracked
their progress on a daily basis. Of course, this did introduce the possibility of researcher
bias in the qualitative component of this research. To mitigate concerns over this
possibility, I disclosed "possible biases" and the way I "wili"deal with them" (Maxwell,
1996, p. 91f (See "Assumptions") Third, this study took place over the course of
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approximately one semester since, in a block schedule class, this was all the time that one
teacher could have with a given group of students. This time delimitation was important
because of the complicated nature of writing. That is, students tend to take several years
to truly develop as writers.
Assumptions

This study depended upon several assumptions. These assumptions involved my
attitudes and beliefs regarding the nature of education, my teaching strategies, and the
quality of the student responses.
These limitations include my own assumptions regarding writing instruction and
motivation. Based on research (Keller, 1979) and on personal experience with students, I
believed that teachers and their methods could influence a student's motivation. I also
assumed that the "preferred principles of writing instruction," as described above, would
have a positive effect on student motivation. Yet, it must be noted, that this study,
primarily aimed to foster intrinsic motivation, not motivation in general.
Additionally, while I acknowledged the importance of the "preferred principles of
writing instruction," I assumed that using each method every day is neither feasible, nor
desirable. One single method cannot enhance intrinsic motivation; instead, a compilation
of methods is necessary. I also assumed that my teaching adequately reflected the
preferred principles that I sought to incorporate. I further assumed that data yielded from
my use of preferred principles would be similar to data generated by other teachers using
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similar principles with a similar sample. Plus, I assumed that my selected principles are,
indeed, the most important principles for teaching writing.
Not only did I make assumptions regarding my teaching, but I also had to assume
that my students would provide reliable information. Respondents, while asked to be
truthful in their replies, were not accountable for any false replies. Part of the qualitative
portion (the focus group) depended on candid answers from the participants, though their
classroom teacher will be present during the session. As such, the students may have felt
pressure to appease the teacher with positive comments that may not be entirely accurate
or reflective of their true thoughts and experiences.
Definitions of Terms

To better understand the terminology used in this study, I have defined several
terms. They are as follows:
Preferred principles of writing instruction: These are teaching principles (listed under
"Theoretical Framework") that researchers and educators generally identify as "best
practices" in teaching writing.
Advanced Placement (AP) Language and Composition: This is a college-level course for
high school students working to develop their abilities to write arguments, analyze
rhetoric and rhetorical strategies, and incorporate research into their writing. Students
who wish to receive college credit for this course must make a qualifying score on a test
administered by The College Board.
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Intrinsic Motivation: "Intrinsic motivation is the innate, natural propensity to engage
one's attentions and exercise one's capacities, and in so doing, to seek and conquer
optimal challenges" (Deci & Ryan, 1985, p. 43).
Leaming Approach: "The combination of motive and strategy is called an 'approach ' to
learning" (Biggs, 199 1, p. 39).
Surface Approach to Learning: This refers to a student 's tendency to "gain a
qualification with minimal effort" (Biggs, 1987, p. 11). "The surface approach is based
on extrinsic motivation: the student sees school learning as a means toward some other
end, such as obtaining a job or keeping out of trouble" (Biggs, 199 1, p. 39).
Deep Approach to Leaming: This refers to a student 's tendency to approach learning so
as "to actualize one 's attentions" (Biggs, 1987, p . 1 1). "The deep approach is based on
attention in the subject matter of the task. The strategy is to maximize understanding so
that curiosity is satisfied" (Biggs, 1991, p. 39).
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have introduced the research problem, the purpose of my study,
the questions I have intended to answer, the theoretical framework of the study,
limitations and assumptions, delimitations, and definitions of terms. I established that the
purpose of this study was to determine what effect, if any, the use of "preferred principles
in writing instruction" will have on Advanced Placement (AP) secondary school
students' intrinsic motivation to write. I presented Keller ' s ARCS Theory of Motivation
and explained its relationship to "preferred principles in writing instruction." I defined
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these ten "preferred principles" as research-based guides to effective writing instruction,
as determined by prevalent research and theories on writing. I categorized these
principals into three parts: purposes for student writing, processes in student writing, and
actions that teachers take to support student writing. Within these categories I
enumerated the following principles: students should publish writing for a specific
audience; students should write for discovery; students should choose their own topics;
students should consult with peers and the teacher; students should write frequently;
students should be allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite; teachers should model writing;
teachers should teach writing in relation to literature; teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, formats, and strategies; and teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides, especially in their feedback regarding student writing.
This study has been organized into five chapters: Introduction, Review of
Literature, Methodology, Data Analysis, and Conclusions and Recommendations. The
next chapter is the "Review of the Literature." In it I explore more of the theoretical
background and research that led to the current study.
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature
In the first chapter, I established that the purpose of this study was to determine
what effect, if any, the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction" will have on
high-achieving secondary school students' intrinsic motivation to write. I presented
Keller's ARCS Theory of Motivation and explained its relationship to- "preferred
principles in writing instruction." I defined these ten "preferred principles" as research
based guides to effective writing instruction, as determined by prevalent research and
theories on writing. I categorized these principles into three parts: purposes . for student
writing, processes in student writing, and actions that teachers take to support student
writing. Within these categories I enumerated the following principles: students should
publish writing for a specific audience; students should write for discovery; students
should choose their own topics; students should consult with peers and the teacher;
students should write frequently; students should be allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite;
teachers should model writing; teachers should teach writing in relation to literature;
teachers should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and strategies; and
teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides, especially in their feedback
·regarding student writing. I listed limitations and delimitations and disclosed
assumptions. I defined terms and set forth the organization of this study.
In this chapter, I will present a review ofliterature. This review will commence
with a discussion of two theoretical frameworks: The "preferred principles in writing
instruction" and Keller's (1987) ARCS Theory. From there, I will review theories and
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research pertaining to motivation and writing instruction. I have divided the
"motivation" section into six major sub-topics: historical background, research involving
attention issues, research on relevance issues, research on confidence issues, research on
satisfaction issues, and research on the motivation to write. Then, I focus on writing
instruction. I have organized this section as follows: First, in a brief chronological
history, I identify major trends and examine their repercussions on student writing.
Second, I focus on research related to the ten "preferred principles in writing instruction."
Theoretical Framework: Preferred Principles in Writing Instruction

I based my treatment on using ten "preferred principles in writing instruction."
Here is a brief list of these principles (divided into three general categories):
Purposes for student writing:
1. Students should publish writing for a specific audience.
2. Students should write for discovery.
3. Students should choose their own topics.
Processes in student writing:
4. Students should consult with peers and the teacher.
5. Students should write frequently.
6. Students should be allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite.
Actions that teachers take to support student writing:
7. Teachers should model writing.
8. Teachers should teach writing in relation to literature.
9. Teachers should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and
strategies.
10. Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides.
These ten "preferred principles" are articulated in literature regarding best
practices in writing instruction. I initially focused on recent articles and research reports
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(from the past five years) in order to capture the most current trends and beliefs regarding
instruction. J.devised my list of practices from my reading of 22 commentaries, articles,
research reports, and position statements-including those of the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE), Conference on College Composition and Communication
(CCCC), and the Writing Observation Framework (WOF)--from the year 2000 to the
present. Furthermore, I drew from 19 commentaries, articles, and research reports from
�iddle to late 1990s, including the standards of the National Assessment Governing
Board (NAGB) and the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP; the
standards of the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and research from the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) and the National Writing Project
(NWP). I also consulted seminal works from the 1970s and 1980s, including the writings
of Arthur Applebee, Peter Elbow, Nancie Atwell, and George Hillocks.
In

this literature, I identified recurring principles that appeared consistently

throughout four decades of research and commentary. I devised this list of ten because of
their frequent appearance in research recommendations and commentaries. The
prominence of these principles shows in that they were advocated by these works and
appeared in at least one of the position statements of NCTE, CCCC, NAGB, and WOF.
In addition to these organizational authorities, I also found these principles to be
advocated by many of known authorities in the field of writing and writing research. I
structured the titles of these principles primarily in two ways. Some of the principle titles
came directly from a statement made directly in source. Other principles were
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constructed as combinations of language from multiple sources. I will discuss this
research and commentary throughout this chapter.
Furthermore, as a high school English teacher myself, I recognized that these
principles were easily applicable for teachers. I felt that teachers at any level of
education could use these principles to guide their general theories regarding writing
instruction and to help devise lesson plans. I also felt that many teachers without
experience in teaching writing could benefit from a brief, accessible guide.
As an aid in thinking about how these principles help students, we can divide into
three general categories: purposes for student writing, processes in student writing, and
actions that teachers take to support student writing. Below is a list of principles within
each of these three categories. Following this list, I will discuss some of the prominent
sources of these principles and some other recommended principles that I chose not to
include.
Purposes for Student Writing
1. Students should publish for authentic audiences (Bruning & Hom, 2000;
Cleary, 1990; Conner & Moulten, 2000; Cooks, 2004; Elbow, 2000; Fox, 200 1; Hillocks,
1 986; NAGB, 1997; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; Nelson, 200 1; C . Smith, 2000b; Thomas,
200 1 ; Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 1998). Writing for authentic purposes motivates
writers by showing them the complete goal of written communication, to share thoughts
and ideas with others. NCTE (2006) advised students: "Try writing for many different
purposes and audiences-try stories, memoirs, letters to the editor, and more" (para. 2).
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2. Students should write for discovery (Cleary, 1990; Elbow, 1998; Hillocks,

1986; Fox, 2001; Kem, Andre, Schilke, Barton, McGuire, 2003; NAGB, 1997; NCTE,
2003, 2004, 2006; C. Smith, 2003a; M. Smith & Hillocks, 1989; Nelson, 2001; Thomas,
2001; Zemelman, et al., 1998). Even if no external audience exists, students should learn
to value writing as a means of self-discovery and clarification of ideas. NCTE (2006)
advised: "Use writing to find out what you know, not just in English class, but also in
other subjects and in ordinary life" (para. 6).
3. Students should choose their own topics (Atwell, 1987; Cleary, 1990; Elbow,

2000; Enders, 2001; Fox, 2001; Henk, Marinak., Moore, & Mallette, 2003; Hillocks,
1986; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE, 2003, 2006; Zemelman, et al., 1998). Teachers struggle
with this, as do students, many of whom would rather be fed a prompt. If students cannot
choose their topics independently, teachers should guide them towards a topic. The value
in this principle lies in the development of decision-making in students and in the idea of
showing students that they do have important things to say. The writing will have more
meaning to the students wh.en they are writing about something that attentions them.
Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde (1998) wrote, ''For a significant percentage of writing
activities, students should choose their own topics" (p. 59).
Processes in Student Writing
4. Students should consult with each other and with teachers (Cotton, 1998;

Atwell, 1987; Dossin, 2003; Elbow, 1973, 1998, 2000; Enders, 2001; Fox, 2001; NAGB,
1997; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; Henk, et al., 2003; Hillocks, 1986; Nelson, 2001; Smith,
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2000b; Zemelman, et al., 1998). Again, this principle lends itself to the communal aspect
of written expression, showing the student the value of sharing with and learning from
others. Atwell (1987) wrote, "Helpful response comes during-not after-the
composing. It comes from the writer's peers and from the teacher, who consistently
models the kinds of restatements and questions that help writers reflect on the content of
their writing'' (p. 17).
5. Students should write frequently (Atwell, 1987; Cotton, 1998; Elbow, 1973,

1998, 2000; Enders, 2001; Henk, et al., 2003; Hillocks, 1986; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE,
2003, 2004, 2006; Zemelman, et al., 1998). The more that teachers require writing, the
more that students will see it as an important activity. Practice of good writing should
lead to improvement. This does not mean, however, that teachers should simply increase
the number of papers that students should write. As Cotton (2001) stated, "[M]erely
spending more time writing, or writing a greater number of papers does not, in itself,
increase writing skill" unless teachers encourage a "process" approach and use
appropriate "instructional techniques" (para. 35).
6. Students should be allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite (Cleary, 1990; Cotton,

1998; Henk, et al., 2003; Dossin, 2003; Elbow, 2000; Enders, 2001; Fox, 2001; Hillocks,
1986; Kem, et al., 2003; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; Thomas, 2001; Zemelman, et al.,
1998). This principle enforces the idea of writing as a process, much like thinking.
Writers should not expect perfection on the first time, and neither should teachers. But
.

'

.

.

with attentive editing and revision," successive rewrites can only help students achieve
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their goals and make their writing more meaningful. NCTE (2003) commented,
"Students should become comfortable with . . .a variety of strategies for revising and
editing, and strategies for preparing products for public audiences" (para. 10).
Actions that �eachers Take to Support Student Writing

7. Teachers should model writing (Atwell, 1987; Hampton, 1995; Henk et al.,
2003; Cleary, 1990; Cotton, 1998; Dean, 2001; Fox, 2001; Kem et al., 2003; NCTE,
2003; Pederson, 2002). In other words, teachers should write with their students and use
their writing as a model. Teachers who write with their students portray not only a model
for sound strategies and techniques, but they also reinforce the idea that writing is a
valuable and enjoyable activity, worthy of the effort of adults, too.
8. Teachers should teach writing in relation to literature (Atwell, 1987; Henk et

al, 2003; Livingston, 2004; Kem et al.; 2003 ; NCTE, 2003, 2004, 2006; Pederson, 2002;
Probst, 2000; Shanahan, 1997; Zemelman et al., 1998). This means going beyond simply
asking students to write about the content of literature. Students should view authors as
writers, struggling with their own communication, and they should study how these
writers accomplished their goals through language. NCTE (2004) stated, "People who
read a lot have a much easier time getting better at writing" (para. 26). But the
importance of reading goes beyond simply seeing models of good writing; as NCTE
(2004) further commented, "Additionally, reading is a vital source of information and
ideas. For writers fully to contribute to a given topic . . . they must be familiar with what
previous writers have said" {para. 28).
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9. Teachers should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and
strategies (Atwell, 1987; Bruning & Hom, 2000; Henk · et al.; 2003; Hillocks, 1986; Kern

et al., 2003; NCTE, 2004; C. Smith, 2003a). Often, students are limited by what they
already know about writing. They cling to the familiar. Some students continue to write
simple subject-verb-object sentences and compose only wrote five-paragraph essays.
Teachers need to show them other options so that students can develop more mature
writing and transcend the boredom of writing in a sterile, predictable fashion.
10. Teachers should respond to student writing less as evaluators and more as
guides (Anderson & Speck, 1997; Bruning & Hom, 2000; Cleary, 1990; Cotton, 1998;

Elbow, 2000; Hairston, 1982; Henk et al., 2003; Hillocks, 1986; Livingston, 2004;
NCTE, 2003; Straub, 1997). When teachers overwhelm students with criticism of their
writing, students may effectively "shut down" or become paralyzed by the fear of doing
something wrong. Teachers need to present themselves as a more accepting and
rewarding audience for the students. To do so, they should avoid writing comments filled
with acrid animadversions and offer more instructional suggestions and pertinent
plaudits. For the students, writing should become a more rewarding experience. Bruning
and Hom (2000) wrote, "Teachers should spend as much energy on praising good writing
as they do in pointing out errors and suggesting improvements" (p. 33).
Prominent Sources ofPreferred Principles

In this section, I will discuss some of the sources of the "preferred principles in
writing instruction. Other sources (such as Cleary, 1990; Elbow, 1973, 1998, 2000;
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Hillocks, 1986) are discussed later in this chapter under the sub-heading Writing
Instruction over the Past Four Decades. The following sources reflect a combination of

more recent research and other prominent commentaries.
Institutional policies and research The following sources of "preferred principles

in writing instruction" are policy statements or guidelines from institutions interested in
the advancement of student writing and composition instruction. The most prominent of
these is the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE). Among their "research
based policy statements on writing," the organization listed several ideas related to the
"preferred principles in writing instruction." The first statement revealed the view that
"writing is a process that occurs across time and employs a set of strategies."
Furthermore, NCTE wrote that instructors with "special training in writing instruction"
could improve the quality of their students more so than their lesser-trained colleagues.
This statement is important for the present study as I have focused on principles that
teacher education and staff development workshops might wish to employ. NCTE also
recognized the possible negative consequences of "high-stakes writing instruction" as it
could negatively shift the focus of instruction away from an emphasis on process.
In

the 2004 NCTE Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing, the organization

expressed several more pertinent guidelines. Among these, the second one stated,
"People learn to write by writing." Under this belief, NCTE indicates that classroom
teachers can assist this process by building "a sense of personal safety in the classroom,
so that students are willing to write freely and at length," a belief that relates directly to
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the need for developing within the students .an intrinsic motivation to write. The
organization elaborated that this safe place should be a "community" where writers can
share. This concept is echoed in my "preferred principle" that reads, "Students should
consult with peers and their teacher."
In the same 2004 document, NCTE articulated other beliefs that correspond to
"preferred principles." Among these were beliefs four, five and seven. The fourth belief
read, "Writing is a tool for thinking" (see the "preferred principle" reading, "Students
should write for discovery''); the fifth read, "Writing grows out of many different
purposes" ("Students should publish for specific audiences"); and the seventh read,
"Writing and reading are related" (Teachers should teach writing in relation to
literature"). Hence, NCTE proposed several beliefs and guidelines that corroborate the
ideas presented in the "preferred principles in writing instruction."
Like NCTE, the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) has
conducted research on writing and writing instruction. Cotton (2001) presented many
ideas espoused by the NWREL. Cotton's meta-analytical research focuses on a broad
spectrum of issues related to writing: the writing process, instructional points of
emphasis, and instructional attitudes. She advocated practices such as "providing a
language-rich environment" that allows for a variety of writing experiences and
audiences. She also wrote about effective feedback, specifically that students should get
feedback from peers as well as teachers and that when teachers do give feedback, their
comments should be more instructional than evaluative.
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Another group that has commented on teaching practices, including writing, is
"Best Practice." This movement developed as a result of efforts to reform schools in the
city of Chicago. Drawing from research and from the stories and experiences of
classroom teachers, Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde (1 998) produced suggestions for
writing from elementary through secondary education. These writers recommended
many principles for instruction, including the idea that students should be given more
freedom and more choice in their writing. Furthermore, they encouraged teachers to
teach writing as a process that emphasized revision and publication.

In a description of a

successful program, Zemelman et al., quote a girl who has moved from another state to a
school that used writing workshops and other recommended practices, "'Kids here don't
know what they have. Writing at most schools is a chore. Here at Lake Forest, it's a
sport'" (p. 72).
Voices from the golden age .ofprocess While the aforementioned organizations all

enjoined teachers to teach writing as a process, this process-approach hit its stride in the
1 980s. Two writers who advocated this approach during that decade were Hairston
(1 982) and Atwell (1 987).
Hairston (1 982) synthesized research from the preceding decades and urged
continued efforts to advance guidelines from this research.

In

the article, she wrote that a

"new paradigm for teaching writing is emerging" (p. 86). She proposed that this
paradigm contained certain foci, including giving students multiple writing situations,
tasks, and modes as well as allowing them to edit and revise. She also wrote that teachers
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need to practice their own writing and that they should assist their students' in developing
topics. In effect, she has presented the notion that the teacher should be a writing guide.
Atwell ( 1987) continued to advance this paradigm in her prominent work In the
Middle. In this book, she detailed her work as a writing instructor, including her own

lessons and reflections. Froni these, she generated a list of seven principles for teachers
and students. These included giving students "regular chunks of time" to work, allowing
the option for students to devise "their own topics," and teaching "mechanics in context."
In effect, she sought to treat her students like working writers, undergoing a process
whereby they explore ideas and learn the craft of writing through experience. She treated
the teacher, like Hairston ( 1982) as a guide who writes and who gives helpful feedback.
Research from the new century Researchers and practitioners from the last seven

years have added new insights into effective practices in writing instruction. Livingston
(2004) wrote more about the role of teacher as guide. In her article, she distinguished her
students' reactions to her from her perceptions of herself. They considered her "easy,"
but as she felt that this reaction came from the difference between her and other teachers.
Whereas they were impediment� at times, to their students, she sought to "stay out of
their way."
Dossin (2003) echoed more of this "teacher as guide" concept as well as the
NCTE belief in creating safe environments. In her account of peer writing groups, she
described a warm, supportive classroom where the students help each other. She wrote,
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Self-expression flourishes in a place where people are welcomed into the
conversation rather than pounced on for flaws and mistakes. It flourishes where
students can be fully human because the teacher is fully human, not in a place of
intimidation and harsh judgment. (p. 207)
She indicated that, as a result of this climate, her students' writing and attitudes toward
writing were positive and improving.
Other writers have also continued to advocate the prevailing research of the
previous two decades. Probst (2000) and Pederson (2002) advocated using literature as a
writing tool. Conner and Moulton (2000), Cooks (2004), and Fox (2001 ) each
emphasized the variety of occasions and purposes. These writers added new ideas for
this principle as Conner and Moulton (2000) wrote about giving their middle school
students a variety of genres and products (such as poetry books) as a means of
encouraging them to edit. Fox (2001 ) emphasized the necessity to give students more
authentic writing experiences, such as writing a certificate or a letter or even a Christmas
carol. Cooks (2004) also wrote about making writing more relevant to the students. He
reported on his assignments calling for students to expand the uses of writing beyond the
traditional, including composing raps.
Other commentators and researchers in the new century have sought to modify or
simply reiterate lists of principles that have been advocated, but not always employed in
the preceding decades. Henk, Marinak, Moore, and Mallette (2003) wrote about their
newly created "Writing Observation Framework." · This research based model for
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improving instruction drew stated a variety of recommendations, including allowing
students to choose their topics, using a process approach, integrating reading into writing
instruction, and creating an inviting classroom atmosphere.
Bruning and Horn (2000) wrote about specific practices that could help motivate
students to write more. Among their recommendations was the idea that writing has to be
relevant. They indicated that teachers could struggle with this if their "experiences with
writing are narrow-gauge, socially isolating, evaluation oriented and anxiety provoking,
they are very unlikely to be able to create positive motivational conditions for their
students' writing" (p. 30). This feature of the teacher's background could affect another
of their recommendations-that the students work in a "positive emotional environment"
where they do not see writing as a "negative experience" (p. 33). Furthermore, these
researchers suggested that teachers should enhance their students' knowledge by giving
them direct instruction on writing techniques.
These writers made important insights into writing instruction, but teacher
accountability measures and the demand of preparing students for college also affect
writing instruction. Since the No Child Left Behind Act teachers have had to increasingly
respond to the demands of standardized writing assessment. As such, plenty of research
has.been devoted to this situation. Kem, Schilke, Barton, and McGuire (2003) wrote
about instructional guidelines for this era of high-stakes testing. While recognizing that
"the demands of writing assessments can sometimes run contrary to beliefs about best
practice" (p. 816), these writers proposed that the research based instructional practices
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that had previously been advocated should still be emphasized. They wrote that students
still need to find their own voice and that literature should be part of their writing
instruction. Furthermore, they stated that teachers should model writing and teach
lessons on writing techniques and strategies. Thomas (2001 ), too, wrote against catering
to the possibly destructive forces of standardized assessment. He encouraged teachers to
give "authentic writing" experiences that give students the chance for "self-expression"
(p. 65) as \Yell allowing them to choose their own topics.
Enders (2001 ) recognized the product that the test scores hopefully would lead
to--college. In his research, he reported the shortcomings of students who had entered
college unprepared by their high school teachers. These students had found college
writing more difficult because of different expectations and the inadequacy of their high
school training. Enders wrote, "The most disturbing response of the survey came from
25 percent of the students who claimed in their own words that 'nothing' in high school
prepared them for writing in college" (para. 23). He recommended that high school
teachers could curb this tendency with their instruction. He recommended that students
in high school write more often, especially in an analytical manner about topics of their
choosing. He also urged teachers to give more insightful feedback and to emphasis
writing as a process.
Summary From all of these sources, we gather a clear picture of principles that are

considered "preferred practices in writing instruction." As teachers have become more
accountable for their students' progress, these principles continue to be recommended.
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These are principles that not only exist at theoretical levels, but that are also accepted at
the practical level of the classroom. ·
Additional Principles

While these were not the only principles advocated, they were the most frequently
espoused and most inclusive of other similar recommended principles. Some principles
govern multiple, similar practices advocated by various sources. For instance, several
sources suggested an array of ways to respond to student writing in slightly different
ways (instructive comments versus genuine human reactions to ideas versus specific
comments reflecting supportive tone), but as a whole, these sources all advocated a less
draconian, less grade-oriented approach. So instead of creating separate principles for
each of these methods of responding, I stated a single principle that embodied the stated
general goals of these varied methods.
Not only did I combine some suggested ideas for writing instruction into general,
guiding principles, but I did not include several recommendations that occurred less
frequently, that have less established research backing, and that fell out of the scope of
instructional principles. While one source advocated that students respond to a diverse
set of prompts (including drawing inspiration from visual artwork, for example), this
suggestion both fell within the realm of writing for different situations and was somewhat
minute in the number of its iterations. A few other sources emphasized writing with
developing technology (Abras, 2002), but teachers should focus on developing strong
writing skills, regardless of medium, especially when the writing that students produce in
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cyberspace and email often flouts traditional and accepted writing conventions
(Abdullah, 2003).
I also excluded an idea from Smith (2000b) who wrote about the necessity of
vocabulary development for good writing. While I encouraged my students to use
precise diction and while I administer quizzes from the site school 's assigned vocabulary
textbook, the true acquisition of vocabulary occurs outside of the teachers ' instruction.
Moreover, students recognize words only after an average of 3 5 repetitions (Gates, 1930,
qtd. in Hargis, 1999) with the word'. Such repetitions cannot viably occur in a classroom
where a myriad of other skills assume curricular priority; if they occur at all, they will
occur through the use of literature as an aid to writing-one of the ideals that I do
identify as a preferred principle.
The Relationship Between Preferred Principles and ARCS Theory
The aforementioned principles in writing instruction appear to contribute
positively to student motivation, according to Keller 's ( 1979) ARCS Theory. That
teachers and instructional practices can affect student motivation is well-established
(Ames, 1992; Benware & Deci, 1984; Biggs, 199 1; Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashad, &
Goldberger, 1983; . Deci, Nazlik, & Sheinman, 1 98 1; Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000; Lepper,
1988; and Nolen & Haladyma, 1990). Accordingly, when teachers practice "preferred
principles in writing instruction, they should help students find attention and relevance in
writing. The teachers should be able to show students that their efforts can produce
positive results (confidence) and generate personal satisfaction (outcome). To fully
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understand the relationship between Keller's Theory and the preferred principles, we ·
must explore how specific principles affect the four components of the theory-attention,
relevance,: confidence, and satisfaction. The relationship between "preferred principles in
writing instruction" and ARCS is displayed in Table 2.
Attention

The first component of ARCS is Attention. Teachers can enhance students'
attention in writing using principles that include modeling good writing and allowing
students to choose their own topics. When students hear their teachers enthusiastically
talk about writing, they may develop more attention. But if their teachers model good
writing, then the students may perceive that their teachers are less pedantic and more
genuine. If the teachers show that writing is personally important to them, then the
students may adopt a similar view of their own writing.
Additionally, students can gain more attention by writing about topics that they
select for themselves. If a student chooses a topic, then the student most likely possesses
a curiosity or fascination with it. Once the student finds writing as an outlet for
discussion or as a means of expressing opinions on this topic, the student may foster a
more inherent attention in writing for its own sake.
If teachers give direct instruction in strategies, format, and techniques, they can
also help students increase their attention in writing. Bruning and Hom (2000) propose
that when students have more knowledge about writing, they feel more competent and
subsequently more interested. Therefore, teachers should strive to inform their students
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Table 2: The Relationship between Components of ARCS Theory and Principles in
Wn"fm2 Instruef10n

Components of ARCS Theory
Attention
(Is this an activity that I am interested in
performing?)
Relevance
(Does this activity have genuine applications? Is
this truly important?)

Confidence
(Is there a causal relationship between my effort
and the results? Can I affect the results?

Satisfaction
(Do I feel satisfied when I perform this activity?
Do I expect gratification from doing it?)

Related Principles in Writing Instruction
*Students should choose their own topics
*Teachers should model writing

*Students should publish writing for a specific
audience
*Students should write for discovery
*Students should choose their own topics
*Students should write frequently
*Teachers should model writing
*Teachers should teach writing in relation to
literature
*Students should be allowed to edit, revise, and
rewrite
*Students should consult with peers and their
teacher
*Teachers should give direct instruction on
writing techniques, formats, and strategies
*Students should consult with peers and their
teacher
*Students should write for discovery
*Students should write frequently
*Teachers should act less as evaluators and more
as guides in responding to student writing

Table 2 shows the relationship between specific "preferred principles in writing Instruction" and Keller's
theory.

about writing in a way that gives them valuable, applicable knowledge. As the students
see their own expertise grow, they should become more interested in writing.
Relevance

According to Keller's theory, the second element of motivation is "Relevance."
Teachers may also be able to influence student motivation by using the preferred

.

principles. The teachers should emphasize genuine applications for writing, not just
writing for the sake of fulfilling school assignments. To do this, they might adhere to
principles that allow students to publish for a specific audience, write for discovery, and
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choose their own topics. Moreover, teachers may also help the students find relevance by
teaching writing in relation to literature, by modeling with their own writing, and by
giving frequent opportunities for the students to write.
Teachers can start by emphasizing the final part of the writing process:
publishing. Writing does not exist in a vacuum. If students only write for the artificial
audience of a teacher, though, then writing may appear to have no true purpose, other
than as a means of passing through school. By writing with a genuine audience in mind,
students might find that writing becomes a more relevant venture. For example, a student
might write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper or a petition to a school board or
an essay for submission to a popular magazine. Instead of writing to an audience of one
(the teacher), now the student writes to a multitude of real readers, capable of acting on
the written word in ways other than through a grading pen.
On the other hand, sometimes we write for ourselves only. In other words,
writing is an activity in thinking and reflecting-whether it is about a research problem, a
current political issue, or a personal dilemma. Students who learn that writing can help
clarify their thoughts:----even sharpen their focus in life-should view writing as a more
relevant activity.
Regardless of the size or nature of the audience, though, students can find more
relevance in writing by choosing their own writing topics. In the same way that students
should be more interested in writing about topics that provoke their curiosity, they should
also find such topics more relevant. After :all, if a topic is important enough for a student
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to choose for a writing assignment, it naturally must have some relevance to the student's
life.
Teachers can also bolster the relevance of writing for their students through their
instructional practices. They can start by teaching writing in relation to literature. In
other words, they can draw their students' attention to another writer's purpose, audience,
and rhetorical strategies. The teacher may focus on fiction (e.g., they may ask, "What is
Fitzgerald's message in writing The Great Gatsby? How does he use language to achieve
this purpose?"), or perhaps emphasize the rhetoric of non-fiction (they might ask, "How
does Thomas Paine use pathos in 'The American Crisis'? Why is this appropriate for his
audience?"). If students see how other writers pr?duce important ideas, then they may
develop more appreciation for writing's relevance outside of a classroom setting.
Likewise, teachers can share their own writing. Teachers can share short essays
or reflections that they have written and discuss choices they made in writing. In the
process, they can help the students understand why they wrote in the first place. The
teacher may provoke the students to find that writing can be personally relevant to them
as well.
Possibly, too, the students will discover more relevance in writing the more often
they write� Teachers should give more opportunities for students to write; after all, if the
students frequently practice writing, they should develop their skills. They may also see
writing as more relevant simply because their teachers ask them to spend more time
doing it. In other words, if the students write more often, they may understand that the
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teacher views it as a crucial component of their educations. If writing is so important in
this context, then possibly the students will see that it is relevant on a larger scale, too.
Hence, the students who write more frequently may perceive that the activity is highly
relevant.
Confidence

The third part of Keller's ARCS theory is "Confidence." Just as teachers and
their instructional practices can affect student attention and writing's relevance, they can
also influence the way students perceive potential results of their writing. For students,
the key questions in terms of confidence are "Can I affect the results that my writing
generates?" and "Is there a causal relationship between my effort and these results?" To
many students, the term "results" may translate into "grades." In a broader sense, though,
"results" should better be understood as "feedback." Do the readers understand my
position? How do they respond to the points that the writer makes? In short, is this
writing effective? Teachers should help students understand that the answer to all of the
questions in this paragraph can be "Yes." They may be able to accomplish this by using
preferred principles that include allowing students to edit, revise, and rewrite their work,
encouraging students to consult with peers and instructors, and giving direct instruction
on writing techniques, formats, and strategies.
To start, students need to understand that writing a specific composition is not a
"one time" event or "one chance" occurrence. That is, they need to know that once they
have completed a draft of a composition, the process is incomplete. Teachers should
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encourage students to write multiple drafts and rewrite portions of their papers, even after
an initial grade has been assigned. When students know that they can improve the quality
of their writing and the audience's perceptions of it, then they may recognize that writing
is not an isolated performance.
In this way, writing is different from other creative endeavors. Take singing, for
example. Perhaps a singer goes to an audition, but misses an important note or forgets
several lyrics. The audition is a disaster and the result cannot be changed. In writing,
though, a student can revise a work, can edit extraneous words or compensate for leaps in
logic, can rewrite and produce something better. Whereas some students may view
writing as a skill like singing where practice translates into a performance, teachers
should emphasize that writing is a process where a product does not depend solely on the
developed skill of creating words on demand; good writing depends on a variety of skills
that include revision, editing, and rewriting.
Students should also know that honing their writing is not a solitary effort.
Students should find that their peers, both writers and readers, help them produce
effective writing. As such, teachers should encourage peer revision among students.
Students should also feel free to seek their teachers' advice. If students find that they are
not alone in making their writing work, then they may discover that success is more
attainable.
Consider the difference between two hypothetical students: Both students receive
an assignment to discuss a current issue of their choosing in an expository paper of no
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less than one thousand words. The first student immediately thinks about the dreadful
nights that lie ahead, sitting in front of the computer, searching for words to convey
thoughts that have not quite developed. The student thinks about the research to be read
and the works cited page to compile. This student feels overwhelmed. The other student,
though, knows that he will write a draft in the next day or so and show it to his teacher.
Once the teacher gives some feedback, he will then produce another draft to show to
friends. He will ask them, "Do you understand what I'm writing? Does it make sense?
How can I make it better?" He will take their notes and write again. In essence, he feels
a sense of competence that the other student does not. As such, this second student may
feel more able to control whether his writing is effective, producing an enhanced feeling
of confidence as well.
Students may also develop a stronger sense of confidence when they know more
about producing good writing. In other words, teachers need to give instruction on
specific writing techniques, formats, and strategies. If teachers only give writing
instruction through feedback to finished work, then they are missing a part of instruction
that the students should find essential. Students need to know what is expected before
they write; they need to know upon what criteria their writing will be judged. Teachers
can help by showing them different ways to generate ideas and to organize them in
writing. Better still, teachers can show them ways of varying their sentence construction
. and maintaining clarity and coherence, as recommended by Hillocks (1986). When
teachers show their students what good writing looks like and how they can produce it,
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then students may feel more capable of affecting the results of their writing.
Consequently, they might develop more motivation to write because they expect to write
well.
Satisfaction
The final component of Keller's Theory is "Satisfaction," a concept that is
essential for writers. While most writing is performed for an external audience, if writers
are to develop intrinsic motivation, then they must attain a feeling of satisfaction from
undertaking the writing process. After all, as Elbow (2000) observed most writing
receives little to no feedback. To help students develop this result associated with
"satisfaction," teachers may benefit by using preferred principles that include
encouraging students to consult with peers, giving opportunities to write more frequently
and for discovery, and acting less as evaluators and more as guides.
As I have speculated, teachers may help students enhance feelings of confidence
by urging them to consult with peers and with teachers. This practice might also help the
students develop more satisfaction in their writing. By sharing thoughts with others,
students may feel more connected to the classroom community. Such connectedness can
boost the students' sense of belonging. The increased sense of belonging may provoke a .
deeper satisfaction that the students may trace back to consulting with their peers
regarding their writing. Consequently, students may experience more satisfaction in
writing.
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By writing more frequently and for discovery, students may also find more
gratification in writing. The more they write, the more students may find more
enjoyment as they improve their skills or experiment with diction and syntax or explore
new ideas. As NCTE (2006) emphasized in tips for students, "Have fun with writing.
Play with words, use your imagination, and tune your ear for language that tickles you"
(para. 3). Likewise, writing for discovery may have similar beneficial effects. If students
sit down to write, knowing that they may learn something about themselves, they could
see writing as deeply gratifying activity.
Regardless of how frequently students write and how often this writing is simply
for self-discovery, at some point they must turn writing in for a teacher to grade. Such is
the nature of school. Yet, teachers do not have to let the reality of grades and grading
detract from the students' writing experience. Elbow (2000) urged teachers to use more
"low stakes" assignments where "students regularly spend time reflecting on written
language . . . These informal pieces of writing are sometimes done in class and sometimes
for homework. These pieces are low stakes because individually they don't have much
effect on the fatal grade" (p. 352).
But if students write with their grades in mind, they may not feel a deep
satisfaction in their writing. They may think about their teachers as an audience, reading
with critical grading pens, ready to pounce on any awkward syntax or ill-formed logic or
formatting faux pas. How can this activity be viewed as satisfying for the student? Most
likely, it is not. Teachers, though, can ameliorate this experience by being less critical,
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more supportive reading audiences. When a student writes for a teacher who is likely to
include positive feedback and minimize criticisms of errors, then the student may write
with the belief that writing is a rewarding activity. By believing this, the student may
view writing as a more worthwhile endeavor and become more intrinsically motivated to
participate in it.
To summarize, these "preferred principles in writing instruction" relate to each of
the components of Keller's ARCS Theory. As such, teachers who consistently use these
principles in designing their course requirements and their instructional methods may
effectively influence their students' views of writing. They may increase their students'
intrinsic motivation to write.
Motivation

We can place this study into a more specific context by tracing historical
developments and analyzing topical features within the fields of motivation. I will start
by analyzing historical perspectives in motivation. Then I will examine research related
to the four components of Keller's ARCS theory. Finally, I will describe research on the
motivation to write.
Historical Background

"Why do we do what we do?" This question has sparked volumes of research and
countless theories in an attempt to explain what makes humans behave as they do. Early
twentieth-century theories accounted for human activity in terms of the human need to
satisfy basic biological needs. According to Mook ( 1 996), Hull accounted for human
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behavior through drive-reduction theory. Hull postulated that humans had basic physical
needs (hunger and sex, for example) and acted in ways to sate these needs. Other
theorists, starting with Freud, described human behavior as a matter of obeying deep
seated instincts. In other words, we cannot always see visible, tangible reasons for a
person's behavior sense the motives exist subconsciously. According to McClelland
( 1 987), "The major contributions of Freud's early work involved showing how the
motives that influence what people do in everyday life are often unconscious" (p. 1 6). In
the second half of the twentieth century, other theorists sought to further explore Freud
and Hull's ideas regarding human behavior.
In 1 955, at the Nebraska Symposium on Motivation, Abraham Maslow and David
McClelland were among those presenting papers. In "Some Social Consequences of
Achievement Motivation," McClelland wrote, "The study of human motives-in the
sense of accurately measuring them with due attention to their differences in kind and
their social consequences-is just beginning. We can look forward to great advances in
our understanding of human behavior if such study gets the attention it deserves" (p. 72).
Important advance had already been made at the same symposium: in "Deficiency
Motivation and Growth Motivation," Maslow wrote, "Activity can be enjoyed either
intrinsically, for its own sake, or else have worth and value only because it is
instrumental in bringing about a desired gratification" (pp. 1 4-1 5). While he did not coin
the term "intrinsic motivation," Maslow brought the concept to the forefront. In essence,
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both men recognized the need to depart from purely looking at physical, behaviorist
explanations for human action and to study psychological factors in human motivation.
Maslow (1987) also recognized that the concept of intrinsic motivation had
important implications for education. He wrote, "The needs to know and to understand
are seen in late infancy and childhood, perhaps even more strongly than in adulthood.
Furthermore this seems to be a spontaneous product of maturation rather than of learning,
however defined. Children do not have to be taught to be curious. But they may be
taught, as by institutionalization, not to be curious" (pp. 24-25). In other words, he
expressed concern that American schools do not nurture what he identified as the natural
inclination of people"to be curious, to grow. Maslow continued by further lamenting the
shortcomings of education in regards to motivation:
Education in practice too often adapts children to the convenience of
adults by-making them less nuisances and little devils. More po.sitively
oriented education concerns itself more with the growth and future self
actualization of the child. What do we know about teaching children to be
strong, self-respecting, righteously indignant, resistant to domination and
exploitation, to propaganda and blind enculturation, to suggestion and to
fashion?
We know very little about purposeless, unmotivated learning, that
is, latent learning, learning out of sheer, intrinsic attention, and the like.
(1987, p. 172)
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Fortunately, researchers have continued to examine issues surrounding intrinsic
motivation and motivation in school settings.
In 1959, White proposed the concept of "Effectance" motivation. In s4ort, he
argued that humans naturally seek to become "competent" in dealing with their
surroundings, and as such, they display "behavior in which stimulation and contact with
the environment seem to be sought and welcomed, in which raised tension and even mild
excitement seem to be cherished, and in which novelty and variety seem to be enjoyed for
their own sake" (White, 1959, p. 328). Today, this concept is more commonly viewed as
"intrinsic motivation."
According to White's (1959) argument, this desire to develop competence is
necessary. In fact, he called it "a feature that is favorable for adaptation" (p. 330). Yet,
this innate force of intrinsic motivation seems to be contrary to the "stimuli-response"
model of behaviorism-a theory upon which our education system heavily relies.
Lepper (1988) commented on the significance of intrinsic motivation to students
in his analysis of several preceding studies. From this analysis, Lepper recognized
significant differences between students motivated by extrinsic goals and those who were
intrinsically motivated. He found that intrinsically motivated students were "more likely
to select problems and subgoals of moderate difficulty," whereas students motivated
extrinsically were prone to looking for the "easiest" means of reaching an outcome (p.
297). Furthermore, the intrinsically motivated students were "more likely to value and .
employ 'deeper' study strategies" (p. 297).
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Biggs (1 991), the creator of this study's survey instrument, also recognized the
differences between intrinsically and extrin�ically motivated students. In his research,
Biggs identified three main approaches to learning: surface, deep, and achieving.
Surface approach students simply attempt to negotiate school with the least effort
possible. They measure their success by their ability to avoid punishments and strenuous
work, incorporating low-level study skills such as rote memorization. The deep approach
students, on the .other hand, possess genuine attention in the material presented in their
coursework. In Biggs' words, "The strategy is to maximize understanding so that
curiosity is satisfied. A student adopting a deep approach sees a task as interesting and
personally involving, and focuses on underlying meaning rather than on the literal
aspects" (p. 39). Those students with an achieving approach typically focus on procuring
high grades, often in a competitive manner. This approach, according to Biggs, "may be
linked to either surface or deep" approaches. In other words, a student might use a deep
approach or a surfac� approach to attain a good grade-but not both simultaneously {p.
40).
Schools, however, do not maximize the preferable deep approach to learning in
Biggs's estimation. Like Maslow before him, he criticized the stultifying effects of
education on the students' motivation. He wrote:
Schools are not operating at their functional best, educationally speaking.
There is too much evidence to suggest that people can learn far more
effectively than they typically do in most public schools. Further, change
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does· occur; there is little doubt that schools have changed in the last fifty
years, and that most children are learning more effectively than they did
fifty years ago. These changes often occur, however, as a result of the
sociology of institutions rather than of the psychology of student learning.
(p. 35-36)
Biggs's criticisms centered on the approaches to student learning used by schools;
essentially, they do not promote intrinsic motivation, or deep approaches. He indicated
that schools discouraged students to take deep approaches to learning by creating
environments "where rewards and punishments become the salient things to acquire or to
avoid, respectively. In particular, a 'cold' classroom climate, generating anxiety or
cynicism, leads to surface learning" (p. 44). He continued by warning against "setting
tasks that require low-level rote responses, and evaluating performance in ways that tell
the student that rote recall is rewarded" (p. 44).
Regardless of the general shortcomings of public schools, Biggs stated that
individual teachers could positively affect their students' motivations. First, teachers c.an ·
promote deep approaches by cultivating a classroom environment ''where student and
· teacher feel good working together, where teacher enthusiasm for the task may be
contagious, and where student 'ownership' of the task may be encouraged through
individual or join planning in the selection and delivery of the task" (p. 45). Second,
teachers can use methods that teach students to use deep approaches. Biggs proposed the
"3P model" that consists of "presage, process, and product" stages. According to Biggs,
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teachers in the presage stage should present an unambiguous aim for student learning.
Then they must teach students how to reach this aim using deep strategies in the process
stage.. In the final stage, teachers must give useful, applicable feedback to the students
regarding their work in order for the students to understand the state of their learning and
how they can improve (p. 46).
This model is significant in its implications: if teachers truly can influence their
students to adopt deep approaches and nurture their intrinsic motivation, then they must
understand what factors shape these concepts. Furthermore, they must understand how to
design instruction to foster them. To aid teachers in designing instruction, Keller ( 1 987)
proposed a theory of motivation (the ARCS theory that comprises one of this study's
theoretical frameworks) that elucidates four factors that contribute to student motivation.
The components of this theory-attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction-all
have implications for teaching strategies. As Keller ( 1 983) wrote, "Motivation . . .is the
neglected 'heart' of our understanding of how to design instruction" (p. 390).
Keller ( 1 987) suggested that teachers make instructional decisions based on the
four aspects of his theory. If a teacher hopes to elicit more attention, Keller ( 1 979)
suggested that they introduce "paradoxes or other forms of incongruity'' to produce
curiosity in students (p. 32). In doing so the instructor aims to induce "novelty, surprise,
uncertainty, complexity, or ambiguity ," factors that Keller indicated lead to increased
"curiosity'' on the part of students (p. 32). Keller ( 1 983) proposed that teachers "use
anecdotes and other devices for injecting a personal, emotional element" into subject
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matter; that teachers balance increased informa�ion on known material with ''unfamiliar
and unexpected" material; that teachers "use analogies to make the strange familiar and
the familiar strange; and that teachers "guide students into a process of question
generation and inquiry" (pp. 40 1-5).
For students to view classroom subjects as more relevant, Keller (1983) again
offered recommendations. Among his suggestions, Keller advocated giving students a
voice in what they will be doing as well as powers and duties in doing it (pp. 410- 1).
They should also work in cooperative activities, where social interaction exists in
conjunction with learning tasks (412-3) .
. Not only can teachers support the attention and relevance that students possess in
their studies, but also Keller indicated that they can use strategies that sponsor healthy
expectancies within students. For example, teachers can enhance "expectancy for
success by increasing experience with success" (p. 4 18). Keller did warn against giving
students projects that are too easy or simply insignificant, but teachers can design
instruction that is accessible and doable without simply patronizing students. One·way
that Keller suggested that teachers help students find success concerns simple
communication of standards and "requirements" for students to reach (p. 419). In doing
so, students need to learn that they have the ability to determine their success; teachers
can help through employing strategies that offer "personal control" to the students and
that give constructive responses to students so they can "connect success to personal
effort and ability" (p. 420).
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Likewise, Keller offered principles for teachers to follow in designing instruction
that can augment the students' "intrinsic satisfaction" with their learning (p. 424).
Among suggested strategies, teachers should try to minimize use of extrinsic rewards and
"use unexpected, noncontingent rewards" when they do so. Keller also exhorted teachers
to "use verbal praise and informative feedback rather than threats, surveillance, or
external performance evaluation;" to "use motivating feedback" after good work; and to
give ''formative (corrective) feedback'' prior to ensuing performance opportunities (pp.
426-7).
To summarize·, following Maslow's initial concerns regarding motivation and
schooling, the last half of the twentieth century saw progress in the development of
theories (such as Keller's and Biggs's) to help teachers tailor their methods to the
motivational needs of their students. These theories and their supporting research
continue to develop in the twenty-first century. To help organize my presentation of this
research, I rely on the four basic aspects of Keller's ARCS theory. As such, the
following four parts of this sub-section of the review of literature are divided according to
those four factors: attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction.
Research on Attention Issues

Researchers have proposed that certain aspects of school can affect the students'
attention in their coursework. Among these are instructional methods, the students' sense
of challenge, and the students' perceptions of their teachers. Additionally, institutional
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and administrative policies can have deleterious effects on student attention as shown by
the tendency of students to lose attention in school over time.
Biggs (1991) and Keller (1979, 1983, 1987) have asserted that teachers'
instructional methods affects student motivation. Researchers have verified their
proposals in their findings, but suggest that mere enthusiasm, especially if artificial, does
not generally suffice in creating student attention. Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashid, and
Goldberger (1983) studied the math and reading classes in several elementary school
classes as they examined how teachers presented material and whether students showed
attention in their coursework. Specifically, these researchers watched student behavior,
judging students to be "clearly engaged," "probably engaged," "off task," or "disruptive."
These researchers found that when teachers presented material in what they (the
researchers) deemed to be a negative manner, the students' attention was predictably
hindered. Yet, they were surprised to find that positive presentations did not result in
more student attention. Brophy, et al. speculated that students may react this way if
"alienated" from their teachers or if the positive presentations "are too perfunctory or
predictable" (p. 550). They indicated that in this study, though, they believed that
teachers tended to only try overtly positive presentations when they knew that they were
introducing material that students would probably dislike. Consequently, the students'
lack of attention may not have been caused by the presentation as much as by the nature
of the assigned work.
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Researchers such as Deci and Ryan (1985) and Csikszentmihlya and Larson
(1984) have suggested that teachers should present material that is appropriately
challenging to engage student attentions. Studies have shown that people tend to gain
more pleasure and find more attention in challenging activities. For instance, Shapira
(1976) conducted research on this concept using 60 undergraduate psychology students.
The students were asked to manipulate pieces of a game called "Soma" to form different
figures. Students were shown seven such figures along with a statement of difficulty for
creating each one. For half of the students, an experimenter offered a cash reward for
correctly working the puzzle within fifteen minutes. For the other half, no such offer was
made. After the students had chosen one of the seven figures to .replicate, the
experimenter asked them to rank the remaining figures in the order that they would have
chosen them. Upon completing the puzzle (or upon having the solution demonstrated to
them after fifteen minutes), the students answered questions aimed at determining how
difficult they found their puzzle and how much satisfaction they derived from working
with it. As Shapira expected, the students who had the opportunity to win money chose
what they perceived to be easy puzzles to solve, though not the easiest. The group not
working for rewards, however, tended to choose puzzles of medium difficulty. Shapira
concluded that, since the non-prize group lacked extrinsic motivation to solve a puzzle,
individual who are intrinsically motivated tend to be interested in more difficult
challenges.
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Harter ( 1978) applied the same principles to the extrinsic reward of grades in
research with sixth-grade students. In her study, students were asked to work with
anagrams categorized into four levels of complexity. In one part of the study, stude�ts
had no choice in which problem they would solve. Students expressed more pleasure in
solving problems that they perceived as challenging, but not too easy or difficult to the
point of frustration. In the other part of the study, students chose which problem they
would attempt to solve, but half did so believing they would be graded while the other
half believed they were simply playing a game. Students who believed that they were
playing a game gravitated toward more difficult problems. Their counterparts, however,
not only chose easier anagrams to solve, but also showed less pleasure in solving them.
Bergin (1999) argued that challenge by itself, however, does not equate to student
attention. He recommended methods that teachers could use to evoke "situational
attention" in their students. Hidi and Anderson ( 1992) espouse this concept as a means of
motivating students to engage in academic areas in which they lack inherent attention.
Bergin (1999) identified a dozen categories of activities that teachers could use to
promote situational attention. These are: ·'Hands-on" activities, material that contains
"discrepancy" or unexpected inconsistencies, "Novelty" or new and unusual material,
" food," "social interaction," "modeling" by the teacher, "games and puzzles," "content"
that inherently provokes attention, "biophilia" or the connection to and love for life,
"fantasy," "humor," and "narrative stories."
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Eccles, Wigfield, and Schiefele (1998) proposed that teachers can effectively
motivate student attention when they "design tasks for novelty, variety, diversity, and
student attention" (p. 1065). They further suggested that students gained attention when
teachers departed from "traditional classroom" structures in favor of more collaborative,
small group structures. Zahorik (1996) reported that teachers did, in fact, often select
course content that they knew their students would find interesting. Wade, Schraw,
Buxton, and Hayes (1993) identified three features that almost universally attracted the
attention of student readers: injury, sex, and scandal.
Instructional methods are not the only factors that can affect the students'
attentions; teacher personality and beliefs can also influence the students' views of school
work. Nolen and Haladyna (1990) surveyed 281 high school students in order to explore
the students' use of study strategies. These researchers found that students were
positively influenced by the teacher's beliefs regarding their work. Specifically, the
teacher impressed upon students the importance of deep learning strategies and
independent thinking. Aside from educational aims, though, evidence suggests that
personal traits affect students as well. Ramsden (1988) found that students reported
teachers to be more "effective" when they showed "'student-centeredness,' 'respect for
students,' or 'individual guidance "' (p. 167).
Eccles, et al. (1998) concurred with this assessment of teachers' abilities to create
positive learning environments and consequently affect student attention. They also
recognized the possibility that institutional and administrative policies could have
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detrimental effects on attention. These researchers cite studies that showed that student
attention increases in schools that promote mastery learning and that communicate high
expectations of students.
The importance of attention on the part of students seems self-evident.
Researchers such as Bergin (1999) have stated, though, that increased student attention
does not always equate to increased learning. In other words, just because a student
seems engaged in a classroom activity does not mean that the student will use a deep
learning approach in studying the content presented. Furthermore, when teachers use
means such as humor or story-telling to present material, they must make certain to
engage students in the material and not simply the story or the joke.
Because of the implications for good education, it is also important to note that
students tend to lose attention in school as they progress. Epstein and McPartland (1976)
administered their Quality of School Life instrument to over 4,000 students and found
that, as they matriculated past the elementary grades to middle school and high school,
students lost attention. These researchers suggested, "Schools may be less able to meet
the more diverse academic attentions and needs of older students" (p. 26). Likewise,
Harter (1981) surveyed over 3,000 students from grades three through nine using a scale
that she developed to measure intrinsic motivation. She stated, "Perhaps the most value
laden interpretation is that our school systems are gradually stifling children's intrinsic
attention in school learning, specifically with regard to challenge, curiosity, and
independent mastery" (309-10).
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In all, researchers have suggested that teachers can affect their students' attentions
in their academic subject areas. To do so, they must carefully design instruction to elicit
student attention without sacrificing academic integrity. They must also overcome
factors related to education as an institution (curriculum, administrative focus, etc.) that
are beyond a teacher's control.
Research on Relevance Issues

The next part of Keller's theory involves the concept of relevance. Questions of
relevance often pervade the adolescent learner's thoughts. At a time when students
typically experience more independence in their personal lives, making more choices for
themselves and perhaps even earning money at a job for the first time, school work may
seem less and less pertinent to life in the world at large. Whereas a younger child may
not question the logic behind school activities, older students are "figuring out" the world
and may wonder why they have to do what the teacher wants them to do; after all, they
may realize that their lives after school probably will not require them to know the
quadratic formula or the difference between a gerund and a participle. Against this
setting, teachers must attempt to make their course content not just interesting, but also
relevant.
Benware and Deci (1 984) studied the importance of relevance when they asked
two sets of college students to read an article about the brain. One group of students was
told that they would be responsible for teaching the material to others in the class; the
other group did not have this duty. The researchers in this case found that the group that
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had to use their knowledge-those that were to teach-displayed "greater evidence of
intrinsic motivation and reported feeling more active in their learning" (p. 763).
In another study, Newby (1991) also articulated the effects of relevance in a
learning setting. This researcher observed the classrooms of 30 elementary school
teachers over the course of four months. During the observations, Newby recorded the
teachers' uses of what he deemed · "relevance strategies." He found that "classrooms in
which there was a higher incidence of giving reasons for the importance of the task or in
which students were encouraged to relate the task to their personal experiences showed a
higher rate of on-task behavior" (p. 199). This finding suggests that teachers can directly
affect their students' perception of a task's relevance simply by explaining the larger
purposes for an activity or by encouraging students to connect their learning to their own
lives.
Teachers can also enhance their students' sense of relevance by incorporating
meaningful, real world content in· their courses. Oldfather (1993) observed fifth- and
sixth-grade students in a language arts classroom. He wrote, "The meaningfulness of the
curriculum was enriched through many kinds of resources for inquiry: trade books,
reference materials, newspapers, phone books, computer programs, and places and people
in their community'' (p. 677). He indicated that these "meaningful" features contributed
to a positive learning experience for the children. Furthermore, he recommended that
teachers display or publish their students' work to audiences outside of the daily
classroom, another way for teachers to reinforce the relevance of their academic subjects.
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Research on Confidence Issues

The third component of Keller's theory is confidence. Keller stated that
"confidence" referred to the students' feelings that they can control the results of their
work. This concept has myriad implications for learning. Important factors to consider
when discussing confidence include: whether students view ability or effort as central to
their success, whether students feel a sense of self-efficacy in their learning, and whether
teachers allow students to have autonomy in their learning.
Ability vs. Effort Some students have little expectance for success in some

academic subjects because they believe that their ability is "fixed" and cannot improve
despite their best efforts-a condition called "learned helplessness" (Dweck & Reppucci,
1973). Dweck and Reppucci (1973) studied the learning attribution of 40 fifth-grade
students. After scoring the children's beliefs regarding their ability to control their
achievement on a standardized scale, the researchers examined how the students
responded to success and failure. The students were given problems to solve by two
experimenters. One presented the students with a pair of tasks that they could
successfully complete. The other gave the students altered versions of these tasks that
were not possible to solve. Then, both the sets of tasks (possible and impossible) were
re-administered by the first (the "success") experimenter.

In observing the

students, the

researchers focused on whether they would persist against failure or simply give up.
Furthermore, they analyzed the results of the learning responsibility measure to determine
whether students viewed ability or effort as essential to success. The researchers found
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that students who easily succumbed to failure tended to also see achievement as a matter
of ability. This finding led the researchers to conclude that some students are hindered by
the condition of learned helplessness. That is, they feel limited ability to control success
and therefore learn to simply quit trying.
A cause of "learned helplessness" may derive from students' "achievement
goals." Simply put, this term refers to what people hope to gain from their actions. In
the realm of academics, some people seek to achieve "learning" or "mastery'' goals while
others pursue "performance" goals (Ames 1992; Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988;
Elliot & Dweck, 1988). People driven by learning goals tend to engage in activities to
enhance their ability or to simply learn a new idea or skill. Those motivated by
performance goals, on the other hand, act to attain external approval and/or avoid
disapproval (Dweck & Elliot, 1983; Nicholls, 1984, cit. in Dweck, 1986).
This difference between mastery-oriented and performance-oriented students is
vital to understanding the dangers of "learned helplessness." When students pursue
"mastery'' goals, they typically identify their effort, not ability, as cardinal to their
achievements, and they challenge themselves more, fighting through obstacles and
risking potential failure (Elliot & Dweck, 1988). (They do not view failure, though, as
anything more than part of learning.) On the other hand, the students who seek the more
extrinsic "performance" goals not only seek easier tasks, but they also see their capacity
for achievement as limited to their innate ability (Elliot & Dweck, 1988; Licht & Dweck,
1984). This leads to a dreadful predicament: they see effort as a negative entity. For
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example, since the child believes that his ability determines his success in a task, if the
child fails, he perceives some personal inadequacy. Likewise, if such a child has to try
harder in order to succeed, then he also feels that his. ability is limited. As Dweck (1986)
wrote, "[E]ven the mere exertion of effort calls ability into question" (p. 1043).
Consequently, a child with ability-orientation typically seeks easy tasks that he can easily
accomplish so that he maintains confidence in his ability. Children who seek
"performance" goals-good grades, a parent's approval, etc.-limit their learning in
ways that "mastery" goal seekers do not.
Teachers and parents can help children avoid this detrimental trap of "leamed
helplessness." To start, they must consider the tendency of these children to cite ability
as the key determinant in success or failure. Psychologically speaking, the distinction
between those who credit ability and those who cite effort lies in the realm of attribution
theory. In academic motivation, attribution theory helps us understand the behaviors and
attitudes of students. Dweck (1 975) conducted a study in which half of her "helpless"
subjects (those who discounted effort as a lost cause, believing that ability alone affected
their performance) received Attribution Retraining Treatment. In short, these children
were retrained, so to speak, to value effort in their work. Dweck found that the children
receiving this training not only showed more persistence against challenges, but they also
performed better on the math problems that formed the tasks in the experiment. Dweck
wrote, "The children who were taught to attribute failure during training to insufficient
effort were able to persist after failure in the test situation" (p. 683).
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Since teachers may lack the expertise and/or time to engage their students in
detailed Attribution Retraining Treatment, they must take other measures to help students
avoid "learned helplessness." Teachers must be more careful in their emphasis in
instruction and classroom structure. For example, consider the findings of Ames ( 1984).
In her experiment involving fifth and sixth grade students, half of the students worked on
puzzles in teams of two, competing against other teams. The other half worked
individually, not competing. After the first series of puzzles, the competitive groups were
given another set and prompted to compete again. The individuals in the other group
were encouraged to see if they could do better the second time around. Before a third and
final trial, the students were asked a series of questions to determine their approaches to
and attitudes concerning the activity. Ames found that the kids in the competitive group
tended to attribute their performance to their innate ability. The individuals in the other
group explained their relative success or failure as a matter of effort. The implication
here is this: when students focus on an external, performance goal (winning, not losing),
they cited ability-an uncontrollable factor-as the determinant variable; when they
focused on mastery, or a learning goal, the kids spoke in terms of effort. According to
Ames, teachers, therefore, can structure their classrooms to emphasize learning goals.
Researchers also suggest that teachers should also go beyond the simple structure
of their lessons to ·enhance a mastery learning orientation among students. For example,
they can perform cognitive modeling (Schunk, 2003) where they share thought processes
with students as they negotiate tasks. Additionally, they can help students set short-term
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or "proximal" goals (Bandura & Schunk, 1981) so that students focus on learning as a
process. Teachers also can create a classroom climate that is emotionally safe (Oldfather,
1993; Bruning & Hom, 2000). This means that students should not feel threatened by the
possibility of failure, but should understand that the classroom is a place where· they can
be less than perfect, where they can fail, but still work toward success. Fortunately,
many of these principles have practical application in methods for teaching writing
(Oldfather, 1993; Bruning & Hom, 2000; Schunk, 2003).
Self-efficacy A second factor in a person's confidence concerns the concept of
"self-efficacy." Bandura (1994) wrote, "Perceived self-efficacy is defined as people's
beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise
influence over events that affect their lives" (p. 71). People with a strong sense of self
efficacy differ from those who simply see ability as a determinant of success: those with
self-efficacy recognize the importance of effort, whereas those who credit ability believe
that some people simply "can" while others "cannot."
Bandura (1994) proposed that people develop self-efficacy in three ways. First,
they can experience accomplishment even in the face of difficulty or adversity. He
warned, though, that failure may diminish the feeling of self-efficacy. Second, they can
witness and feel connection to the achievements of someone similar to themselves.
(Accordingly, watching a similar person fail can be detrimental just as failing firsthand
can be harmful.) Third, p·eople can develop more self-efficacy through the influence of
others who convince them that they are capable of success in a given activity. This
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influence is effective if it encourages the target to work towards success and to improve
their abilities through practice (p. 71 ).
Bandura further commented that schools should serve to assist students in their
development of self-efficacy. Foremost, school should be places where students learn; as
such, students should obtain important knowledge and abilities in thinking that will
contribute to feelings of confidence. But schools also exert a social influence over the
students' beliefs regarding their capabilities. Teachers may encourage students not only
through feedback (such as grades or verbal praise), but also in their approach to teaching.
Bandura suggested that teachers who lack confidence in their own abilities often
incorporate classroom policies that had negative effects on their students' perceptions.
Furthermore, students develop (or fail to develop) self-efficacy through interactions with
and comparisons to their classmates (pp. 78-9)
The importance of self-efficacy to academics is evinced by the positive
consequences of this trait. Zimmerman, Bandura, and Martinez-Pons ( 1 992) found that
students set and strived toward academic goals in accordance to their own sense of self
efficacy. They responded less to the external expectations from teachers and parents. As
a consequence, these researches recommended, "Efforts to foster academic achievement
need to do more than simply set demanding standards for students. They need to
structure academic experiences in a way that enhances students' sense of academic
efficacy as well" (p. 673).
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Researchers state that teachers �an create these beneficial experiences in several
ways. Chappuis and Stiggins (2002) recommend that teachers should help students
become involved in their assessment. That is, the students should "learn to use
assessment information to manage their own learning so that they understand how they
learn best, know exactly where they are in relation to the defined learning targets, and
plan and take the next steps in their learning (p. 40). When student's get corrective
feedback and understand how to apply it to future learning, they will develop more
confidence in their abilities to succeed.
Tuckman and Sexton (1991) studied the effects of teacher encouragement on self
efficacy and performance. These researchers worked with 64 college students in
education who had the option of earning extra credit by writing test questions on a
weekly basis. At the study' s onset, students responded to questionnaires and surveys
aimed at a.) determining their self-efficacy in regards to the tasks they would be
undertaking, b.) recording the students' expectations in completing these tasks, c.)
measuring the importance of the tasks to the students, and d.) determining the students'
inclination towards procrastinating. At the start of each week, the students repeated the
measure of self-efficacy that was based on their projections for achievement that week
and their confidence in their ability to reach those projections. A teaching assistant
encouraged half of the students each week by writing positive feedback on the work of
these students. The other half of the population did not receive such encouragement.
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After_ ten weeks of treatment, the researchers found significant results. Students
who had received encouragement showed gains in self-efficacy; those who received no
encouragement did not. The students who had been encouraged also performed better
than the non-encouraged group. Tuckman and Sexton (1991) concluded, "...it would
appear to be the positive judgments about performance capability that were persuasively
motivating, and that led to the observed increase in the level of performance" (p. 143).
Of course, if the old adage is true, then "nothing breeds success like success." In
other words, when students actually experience success, they will feel more capable of
success in the future. This does not mean that students should give students mindless, but
easy material (I have already discussed the importance of "challenge" to student
attention). Yet, it does mean that teachers should strive to engage students on their
"instructional level" (Hargis, 1999; Margolis & McCabe, 2003). Teachers should start
working with students on a level where the students already feel comfortable, and to
some degree, successful. Hargis (1999) applied this concept to writing: "Do not attempt
to work on more areas of weakness than the students are capable of attending to.
Whatever the students are currently able to produce should be respected, their work
should not be covered with red marks and graded" (p. 111). By celebrating the students'
abilities instead of berating them for their weaknesses, teachers can help develop their
self-efficacy.
. Self-efficacy is critical for confidence in academics� If students feel they are
capable .of success, then they are more likely to set higher goals and achieve them. _This
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ability to control the quality of their work serves as an important factor in intrinsic
motivation.
Autonomy or Self-Determination A third factor in confidence is autonomy (or

self-determination. Deci and Ryan (1992) wrote, "The most critical factor with intrinsic
motivation seems to be self-determination" (p. 24). If Deci and Ryan are correct, then
people who get to choose their actions show more intrinsic motivation for engaging in
them. Research has indicated that this is the case.
Zuckerman, Porac, Lathin, and Deci (1978) found that self-determination
produced more intrinsic motivation in their subjects. These subjects, like those of
Shapira (1976), worked on Soma puzzles. Eighty students were divided into two groups.
Individuals in one group were allowed to choose the Soma puzzles that they would solve
as well as the amount of time they would devote to solving each one within a thirty
minute total time frame. Subjects in the other group were each yoked to one of those in
the "free-choice" group. These subjects had to work with the puzzles that their unknown
counterpart chose and had to do so in the same time frame that the other person chose.
After each thirty-minute session, one experimenter vacated the room, leaving only the
subject, two .sample puzzles, and a few magazines. A second experimenter secretly
observed the subject while the first experimenter was absent (this experimenter stayed out
of the room for eight minutes each time). The second observer recorded the amount of
time that the subject spent working on the Soma puzzles during the eight minutes of
unattended free time. When the first experimenter returned, the subject was asked to
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answer a questionnaire that included an item that asked the subject about his or her
willingness to return and work with more puzzles.
Zuckerman, et al. found that the subjects who chose their own puzzles and their
time allotments also worked an average of 94 seconds longer on puzzles during their free
time than did the "no choice" subjects. Furthermore, the subjects who had been given
choices were more willing to return and work more puzzles. The researcher concluded
that choice operated as a significant predictor of a person's level of intrinsic motivation.
Other researchers have found that these same principles apply in school
classrooms. Flink, Boggiano, and Barrett (1990) found that teachers who were pressured
to raise student test �cores used strategies that limited the choices and independence of
their students. Furthermore, the teachers' control and the pressure on these students to
achieve higher scores actually resulted in poorer performance by the students. Amabile
(1979) also recorded the negative controlling effects of pressure to perform. In her study,
judges assessed the creativity of art produced by two groups of art students: those who
created unaware that they would be evaluated and those who worked knowing they
would be evaluated. The judges gave higher scores on creativity to those students not
expecting evaluation. Amabile, DeJong, and Lepper (1975) found that the controlling
factor does nof need to be grades; they found that time and deadlines were also viewed as
impediments to autonomy and intrinsic motivation.
This concept of autonomy appears so instrumental to students throughout their
educations. Anderman and Maehr (1994) attributed the loss of student motivation in
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middle school to the increased amount of structure. They stated, "The typical middle
grade school environment is characterized by few opportunities for students to make
important decisions, excessive rules and discipline.. . and stricter grading practices than
those in the elementary school years" (p. 293). Furthermore, Garcia and Pintrich (1 996)
found autonomy to be a strong factor in maintaining the motivation of college students.
They wrote, "[ A]utonomy does seem to modestly foster intrinsic goal orientation, task
value, and self-efficacy" (p. 484).
. Thus, autonomy and self-efficacy both contribute to the confidence of students
that they can control the results of their actions. External controls decrease confidence.
Among the external factors that do this are teachers, evaluation, and deadlines.
Research on Satisfaction Issues

The final component of Keller's ARCS theory involves satisfaction-the
anticipated results of an action. The key question with satisfaction is, "What are the
students working towards?" Here, the distinction between performance goals and
mastery goals are important, as are types of rewards.
Deci (1 971 ) determined that extrinsic rewards, specifically money in his
experiment, mitigated his subjects' intrinsic motivation. "In short," Deci wrote, "money
may work to 'buy off one's intrinsic motivation for an activity" (p. 1 1 4). In subsequent
research, Deci (1 972) looked at the effects of verbal praise and money on intrinsic
motivation. His study used undergraduate students who worked with Soma puzzles.
Some students received only verbal praise for their accomplishments, some received
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praise and money prior to being granted free time in which they could choose to solve
more puzzles, some received praise and money after the free time, and some received
neither money nor praise. Deci concluded that the extrinsic reward of money mitigated
the subjects' intrinsic motivation and verbal praise increased the intrinsic motivation of
the males in the group. He attributed the effects of money to its "controlling" nature:
There are at least two aspects to any external reward, a "controlling" aspect and
an "information" or "feedback" aspect. The controlling aspect leads to a decrease
in intrinsic motivation by changing the perceived locus of causality, while the
feedback aspect leads to an increase in intrinsic motivation by increasing the
person's sense of confidence and self-determination. When money is given "as
an external reward," the controlling aspect is clearly the strongest and leads to a
decrease in intrinsic motivation. (p. 118).
Thus, according to Deci' s conclusion, extrinsic rewards that are informative tend not to
decrease intrinsic motivation, but those that are controlling do dampen a person's level of
intrinsic motivation.
Money, though, is not the only form of extrinsic reward that could threaten a
student's intrinsic motivation. Researchers point to the adoption of performance goals as
a condition that contributes to the controlling aspect of extrinsic rewards. Rawsthorne
and Elliot (1999) found that, when students work towards performance goals (grades,
approval, etc.), they lose intrinsic motivation through extrinsic rewards that are seemingly
harmless, like verbal praise. They also stated that the detrimental effects of performance
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goals depende<;l often depended on whether the performance goal is positive (attaining
success) or negative (avoiding failure).
But what types of performance goals do students typically possess? The 20002001 Ed-Excel Assessment of Secondary School Culture produced data that showed
students have an array of performance motivators. In one question, respondents were
asked, "When you work really hard in school, which of the following reasons are most
important to you?" The top answer was, "I need the grades to get into college," followed
by: "To please or impress my parents," "Help me get a better job," and "Prepare for
tough college courses" (Ferguson, 2002, p. 35). That these extrinsic motivators headed
the list is not surprising: · as a culture, America tends to value the tangible rewards and
products of their labors.
Other researchers recognize that high-stakes testing can likewise serve as an
extrinsic motivator. They believe that these tests serve to diminish intrinsic motivation
(Amrein and Berliner, 2003; Kohn, 1999), though research on the effects is inconclusive
(Sloane & Kelly, 2003). Given the current trends in education that emphasize the
promotion and testing of standards, it is crucial to learn more about the full effects of
standardized testing on intrinsic motivation.
Thus, extrinsic rewards and goal-orientation are factors that affect a students'
view of outcomes. When students seek certain performance results ( especially, seeking
to avoid negative consequences), they tend to lose intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, the
application of extrinsic rewards also threatens to hinder the students' intrinsic motivation.
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Research on the Motivation to Write

The aforementioned concepts regarding motivation lead to the topic of motivation
. to write. Researchers have explored student attitudes toward writing, seeking to capture
not only their level of motivation to write, but also factors that contribute to these
motivations. Researchers have found that in writing, as in other academic subjects,
attention declines, as students grow older. Attention seems to be frequently linked to
variables in the students' academic experiences-including teaching methods.
Williams and Alden (1980) examined the motivation to write of first-year college
students in freshman composition; what they found lends meaningful insight into student
attitudes regarding writing. These researchers were primarily interested in whether these
students were intrinsically or extrinsically motivated to write and how these motivations
manifested themselves in the students' beliefs and behaviors. While they found that
nearly as many students showed strong extrinsic motivation as those who showed
intrinsic motivation, the beliefs of these students regarding writing might serve to
demoralize the average composition teacher. Of the 300 students surveyed, 54. 7%
indicated that their "most important concern in this writing class" was their grade.
Furthermore, 97. 1 % reported that their grade was important while 88.0% reported that
writing "clearly and well" was important. When asked if they would work as hard in a
"pass/fail" writing class as in one where grades were given, 67.3% replied, "No."
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That the students expressed this much concern for grades is not surprising, but the
attitudes of those students identified as "extrinsically motivated" were quite telling.
Williams and Alden wrote:
We found that extrinsically motivated students tend to view writing as
unimportant in our society and thus place a much lower value on personal writing
ability. . . nearly 90% of these subjects reported that they would not have taken
freshman composition if it were not a required. subject. . . 80% reported that they
simply do not enjoy writing, which might explain why 82.6% are never involved
in any writing unrelated to school. (pp. 1 07-8)
These findings seem to indicate that writing is just not an appealing activity for students
who are motivated by extrinsic rewards.
Moreover, the extrinsically motivated students showed equally negative views
toward .the possibility of improving writing. The researchers reported, "the extrinsically
motivated subjects, unlike their counterparts, are uninterested in teacher comments on
papers" (p. 1 09). This would seem to indicate that these students do not value possibly
helpful feedback. The extrinsically motivated students reinforced this idea as "almost
half. . . believe hat writing cannot be taught" and only 5.8% credited a writing class with
enhancing their writing abilities (p. 1 09). Alden and Williams felt that these students
were "motivated more by a fear of failure than by a desire to seek and enjoy success" and
saw writing as "a terrible chore for them, one with no practical application" (p. 1 1 0).
Even more troubling for a teacher of writing, these researchers felt that "pedagogy based
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on intrinsic motivation" could not have much effect, reporting that "59.4% of the
extrinsic group stated that they had never wanted to write about something just because
they were interested in it" (p. 111).
Schunk (2003a) offered remedies for these types of problems, applying Bandura's
research on self-efficacy to writing instruction. Many of Schunk's recommendations
relate directly to "preferred principles in writing instruction." For example, he wrote that
teachers should "make extensive · use of models in the classroom" and should give
"encouraging feedback" (p. 169). He also advocated the use of peer groups to help
students learn how to succeed in achieving learning goals as writers. Furthermore, he
urged teachers to give direct instruction through "a combination of modeling, guided
practice, independent practice, and peer conferences" (p. 170). Schunk's work, contrary
to that of Williams and Alden (1980) indicated that students could be helped to find
intrinsic motivation to write
One factor to consider lies in the reasons why students do not like to write. To
this end, Hayward (1991) reported on ten students who had been identified as "resistant
to the writing tasks assigned" (p. iv) in their college-level composition classes. This
researcher found several reasons for their defiant attitudes toward their writing
assignments. One student, "Carl," indicated that he had grown tired of English classes,
that they did not "present new material" (p. 63). Furthermore, this student tended to view
education as simply a· matter of "amassing knowledge" (p. 63).
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Another student, "Sam," was frustrated by the methods of his composition
teacher. This student ·preferred the traditional approach of a teacher simply telling
students what to do or learn and of students learning the material, reciting it for the
teacher, and getting a grade for it. Hayward (1991) identified him as extrinsically
motivated (p. 83) and attributed his initial resistance to this class as a product of this
orientation. The same problem seemed to plague another student, "Barb," who feared
making bad grades and who was accustomed to more objective assessments in her other
classes. These students apparently were hindered by their preference for "black and
white" truths, "right or wrong" answers that lead to certainty.
A fourth student, "Luke" showed signs that his progress had been sidetracked by a
previous teacher. Hayward wrote:
Luke's sense of what he called "creativity'' had come from a past, nameless
English teacher who had instilled in him the notion that if writing was not
"creative" then it was not "good." Luke knew he was simply not born with this
creative sense; thus he resigned himself to failure as a writer. (p. 122)
Hence, Luke demonstrated the same ability attribution that leads to the learned
helplessness described by Dweck ( 1973) and Ames (1 984). Hayward reported that
another student, "Jan," also felt that her ability to succeed was "out of her hands" because
she did not have a good clear picture of "good writing" since "teacher expectations about
essays changed from year to year" (p. · 14 1).
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In this research, Hayward stated several poignant beliefs regarding why these
students did not like to write. First, she indicated that past English teachers had scarred
many of the students she studied:
Carl, Jan, Barb, Sam, and Amed all reported negative responses to past English
classes and/or writing experiences which went far beyond less resistant students'
reactions. These past experiences served as constant reminders of how degrading
English classes or teachers could be. (p. 256)
Hayward also recognized that these students did not see writing as a practical skill.
Instead, it was just something they had to do in school. She concluded that writing
teachers needed to realize the different attitudes and emotions of their students and to
develop teaching strategies that engaged these students accordingly.
Brewster ( 1991) offered insight into strategies that could help improve intrinsic
motivation to write, at least with elementary school children. Brewster studied the effects
of "Writing Workshop" teachers on the motivation of elementary school children. She
measured how students responded to their teachers who used this method. According to
Brewster, teachers who use this method will:
1. Use the three-part Calkins-style Writing Workshop consisting of the mini
lesson, freewriting, and celebration on a daily basis.
2. Use peer response groups for students to receive feedback about their drafts.
3. Focus more on the writing process and improvements made from one draft to
another than on the final product alone.
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4. Assess content of student drafts more heavily than mechanics.
5. Encourage invented spelling.
6. Not assign grades to student writing.
7. Provide ways for students to "publish" their work. (p. 59)
In studying the students of teachers who followed these guidelines, Brewster found that
these students "did exhibit more improved attitudes toward writing" (p. 5 8).
Bower ( 1998) reported that she had improved levels of intrinsic motivation in her
college composition classes by creating a positive, accepting classroom environment, by
giving students more autonomy, and by lessening their anxieties regarding grades.
Bower wrote:
The majority of students talked about changes in their writing habits, issues like
where they wrote, when they wrote, and why they wrote; and how these changes
had improved their writing attitudes. One student, in observing how he changed
his approaches to writing, states, "I like writing a paper without feeling there is
always something wrong with it." (p. 129)
To accomplish this, Bower offered praise to student writers, limited the amount of
grading she did, modeled enthusiasm for writing, encouraged students to take risks in
their writing, gave students more choices in their writing, allowed students to consult
with each other, and gave students more opportunities to write (especially through
freewri ting).
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Cleary ( 1990) applied similar principles in a high school setting with forty
students in her eleventh-grade classes and also received positive feedback. A major
challenge that she faced was undoing damage done by former teachers. She reported that
all of her students "talked about experiences with well-meaning though critical teachers
who inhibited their motivation to write" (p. 23). One student cited her experience with a ·
teacher whose criticism of a simple poem caused her to quit trying. Another student,
though, still remembered a teacher's words of praise from a few years earlier and how
that made her more confident and more interested in learning. Cleary cautioned against
harmful praise:
Teachers' feedback, both positive and negative, can be empty, or worse,
destructive to intrinsic motivation ....Praise and rewards received by successful
writers hooked them on continual teacher approval or made them lose respect for
the teacher. In either case, writing became drudgery. Only when positive·
response took the form of encouragement about confidence did students who felt
bad about themselves regain an inclination toward written expression. (p. 25-6)
Cleary's words reflect Deci's beliefs about harmful kinds of extrinsic motivation and
Bandura's theory regarding the importance of self-efficacy. In effect, Cleary has stated
that teachers can affect their students' attitudes toward writing by simply building their
confidence with appropriate praise. Cleary also helped students feel more confident and
view writing as more relevant by sharing her own writing, showing that writing is not a
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matter of magic performed by a far-away personage; to the contrary, a person the
students knew valued and produced good writing.
These researchers present important ideas regarding the intrinsic motivation to
write. Yes, many students reach college with negative views toward writing, and perhaps
rightfully so, considering their experience in high school. But teachers apparently can
affect their students' perceptions of writing. They do so in their attitudes toward the
students' work, their methods in teaching writing, and in their own ostensible feelings
about writing.
Writing Instruction

In this section, I will review literature related to writing instruction. This review
will consist of two parts. The first part will discuss the evolution of knowledge about
writing instruction. The second part will exp1ore effects of standardized writing
assessment-an issue of attention for this study since all participating students had to
take the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) Writing Assessment
and most planned to take the AP Language and Composition exam.
Writing Instruction Over the Past Four Decades

In their landmark analysis of research on writing, Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and
Schoer (1963) stated that researchers needed to further explore how best to teach writing.
Specifically, they wrote, "To carry the problem further than research seems to have done
so far, one might well ask what kinds of writing following what kinds of instruction for
what kinds ofstudents" (pp. 34-35). These researchers indicated that this focus was vital
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due to inadequacies in knowledge of and practice in writing instruction during that time.
For example, Braddock, et al. criticized the prevailing notion that objective multiple
choice tests could best assess student writing ability. But these researchers did find that
contemporary research had shown one significant finding regarding the teaching of
writing:
In view of the widespread agreement of research studies based upon many types
of students and teachers, the conclusion can be stated in strong and unqualified
terms: the teaching of formal grammar has a negligible or, because it usually
displaces some instruction and practice in actual composition, even a harmful
effect on the improvement of writing. (pp. 38-39)
In short, these researchers recognized that, absent of defined standards for evaluating
writing, teachers and test-makers relied on more easily judged objective means for
assessment, such as marking grammar errors or asking multiple-choice questions
regarding writing. This report served as a strong exhortation to reform practices and
conduct more meaningful research.
In the wake of the Braddock Report, the Carnegie Corporation buoyed progress in
the field of teaching composition by funding the Dartmouth Seminar. This meeting of
American and British scholars focused on developing a more defined writing curriculum
(Strickland, Bodino, Buchan, Jones, Nelson, & Rosen 2001). The momentum of this
event resulted in Dartmouth College making the teaching of composition the cornerstone
of its teacher education program. By the middle of the 1970s, the teaching of writing was
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further aided by The National Writing Project, a program meant to promote writing and
research into teaching writing among teachers (Strickland et al., 2001).
These measures were clearly needed, according to the research of Emig (1 971).
Emig used case study research to explore practices in high school teaching and writing in
her NCTE commissioned report. After studying twelfth-grade students and their
experiences in school writing, Emig issued scathing comments about the current state of
school writing. For one, she criticized the dissonance between how real writers approach
their craft and how teachers lead their students into the writing process. In fact, she noted
that students, in recognizing this dissonance, held "inward cynicism and hostility" toward
their writing instruction (p. 93). She further decried how writing teachers assessed their
students' writing; instead of focusing on matters of content and substance, the teachers
focused more on conventions errors-"spelling, punctuation, penmanship, and length" (p.
93)
In stating implications of her research, Emig further exposed problematic affairs
in high school writing instruction. She especially condemned the use of the five
paragraph essay, calling it the "Fifty-Star Theme" due to its ubiquitous presence in
American classrooms; yet as Emig points out, this form of writing really has no relevance
outside of a school setting.· She also criticized writing teachers of the day for not
engaging in writing themselves and for their shortcomings in teaching the process
specifically that they "oversimplify'' the process (p. 98). In a most damning salvo, Emig
wrote:
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Much of the teaching of compositions in American high schools is essentially a
neurotic activity. There is little evidence, for example, that the persistent pointing
out of specific errors in student themes leads to the elimination of these errors, yet
teachers expend much of their energy in this futile and unrewarding exercise. (p.
99)
Indeed, Emig portrayed high school English teachers as mostly incompetent in their
writing instruction. In closing, she suggested better teacher training and stated that
teachers needed to be required to engage more in writing themselves. She stated that this
measure could lead to better understanding and teaching of writing as a process.
These objectives were stymied when funding decreased for many programs like
Dartmouth. While The National Writing Project survived, overall research on the subject
lagged. The fall-out of this setback was a flow of writing experts in the 1970s who, in
their disdain for structured directives, tended to flout accepted rules of rhetoric and
grammar. Furthermore, reading and writing increasingly were taught as separate entities
(Strickland et al., 2001).
By the end of the 1970s and at the beginning of the 1980s, the need for reform in
writing instruction was evident. Applebee (1984), writing about a recent National Study
of Writing in the Secondary School, made the following observation about classroom
practice:
Although some 43% of observed class time was devoted to paper-and-pencil
activities, the bulk of that time was spent in exercises that required students to
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record responses without composing text . . . Only about 3% of students' time, for
classwork or for homework, was spent on writing of paragraph length or longer.
When students did write at greater length, it tended to be in an examination
context; here the emphasis was on the accuracy of previous learning, rather than
on reasoned exploration of new ideas or experiences. (p. 589)
This commentary, made in the wake of A Nation at Risk, emphasized that reform was
necessary in writing instruction. While reformers called for renewed attention to
standards of mechanics and quality of product, they resisted the old ways of teaching
writing that tended to overemphasize formulaic and traditional composition. The answer
to these needs appeared to come in the way of a "process approach" to writing.
According to Smith (2000a), the process approach struggled to gain acceptance
due to the students' disconnect from ''what real writers actually do." While a writer may
have a vision, a goal for a work that she wants to produce, students often see writing as a
perfunctory task to complete just so that it has been extinguished. Furthermore, in
learning the process approach, students tended to view it as a formulaic exercise (Smith,
2000a). They could easily chum out boilerplate . drivel without truly engaging in the
requirements of each step, without really improving the formation of their thoughts into
written discourse.
Applebee (1 986) further elucidated problems with the emphasis on process. He
recognized the value of teaching writing as a process, yet he also noted that putting
research into practice was not so easy. He stated that researchers tended not to focus on
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"the day to day problems of classroom teaching" (p. 27). In other words, while
researchers could pontificate on what writing instruction should aim to accomplish,
teachers had little direction on specific aspects of writing instruction.
In his meta-analysis of twenty-plus years of research that focused on 60 studies,
Hillocks (1986) not only attempted to update the status of knowledge on writing since the
Braddock Report, but he also recommended ways for teachers to put research into
practice. Hillocks offered significant insights into the practice of teaching writing,
including statements regarding modes of instruction, the teaching of grammar and syntax,
grading practices, and teaching students to firid and develop writing topics.
Hillocks defined a mode of instruction as "the role assumed by the classroom
teacher, the kinds and order of activities present, and the specificity and clarity of
objectives and learning tasks" (p. 113). Hillocks identified four modes that teachers use:
presentational, natural process, environmental, and individualized. He described the
presentational mode as largely teacher-centered with clear learning goals. This mode
features lectures combined with whole-class discussions of writing led by the teacher.
Within this mode, the teacher generally is the only one who reads and responds to student
papers that usually "involve imitating a pattern or following rules that have been
previously discussed" (p. 117).
Hillocks indicated that the second mode, natural process, is quite different in that
students discuss topics and writing with each other in groups, respond to each other's
writing, and write about topics of their choosing. This mode allows for more rewriting
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and freewriting and features more "generalized objectives" (p. 119). Hillocks wrote,
"Treatments in this mode often refer to the teacher as a 'facilitator' whose role is to free
the student's imagination and promote growth by sustaining a positive classroom
atmosphere" (p. 119).
The third mode Hillocks identified was the environmental mode. In this mode,
teachers also refrain from dominating the class with lecture. Instead, they tend to briefly
introduce activities and learning goals before allowing students to work together on
achieving these goals. Also unlike the presentational mode, teachers do not simply
describe a principle of writing and then demonstrate it (perhaps on a chalkboard);
environmental mode teachers give "concrete materials and problems, the working
through of which not only illustrates the principle but engages students in its use" (p.
122). This mode differs from the natural process mode by having more organized
activities and by teaching students criteria for responding to each other's writing.
Finally, a single student receiving instruction in a one-on-one setting defines the
individualized mode. Hillocks wrote that in this mode "students receive instruction
through tutorials, programmed materials of some kind, or some combination of the two"
(p. 127).
In his analysis of these modes, Hillocks only considered research reports where a
control group was present in which some students received instruction in a mode other
than in the one being studied directly. Thus, he examined cases where comparisons
between modes were made. Based on the comparisons, Hillocks found that the
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environmental mode produced more gains in student performance than the other three
modes. In endorsing this mode, he wrote that the environmental mode joins "teacher,
student and materials more nearly into balance and, in effect, takes advantage of all
resources in the classroom" (p. 247).
Hillocks not only identified a preferable role for teachers in writing instruction, he
also identified content or "foci of instruction" that could best serve students' writing. His
findings indicated that, rather than teaching conventional grammar in isolation (i.e.,
identifying parts of a sentence), teachers could help students more by using activities that
taught how to work with syntax in building and connecting sentences ("sentence
combining"). He also found that teachers could help students enrich their writing by
giving them strategies of "inquiry" whereby they learn systematic ways of exploring
topics. In his findings, Hillocks stated that "sentence combining" and "inquiry'' were
both preferable to freewriting and studying writing models in helping students write
better prose and develop their topics (p. 249). He also found that students benefited when
teachers taught them to use "scales" and "criteria" for evaluating writing (p. 249f
While Hillocks studied teacher feedback and student revision, he noted the small
amount of research that fit into his criteria for possessing control groups. In fact, he
could make no real observations ab.out the use of revision. His analysis of research on
feedback, though, showed that students benefit more from teacher feedback when
"objectives are operationally clear" (p. 220). In other words, teachers need to clearly
communicate to students how they will be assessed in terms of criteria and performance
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indicators. In the few studies in which negative feedback was given on student writing
(emphasis on errors, for example), Hillocks found, "Negative comments have negative
effects, and positive comments--on the average-have positive effects" (p. 22 1) This is
not surprising considering the research on motivation and self-efficacy.
Subsequent researchers, though, have made more definitive statements regarding
feedback and revision. Most prominently, in the area of feedback, recommendations
have been for more and more peer feedback. Students need to get this response as part of
the writing process (Atwell, 1987). But some have offered caveats to the use of peer
critiques and peer editing. Freedman ( 1987) noted that many students do not genuinely
take full advantage of this process; they just perfunctorily complete whatever worksheet
the teac�er has given to serve as evidence of work. To this end, Graner ( 1987)
recommended that teachers lead their students through revision workshops.
In terms of teacher feedback, Straub ( 1997) issued findings from a study of 142
college freshman and their response to teacher comments on their papers. Straub found
that, while students appreciated praise, they responded most favorably to written advice
and elaborations on how to improve writing. In all, the students preferred more specific
comments that they did not view as too condemning. The same principle applied to
questions that teachers wrote on paper : if they seemed to be leading to recommended
improvements, they were much better than if they appeared as subtle criticism.
Clearly the trend of the 1980s tended toward improving the instruction of writing
as a process, but with the 1990s came reform in a different direction. The standards
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movement changed writing instruction again. Performance standards, prescriptions for
what a student must produce in order to show learning, easily became incorporated into
grading rubrics. Strickland et al . (200 I ) cited rubrics as potential impediments to
instruction. Specifically, these researchers argued that rubrics might steer teachers
toward a more positivist outlook. This could lead students back into the bog of viewing
the process of writing as a mechanical and sterile task, simply to be completed, not
contemplated. The reforms of the 1 990s also have led to different types of staff
development activities for teachers of writing. According to Strickland et al. (200 1 ), the
reforms induced teachers to attend to assessment more than ins.truction.
Other researchers have found similar practices. Wartchow and Gustafson ( I 999)
found increased use of five paragraph essays, emphasis on analysis, and devaluing of
creative writing. Additionally, the researchers state that teachers most often choose
writing topics, both because of curricular concerns and because of student expectation.
Potter, McCormick, and Busching (200 1 ) wrote about how some students saw their
writing goals in conflict with their teachers ' goals. In their interviews of 1 9 high school
students, these researchers found that for many of the students, grades were a motivating
factor, but that they also saw writing as a way to express their individuality. They wrote,
"These students had a strong urge to develop as writers and as people on their own terms,
and were thwarted by what they saw as the misguided requirements of their teachers"
(pp. 49-50). Hence, Potter, et al., believ·ed that their students wanted to grow as writers
but saw school requirements and regulations as contrary to these goals.
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There are a few explanations for this apparent continuance of less-than-effective
teaching strategies. First, with the advance of more-theories regarding writing
instruction, some teachers might have struggled to reconcile their perceived roles within
the classroom to what experts advocated. Wenner (1993) reported on the reflections of
several long-time English teachers, one of whom stated, "It's very difficult to implement
rhetorical theory in the classroom once you've explored your role as an authority'' (p. 6).
Another teacher indicated that the sheer bulk of theory required teachers to take a "wait
and-see" approach:
Thank God, there are people who keep track of these theories and changes and so
on ...The rest of us who don't have time or inclination to read lots ofjournals, it
filters down-the trickle down theory and I think that's fine because it filters out
some of the b.s. and eventually gets to the brass tasks and if they work, that's
good and if they don't, throw it out and in the meantime we're still trying to do
our thing to get students to write. (p. 7)
While Wenner did not suggest that the influx of theory had stifled the growth of
teachers, these comments articulated a frustration for many classroom teachers who
cannot easily ponder theory when they know that thirty-plus students at different levels
and with different needs will be sitting in their classrooms. Furthermore, the
aforementioned comments referred to ''what works," and for many teachers "what works"
may translate into "what keeps the students quiet."
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Another reason might lie in an overload of expectations for English teachers.
Gordon (1996) reported on the views of three teachers. One of her research participants
commented, '"Sometimes I feel so . fragmented. There are so many things I know I
should be doing. I can never seem to fit them all in"' (p. 40). Another teacher lamented
a problem familiar to many writing teachers-the lack of time to grade. She wondered
how she could possibly assign more writing given what little time she had. Gordon
assessed this teacher thusly, "Elaine is like many teachers who have little training and
background in teaching writing but who have been thrust into the role of writing teacher"
(p. 38).
In

the same study, Gordon (1996) recognized the success of one teacher who used

a process approach to writing. She mentioned that this teacher had received training from
his school district. She also noted that he still lacked a good deal of knowledge, which
suggests that a third reason for poor writing instruction: the lack of adequate training. In
their study of preservice teachers, Watson· and Guidry (2002) wrote of these teachers-to
be, "Many of them are insecure and lack confidence in their own ability to write" (p. 17).
Organizations such as the National Writing Project (NWP) and Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory (NWREL) have sought to eradicate this as a factor. But another
factor might be having the most effect on practices in writing instruction: the writing
assessment movement.
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The Writing Assessment Movement

In its seminal 1983 report on the state of American education, A Nation At Risk,
the National Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE) articulated that students
need to learn, among other things, how to "write well-organized, effective papers"
(NCEE, 1983). Furthermore, this commission exhorted schools at all levels of education
to adhere to tougher standards and recommended that they administer tests measuring
students' achievement of these standards _at "transition points" in their academic careers.
By 1990, The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) had developed and
administered its first statewide writing assessments (Institute of Education Sciences,
2006). According to Hillocks (2002), by the new millennium, 37 states were employing
writing assessments of some sort. Even the college a�issions tests have contributed to
this trend with both the ACT and the New SAT adding their own writing assessments.
The difficulty, though, comes in constructing these assessments. Test writers
must answer the question, "What evidences good writing?" or, more aptly, "What entails
proficient writing?" They must also determine which type of writing should be assessed
-narrative, descriptive, literary analysis, expository? At what grade levels? How long
should the students write?
NAEP answered these questions in its "Writing Framework," constructed in 1 997
by its National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB, 200 1 ). NAGB (200 1 ) put forth
. these six objectives:
1 . Students should write for a variety of purposes: narrative, informative, and persuasive.
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2. Students should write on a variety of tasks and for many different audiences.
3. Students should write from a variety of stimulus materials, and within various time
constraints.
4. Students should generate, draft, revise, and edit ideas and forms of expression in their
writing.
5. Students should display effective choices in the organization of their writing. They
should include detail to illustrate and elaborate their ideas, and use appropriate
conventions of written English.
6. Students should value writing as a communicative activity. (p. 5-6)

Interestingly, the board allowed for drafting, revising, and editing in their guidelines.
These parts of the writing process are not always in state assessments and are not in the
AP Language and Composition Test.
Further standards in the framework addressed other regulations for writing
assessment. The framework required students in the 4th, 8th , and 12 th grades to complete
persuasive, descriptive and narrative tasks for two prompts within 25 minutes per prompt.
The NAGB also presented seven criteria for developing topics for the test: a purpose, a
subject, the type of reasoning required, audience, presentation format (written or photo
based prompts), audience, and administration guidelines (time and materials allowed).
Furthermore, this board published that "[t]he 1998 NAEP uses scoring criteria that
include primary trait� holistic, and mechanics elements and incorporate features related to
task accomplishment, overall fluency, and the conventions of standard written English"
(NAGB, 1997, p.15).
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These elements of the NAEP framework highlight the problems that come with
grading standardized writing assessments. The framework encourages a mixture of
methods including "primary trait," "holistic," and analyzing "mechanical elements" of
the writing. Primary trait scoring puts a priority on the writers' abilities to use strategies
and produce writing specific to the given writing situation (Huot, 1 990). Holistic scoring,
on the other hand, requires graders to judge a work based on their "general impression of
the quality" (Huot, 1 990, p. 238). A third type of grading, "analytic," requires graders to
look for general traits of good writing (similar to the NWREL's 6+ 1 traits.)
According to Huot ( 1 990), holistic grading has become the preferred method due
to the ease of incorporation. With the holistic method, graders can more easily be trained
to produce consistent scores. Furthermore, the actual grading done in this method takes
less than half the time than used in primary trait and analytic methods. Yet, researchers
have deemed analytic scores to be the best indicators of good writing (Veal & Hudson,
1 983, as cited in Huot.)
Of course, even with well-defined criteria, many commentators offer bountiful
criticism of standardized writing assessment. These critics . are quick to point out that the
complex mental functions behind good writing are not easily measured by objective tests.
For example, Hillocks (2002) argued that writing is a constructivist process; that is,
writers make meaning of the world through their o�n experiences. This constructivist
approach contrasts with what Hillocks called current traditional rhetoric (CTR) that
writing assessments may encourage. Under this model, Truth is a quantifiable matter that
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may be measure objectively. Hillocks claimed that the CTR approach to teaching
composition encourages teachers to lecture and students to learn patterns for emulation in
their writing. He called the products of this method ''weak" (p. 27).
Hillocks, therefore, espoused what he calls "epistemic classrooms" that encourage
students to speak about complicated problems in advance of writing projects. The goal
here is to allow students to complete writing as a more mature thinking process. Hillocks
cited his 1986 research in stating that "the effects are 22 times as great" (p. 27) when
teachers approach writing in this manner ! Hillocks (2005) further condemned
standardized writing assessment because it encourages writers to concentrate on "form"
not "content." In citing his disapproval of timed writing assessment, Hillocks even
pointed out that the standards can mislead teachers into teaching flawed constructs (p.
246). He warned that teachers of composition must be cognizant of avoiding writing
instruction that aims to simply to duplicate forms and techniques simply to facilitate
student achievement on standardized assessments.
· For example, Scherff and Piazza (2005) indicated that the use of product-oriented
testing in Florida has led to a decrease in the use of the writing process. In their survey of
high school students, the researchers found that teachers were asking students to write
more than in the past, but that "little class time was used for writing conferences or peer
review resulting in revision of multiple drafts" (293). This illustrates how the test may
not only influence what is taught, but how it is taught as well.
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Messenheimer and Packwood (2002) concurred. They warned of the "possibility
that pressurized teachers will adopt an approach to writing that fosters a surface, as
opposed to a deep, approach to learning" <p. 12). They continued by distinguishing three
forms of metacognitive knowledge in writing: declarative, procedural, and conditional.
The first refers to the writer's comprehension of the features of the writing process. The
second defines the writer's ability to use the processes together. The third speaks to the
writer's cognizance of writing purpose and circumstance when using the previous two.
The researchers argued that teachers can present the first two of these skills so that their
students "can produce the required conditional knowledge" in a given situation,
particularly the occasion of a test (p. 13). Such instruction amounts to programming the
students and stripping them of the most powerful tool that a writer can possess: the
power of choice in their work.
In a study of teacher and student attitudes toward writing, Nielson (2002) found
that the effects of Florida's writing assessment cast a domineering shadow over
instruction and attitudes. She wrote:
Essentially, the lingering effect of the state writing test pervades all areas of
students' and teachers' writing perceptions. Students consistently refer to essay
writing and writing formulas throughout their responses, and reasons for certain
perceptions about the writing process are assumed, by process of elimination, to
emanate from this test. Writing is referred to less as discovery and artistry and
more as what I term 'recital writing.' Just as musicians rehearse the same score
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robotically and ad nauseum in training for a single recital, so too do students
practice the same type of writing mindlessly and interminably in preparation for a
timed test. (p. 276)
Nielson suggested that as a consequence of this assessment, "Students and teachers in this
study do not view writing so closely with thinking or the process of thinking per se, as
evidenced further in their responses to the value of writing in college and careers" (p.
294).
Likewise, Albertson and Marwitz (2001) have described the effects of writing
assessments on students and teachers. These authors also recognize dissonance between
recommended practices that focus on process and the goals implicit in these writing
assessments. In their research, Albertson and Marwitz compared the writing processes of
two community college students as they wrote a required essay as part of a process to
become eligible for freshman English at a four-year university. One chose safety and
wrote what the researchers deemed "a familiar, standardized and voiceless product" (p.
148). The other wrote an essay that the researchers felt reflected some of the learning
goals that had been emphasized during class. Unfortunately, neither student was
successful in their writing. The researchers indicated the risk-taker might have lost credit
from graders that expected a "more polished draft" (p. 1 48). These studies suggested that
writing assessments, though meant to improve writing instruction and student writing,
have instead produced writing instruction that does not conform to best practices.
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According to Elbow (2000), teachers can help students realize that these
assessments are an artificial type of feedback. Elbow proposed that there are three kinds
of responses: "evaluative," "nonevaluative," and "no response at all-mere sharing" (p.
31-2). The preceding exercise stemmed from the third type of response. After all,
students had received plenty of "evaluative" response from their teachers in the form of
grades. They also, hopefully, experienced some "nonevaluative" responses as well.
These take the form of questions and comments not meant to praise or criticize, but to ask
the writer to think about his or her work: "What do you want the reader to believe about
this?" "What rhetorical strategies have you used here?" "What have you left unsaid?" "I
agree" "I �derstand" and so on. Elbow described the importance of this response, "The
goal of nonevaluative response is to show students that they have been heard and
understood: Isn't this what makes us and our students want to continue to write?" (I will

refer later to this idea when discussing my own feedback on student papers.) But, as
Elbow commented, "the norm for most texts in the world is no response" (p. 33). Elbow
extolled the values of this type of exercise thusly:
I think mere sharing may produce more improvement with less effort and
discomfort than any other activity. When students read their words out loud, they
feel them in their mouths and hear them in their ears. They get a palpable feeling
for when their words work and don't work. They stumble in saying a problem
sentence; they often stop and reword it or explain what they really meant to say.
They can hear when a thread of an argument gets lost. Often they didn't notice it
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while writing and so now they often stop and say, "What I'm getting at here is ..."
No one had to say, "This sentence is awkward," or "I don't understand." And
they get similar benefits from listening to the writing of their fellow students.
They can hear when the words get roundabout or overly abstract or boring or
pretentious. This is the most efficient ,teaching we can do: it's all learning and no
teaching. (p. 33-34)
· In essence, Elbow stated that students who read their work find themselves
engaged in communication and in their own writing. They do not think about grades or
reaction; they must face their writing and ask themselves, "Does this make any sense?"
While there is no external response, Elbow believed_that the students benefit immensely
from their internal responses. These responses are certainly contrary to the standardized
evaluations that the testing movement requires.
In summary, the evolution of writing instruction has been marked by increased
knowledge, but has suffered from lapses in practical application. Researchers and writing
specialists have seemingly identified effective practices in teaching writing. Teachers,
whether by reluctance to change, out of ignorance of the research, or through fear of
assessment, have not necessarily been successful in applying this research to their own
classroom practices.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have reviewed theories and research related to the fields of
motivation and writing instruction. In terms of motivation, the twentieth century saw an
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increase in cognitive theories of motivation following the work of Maslow and White.
Researchers studying academic motivation have continued to state that a student's
intrinsic motivation lies subject to a multitude of external factors. These factors fall into
the four parts of Keller's ARCS theory. Contributors include teacher attitudes,
instructional methods, classroom environment, and extrinsic rewards or punishments.
In terms of writing instruction, research has advanced since the Braddock Report
of 1963. Studies have examined teacher practices and student perceptions of writing,
showing moments of discord between espoused methods and typical teacher practices.
While the 1980s saw a time of increased emphasis on teaching writing as a process, the
high-stakes testing culture of the late 1990s and early 2000s threatens effective
instruction (Ketter and Pool, 2001), and in turn, student motivation to write. ·
Thus, research supports a contention of this study, that the writing teacher can
have positive effects on student motivation. The question remains, however, whether
research-supported "preferred principles" can significantly increase student motivation to
write in a one-semester course. In the next chapter, I will describe the methods used to
conduct this study, including pre- and post-test administrations of the Biggs Learning
Process Questionnaire, a 66-class meeting treatment, a focus group session, observation,
and analysis by an independent grader.
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Chapter Three: · Methodology
I established that the purpose of this study was ·to determine what effect, if any,
the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction" would have on Advanced
Placement (AP) secondary school students' intrinsic motivation to write. In the first two
chapters I presented Keller's ARCS Theory of Motivation and explained its relationship
to "preferred principles in writing instruction." I defined these ten "preferred principles"
as research-based guides to effective writing instruction, as determined by prevalent
research and theories on writing. I categorized these principals into three parts: purposes
for student writing, processes in student writing, and actions that teachers take to support
student writing. Within these categories I enumerated the following principles: students
· should publish writing for a specific audience; students should write for discovery;
students should choose their own topics; students should consult with peers and the
teacher; students should write frequently; students should be allowed to edit, revise, and
rewrite; teachers should model writing; teachers should teach writing in relation to
literature; teachers should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and
strategies; and teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides, especially in
their feedback regarding student writing. I reviewed literature concerning academic
motivation, theories on writing, and writing instruction. In this chapter, I will explain the
methods I used in conducting this study.
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Overview ofthe Study

Prior to beginning research, I obtained permission from The University of
Tennessee's Internal Review Board (IRB) to conduct research using human subjects (see
Appendix C for this approval letter). I distributed consent and assent forms to students
and parents as required by the university. Signed copies of these forms have been
collected and filed at the research site. · The participants in this study were students in my
two AP Language and Composition classes at a large (2210 students), suburban high
school where 90% of graduates enroll in colleges. In 2006, the school was recognized by
Newsweek as being among the Top 5% of the Best Schools in the Country. The school

has also been recognized by the United States Department of Education as a "Blue
Ribbon School of Excellence." A little over 6% of the schools' students are considered
"economically disadvantaged" (Tennessee Department of Education). Racially, the
school population consists of 90% white students, 4.1 % Asian student, 3.7 % African
American students, and 1.9% Hispanic students (Tennessee Department of Education).
The school lies in a suburban town where the median home value is $225,664
(Knoxville News Sentinel). According to census data from 2000, the median family
income in the community was $91,423. Within this community, 93.9% of citizens are
white, 95.2% of citizens older than 24 have at least a high school diploma, 53.6% hold a
bachelor's degree or higher, and 22.2% have professional or graduate degree (U.S.
Census Bureau). Furthermore, this is a growing community with a 38% growth rate
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projected between 2005 and 2025 (Tennessee Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, 2003).
Students in third block met for class from 12:20 p.m. to 1 :50 p.m., and students in
fourth block were in class from 2:00 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. Third block originally
consisted of 19 students, 18 of which returned consent and assent forms. One student,
however, transferred to another school before the completion of the study. Fourth block
consisted of 30 students, 29 of whom participated in the study. While the classes had no
non-native English speakers, there were four students of East Asian descent, three
students of Middle Eastern descent, one student of Egyptian ancestry, a half-Turkish
student, and one African-American student. I chose these participants for two reasons:
first, these students were assigned to my classes, making them convenient subjects;
second, as Advanced Placement students, these were good students who were interested
in the subject matter being taught.
This study' s design can best be described as mixed methods, concurrent
triangulation (Creswell, 2003). In this design, both qualitative and quantitative data are
collected. Qualitative and quantitative findings are derived separately but are synthesized
and evaluated together as the researcher develops conclusions.
Within this design, this study consisted of several steps. After developing a
theory of"preferred principles in writing instruction" and adopting Keller's (1987)
ARCS theory, I selected the Biggs (1987) Learning Process Questionnaire as an
instrument to measure intrinsic motivation. Using this instrument, I conducted a pre-test
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to measure the participants' degree of intrinsic motivation for writing at the start of the
semester. In the implementation stage, I used preferred principles in my instruction over
the course of 66 class meetings in preparation for a post-test to measure any changes in
student motivation to write. A week prior to the end of the semester I met with students
in a focus group. I performed this focus group in order to attain data that evaluated the
effect of certain teaching methods/principles on the students' motivation, a correlation
that the pre- and post-test instrument did not measure. According to Jarrell, focus group
participants can spark ideas in each other through their comments and can help each other
feel more comfortable, leading to more insightful data (p. 5)
Data analysis included a dependent T-test, thematic coding, a key informant
check, and member checks. The survey instrument was the Biggs Learning Process
Questionnaire (LPQ), an instrument that was designed to measure academic motivation.
I chose to use this survey because it measures both the amount of extrinsic and intrinsic
academic motivation that a student possesses. The instrument also measured the
students' intentions in their academic work: Were they more concerned with grade
attainment and building an attractive transcript for college? Or were they more interested
in the intrinsic or deep value of written composition?
Pre- and Post-Test Instrument

I administered the Biggs Learning Process Questionnaire (LPQ) to 42 eleventh
grade students in Advanced Placement Language and Composition. One student later
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dropped out of my class, so the total number of respondents reported in this study was 4 1 .
I replicated the same admit)istration procedure in each class.
The Biggs' LPQ consisted of 36 items to which the students responded on a five
point Likert scale (see Appendix A). They respond to each item on a five-point Likert
scale (1 = "Never or only rarely true of me;" 2= "Sometimes true of me;" 3= "True of me
about half the time;" 4= "Frequently true of me;" and 5= "Always or almost always true
of me"). This test took the students approximately 15 minutes to complete. Test results
were reported on three subscales: Surface Motives, Deep Motives, and Achieving
Motives. (Students displaying Surface Motive tend to be interested in meeting minimal
requirements, those with a Deep Motive have an intrinsic attention in learning, and those
showing Achieving Motive are interested in performance goals such as grades, ·
competition, etc.)
John Biggs developed this survey instrument over 20 years of research. He
established criteria-based validity for the LPQ by matching items on the instrument to
research on Deep and Surface motivation (p. 15). He distinguished between these two
approaches, citing Marton (1983}-students with a deep approach to learning aim to
understand content and its larger relevance; they also recognize relationships between
steps in processes, rather than relegating them to isolated bits of information; these
students additionally seek information in an active manner, questioning its meaning as
opposed to receiving the information without scrutiny. Biggs stated that those with a ·
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Surface Approach display extrinsic motives while those with a tendency towards Deep
Approach have intrinsic motives (1991, p. 40).
In devising his questionnaire, Biggs crafted items that matched the criteria for
Deep and Surface approaches asserted by Schmeck (1983). According to Schmeck,
students using a deep strategies exhibit the following characteristics: They find attention
and enjoyment in their work; they look for intrinsic meaning in the content they study;
they contemplate real world applications and personal experiences in relation to what
they study; they recognize how parts of tasks are related; and they develop their own
ideas and theories about the activities. On the other hand, students who use surface
strategies demonstrate the following: they view tasks of requirements that they must
complete; they are not cognizant of how parts of tasks are related; they are concerned
about how much time a task will require to complete; they do not connect activities to
their own lives and perceptions of the world; and these students depend on their
memories in attempts to merely restate or replicate the "surface aspects" of their required
work.
He sampled the LPQ in 1979 in conjunction with the Australian Council for
Educational Research (Biggs, 1987, p. 20). This sampling included all fourteen-year-old
students in Australia as .of October 1, 1979-a sample size of 1366 (p. 20). Biggs (1987)
reported, "the findings .. .strongly reinforced the meaning of the various scale and
subscale scores" (p. 48).
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In addition to declaring criteria-based validity for the LPQ, Biggs also asserts test
retest reliability for his instrument. After the initial administration to two sample groups,
the instrument proved to be reliable through its use in several subsequent independent
studies (p. 32). In two studies (Cornell, 1986; Edwards·, 1986), test-retest reliability was
significant as the questionnaire was given to five classes with a four-month ·period
between administrations. For the surface motivation and surface strategies subsets, the
Cornell (1986) study yielded alpha coefficients of .60 and .49, respectively. The second
study (Edwards, 1986) yielded coefficients of .70 and .60 for these two subsets. For deep
motivation and deep strategies, the Cornell (1986) study resulted in coefficients of .63
and .52; the same subsets in the Edwards (1986) study had coefficients of .60 and .63.
Finally, for the achievement motivation and strategies subsets, the Cornell (1986) study
resulted in coefficients of .70 and .72. The Edwards (1986) study yielded coefficients of
.67 and .68 (Biggs, 1987, pp. 28-29).
Although students completed the assessment anonymously, another teacher
(having signed a confidentiality statement) assigned each student a number to place on
this test so that it could be matched with the post-test. This teacher assigned numbers to
the students, recorded their numbers in a computer file, and reminded the students of their
numbers immediately prior to the post-test. At no time did I have access to the list of
students and their numbers. This file was erased at the completion of the study.
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Treatment

Over the course of the semester, I practiced instructional methods that embodied
"Preferred Principles in Writing Instruction." I recorded my use of these methods daily
and compiled a calendar of days that show the application of these principles throughout
the study (See Appendix B). I discuss these methods and the rationale and research
supporting them in the following section. I will start with the three principles that speak
to purposes in student writing, progress to the three principles tha� involve student actions
in writing, and conclude with the four principles that relate to the teachers' roles in
facilitating improved student writing.
Students Should Publish Writingfor a Specific Audience

The first preferred principle maintains that students should publish writing for a
specific audience. Traditionally, students have written for one reader-the teacher. But
this audience is limited, at best. As Elbow (1998) writes, teachers do not make the best
readers for young writers. According to Elbow (1998), teachers have too many papers to
read, mark, and grade; they typically know more about the writer's topic than the writer;
they have to read a paper regardless of its quality. Real readers, on the other hand, must
be captured by a writer: they have choices in their reading and can peruse something else
if one story or article or poem is trite or poorly written or just plain dull. Furthermore,
students know that a teacher mostly reads for the purpose of giving grades. Real readers
want to be entertained or need to learn something new or are open for persuasion.
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Unfortunately, for most students, the only readers they care about pleasing are their
teachers, teachers that traditionally are the antithesis of real readers.
I combated this paradox primarily by emphasizing the idea of "publishing" as
students read from other authors. Instead of focusing solely on what the authors write,
we expended much of our energy and devote the bulk of our attention to how, why, and
for whom it was written. For instance, when we read Brent Staples's "Black Men in

Public Spaces," I steered our discussion with questions such as, "Who is Staples writing
to? What does he hope to accomplish? How does he try to accomplish this? How is he
effective or ineffective?" Aside from developing close reading skills, I encouraged the
students to view writing as less of an activity that takes place only in a school, but as a
legitimate venture with meaning and expected outcomes.
I also encouraged my students to think about their readers in their own writing.
Instead ofjust thinking about me as a reader, I offered the vague, more general "reader"
as an audience. Yet, though this concept of "reader" may have seemed vague, I also
asked them to consider to whom they want their writing to appeal. Again, the question
was, "Who would you want to read this and why?"
Sometimes this hypothetical audience seemed too distant, too fake for them since
they knew, of course, that at the end of each assignment, their teacher would be the only
audience that mattered in terms of their grades. They seemed to say, "Yes, yes, Mr.
Brimi, an audience of concerned citizens is certainly important, but more importantly, I
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want to make a good grade. So the question is, Do you like my paper? " Hence, the

dilemma still persisted.
At the very least, though, I required students to participate in two activities that
hopefully reinforced the idea of "publishing for a specific audience." First, I gathered a
list of magazines and journals (especially teen-oriented publications) that accept
unsolicited submissions. I distributed this list to my students and encouraged them to
look at these and other viable publications as outlets for their work. In short, I required
them to submit at least one paper from our class to a magazine or journal. In doing so,
they had to choose a publication that provided an appropriate audience for their writing
and learn about the magazine's guidelines for submission. Then they had to compose a
cover letter and submit it along with their paper. Although we did not learn of their
success in becoming published during the semester, the purpose of the exercise truly was
to discover the audience outside of the school building.
A second activity focu�ed on an "in school" audience. This audience consisted of
classmates. I informally asked who would like to share their work whenever papers were
due or whenever we had a free-writing session. Yet, with a couple of assignments, I
required the students to present their writing to the class. The first assignment was a ·
group assignment, a collaborative paper on education and school policies. Within groups
of three to five, students founded a hypothetical school, discussed issues from readings
on education, and devised policies and curricula. Each student within the groups bared
the responsibility of composing a policy statement on an issue (school violence, bilingual
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education, sex education, learning environment, etc.) while also collaborating with the
other students on a school motto and a 32 course curriculum (based on a high school
subscribing to a 4x4 block scheduling and the Adler concept that all students will take the
same courses.) At the end of the project, students had to formally present their work as a
group to the rest of the class.
The students also presented individual assignments to the class. In these
assignments, they wrote short compositions, knowing that they would share them with
the class. They stood and read their compositions to the class knowing that we would not
discuss their writing beyond acknowledging that they had presented it to us. I wanted
them to simply write without getting feedback (see my earlier reference to Elbow in
Chapter 2, p. 115).
In my classes, the students initially viewed this activity skeptically. One student
asked, "You mean everyone is going to read out loud? . , Even on the first day of
presentation, some students wanted to wriggle out of the exercise, pleading, "Can we
take a vote on this? " Yet, once we began, I noticed that the students responded more and

more favorably. Though they disobeyed my request not to evaluate (at the end of some
readings, students freely made comments such as "That was really well done! " and
"That was clever! "), I did not mind too much since they were attentive and appreciative

of each other's efforts.
Hence, I emphasized the importance of publishing for a specific audience riot just
through consideration of audience response, but by asking students to be their own
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audience as well. Students should learn that writing exists not just in the school building,
hut in the world at large and in their own lives. In acknowledging this goal, I structured
class requirements and class discussions accordingly.
Students Should Write for Discovery.

In using the second principle, I asked students to shift from external audience to
writing for an internal purpose. Simply put, this principle dictates that students should
write for discovery. Author E.M. Forster once mused, "How do I know what I think,
until I see what I say?" (cit. in Trimble, p. 24). I shared this quote with my students,
discussing its implications for their own activities in my class. In short, I encouraged
them to look at writing less as an arduous exercise in "getting the right answer" and more
of an exploratory exercise in developing their own thoughts, beliefs, and feelings.
Furthermore, I emphasized that we do not just write because other people make us write;
we write to clarify and communicate.
To expound on this point, I asked them to recall in-class essays they had written
in the past. I asked them to tell me how they approached these tasks and what they
thought about them. Those who shared told me what I expected to hear: they panicked at
times; they rushed to finish; they felt the pressure of the clock, etc. I told them that I
remembered my own writing as a student, that I remembered writing essays in which I
did not arrive at a true thesis or a clear answer until I was almost finish�d with my
writing. Many of them nodded, recognizing this phenomenon. Here, I asserted that this
occurred because while writing, they were also endeavoring in a thinking process. Their
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thoughts, in those cases, resulted from their writing, and did not happen prior to their
writing.
With this in mind, I gave opportunities for my students to "try out their thoughts"
in writing over the course of this semester. I did so with freewriting and drafting
activities. I also encouraged students to write assignnients that not only focused on self
discovery (reflective pieces and personal responses to current events/issues articles and
essays) but also on topics of attention about which they wanted to know more. I .
emphasized this second type of discovery, this "inquiry," by giving flexible, general
assignment options that allowed for students to write about topics that interested them.
Freewriting. I incorporated freewriting activities into my class to help my

students. use writing as a means of discovery. As a staunch advocate of freewriting,
Elbow (1 973) described the activity thusly:
The idea is simply to write for ten minutes (later on, perhaps fifteen or twenty).
Don't stop for anything. Go quickly without rushing. Never stop to look back, to .
cross something out, to wonder how to spell something, to wonder what or
thought to use, or to think about what you are doing. If you can't think of a word
or a spelling, just use a squiggle or else write, 'I can't think of it.' Just put down
something . . . The only requirement is that you never stop. (p.3)
With freewriting, I tended towards two types of activities. In the first, I used brief
freewriting as a tool to provoke discussion. Typically, I asked a question or made a
comment and told the students to "take a moment" and write their thoughts. This did not
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have to be formal and I never checked their responses. I simply used these "moments" to
let them clarify their thinking before I asked them to orally discuss something we had
read or an issue we were preparing to explore in our reading.
For the other freewriting activity, I followed the protocol articulated by Elbow
(1973). As he recommended, I tended to ask students freewrite for at least 10 minutes at
a time for three days a week. Also in accordance with his suggestions, I stipulated that
they could write about anything and that they did not have to share. In my classes, I
asked students to "write about anything you want to write about, anything that is on your
minds." I told them that we would just write for about ten minutes, though I gradually
allowed them to write for longer, another feature of Elbow's regimen. Elbow (2000)
described this process as "private writing" or writing for an "audience only of self."
Initially, the students struggled with freewriting. I introduced the activity to the
students several weeks into the semester and was met by a slew of questions: "Are you
going to read this? " "Are we getting a grade? " "Why are we doing this? " I made it

clear that I would never read their entries and that they would not have to share them,
unless they wanted to do so. Following Elbow's protocol, I told the students that they
should date their entries and that I would check to see if they had written anything
(though I would not read what they wrote) every four weeks (2000, p. 3 7-38). Some
students asked for specific topics because they did not know what to write about. In the
early going, I supplied general topics, typically related to our class readings or to other
current events. At the start, we tended to freewtjte when we found time-maybe once a
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week. But eventually, I made a point to schedule at least three ten-minute sessions per
week. As these sessions became more regular, though, the students actually began to look
forward to these opportunities to just sit and write. Plus, although I told them they did
not have to share, several volunteered to share their entries on a regular basis. After a
few weeks of freewriting, one student commented on how much he liked the practice,
mainly because he "did not have to worry about what anyone else thought about" what he
wrote.
So why freewriting? According to Atwell (1987), "When students have regular,
frequent time set aside to write, writing can play a crucial role in helping them grow up,
making it possible for them to capture who they are and then come back and measure
themselves against that earlier self. .. When they can count on time always being there,
they learn how to use it. . . " In other words, this regular time to reflect becomes more
meaningful, more valuable than an assignment on academic topics written for a grade.
Furthermore, freewriting not only helps writers in their thinking, but it also
improves their writing. Elbow (1973) lauded this process because of the habits it
encourages. He wrote, "Practiced regularly, it undoes the ingrained habit of editing at the
same time you are trying to produce. It will make writing less blocked because words
will come more easily" (p. 6). He added that freewriting helps writers develop their
"voice": "Freewritings are vacuums. Gradually you will begin to carry over into your
regular writing some of the voice, force, and connectedness that creep into those
vacuums" (p. 7). In essence, freewriting becomes a practice field of sorts. The exercise
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ensures safety and builds confidence. Writers can prac_tice their craft, their word-choices
and sentence structures, their ideas, before showing a product to a reader.
Drafting. Aside from freewriting, I also required "drafting" as a form of

discovery. Drafting is the second stage of the traditional writing process-after
prewriting, before revising, editing, and publishing-and is the stage at which the writer
"develops his/her topic on paper (or a computer screen)" (Cotton, 2001).. Noskin (2000)
defines drafting and the teacher's role in this stage as follows:
As students draft, they continue to plan and organize. Thinking and writing occur
during this part of the process. When students draft, they are not continuously
writing. Instead, the act is interrupted with pauses where students revisit their
purpose, change their focus, brainstorm additionally, or talk through a trouble
spot. My role during this part of the process is to provide them time and support
to compose. Often, I set aside drafting days. (36).
In essence, when students draft, they make their writing more than a "one-time" venture.
They transmit their ideas from their intangible mind to the palpable page. From this
perspective, their words no longer exist in an invisible imagination, but on the page
where they can be more easily digested and manipulated.
Like Noskin (2000), I also devoted class time to this part of the writing process.
Approximately once a month, I held "workshop days," during which students could bring
in "something" they were working on-whether it was a weekly writing assignment or a
larger paper-and could continue to write on their own, seek feedback from each other,
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or discuss their progress with me. I also allowed students to draft during library research
days, days that I allowed students to seek sources (really a prewriting activity), but during
which students also could begin writing the ideas they gleaned from these sources.
Occasionally, too, I taught quick drafting strategies for timed writing situations.
As my students planned to take an AP Language and Composition exam that consisted, in
part, of three timed essays, I aided students in drafting for these occasions. In these
exercises, I presented students with sample writing topics. After I had modeled how to
quickly devise an outline and thesis sentence, I gave students the opportunity to do the
same on different topics. In my instruction, I tried to help them clarify thoughts when
faced with a standardized writing prompt. I wanted them to decisively state what they
wanted to argue and then answer the questions, " Why do I believe this? " and "What
evidence do I have? " I believed that this simple metacognitive exercise would help their

drafting and the process of discovery.
Perhaps the most constructive drafting, however, took place outside of class. I
encouraged students to show me early drafts of their work, and many took advantage of
my exhortation. Frequently, students brought drafts to me before or after school so that I
could provide feedback and advice. On many other occasions, students emailed
preliminary drafts to me. In both situations, I made minimal comments on technical
grammar conventions an_d instead responded to the students' ideas, offering suggestions
for better development ("How does the ideas in this paragraph relate to your topic
sentence?" "Have you really given me evidence to support this?" etc.) and clearer
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purposes ("What are you really trying to say here?" "Show me how this relates to your
thesis" etc.). Again, I primarily aimed to help the students discover what they think about
their writing and their writing topics.
Inquiry.

According to Hillocks ( 1995), writers traditionally have employed

"knowledge . . . acquired in other fields and imported for use in writing" (p. 100). That is,
writers tend to write about things that they know or that they have learned in other studies
or experiences. For example, a writer with a strong attention in baseball may choose to
write a comparative research paper gauging the relative impacts of Babe Ruth, Jackie
Robinson and C�rt Flood on the national pastime. In my English class, though, chances
are that I would not have taught this student about these men. Hence, this student would
have had to write from a combination of his own knowledge and what he learned through
research on this topic.
Since I could · not_ have truly taught the attentions of all my student_s in my classes,
my best strategy was to allow them to choose topics that attention them (see the next
preferred principle, "Students should choose their own topics) and to help them devise a
strategy for inquiry about these topics. Furthermore, I allocated time and steered the
students towards resources for engaging in such inquiry.
By "inquiry," I mean the search for answers and solutions to problems in a
systematic manner . . This process may begin with a student's prior knowledge, but it_
. continues with the student's further curiosity regarding a topic. In fact, the site school
has traditionally taught this process in a ninth-grade class called "Academic Orientation"
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through an "I-Search Paper." This project drew on the "K-W-L" model of scientific
inquiry, whereby investigators ask three essential questions, "What do I already know?"
"What do I want to know?" and "What have I /earned?" I modified this model to change
the third question into an "H," as in "How can I find information?"
As a teacher, I had a closer connection to the "H'' question than to the "K" or "W"
questions. That is, while I could introduce topics of discussion and require reading on
certain issues, students possessed their own attentions. Furthermore, I could raise my
own questions regarding these topics, but my questions did not necessarily coincide with
the questions that students had. I could, however, help the students consider how they
would find information about their topics. According to Hillocks (1986, 1995), a writing
instructor should teach the students how to ask good questions and how to find their
answers.
For the purposes of my class, given the state, county, and AP Language and
Composition curricular goals, I focused on teaching students to perform literary research.
This included showing them how to access library databases, distinguish reputable from
unreliable sources, cite a variety of sources, and synthesize sources.
I did not completely neglect the "K" question ("What do I want to know?") or the
"W" question ("What do I want to learn?"), though. During the semester, students
sometimes lamented, "/ don 't know what to write about " and at times even asked, "Can
you give me a topic? " While I refrained from complying with the latter request, I did try

to guide the students towards topics by asking them simply, "What attentions you?" or
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"What do you like to do outside of school?" or "What do you feel passionate about?"
When they gave me their answers, I helped them refine their topics: "What do you like
about this topic?" or ·"Is there anything controversial within this field?" or "What have
you read about this lately?"
These types of questions directed students into the "W" portion of inquiry. Here,
I encouraged students to think of the "5 W's and 1 H" ofjournalism: "Who?" "What?"
"When?" "Where?" "Why?" and "How?" I also introduced them to a concept advocated
by Elbow (1998) called "looping." In this activity, students started by writing for ten .
minutes about a topic that interested them. Then the students read what they had written,
circling ideas about which they had more to write. · They followed this with another ten
minutes of writing on these circled topics. They could continue this process for as long
as they wished in order to generate ideas for their writing. While I did not devote class
time to allow the kids to perform the looping exercise, I offered it as a possible aid to
inquiry. Truly, I found that my role was as a guide, helping students discover that they
do have attentions that are worth studying and writing about.

Hence, through inquiry, the students engaged in writing that led to discovery
about topics of attention. Therefore, I combined inquiry with freewriting and drafting to
advance the notion of ''writing for discovery" within my two classes.
Students Should Choose Their Own Topics

Both of the previous principles point towards a third principle related to purpose
in student writing: Students should choose their own topics. We can mitigate the effects
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of writing for the inauthentic audience of "the teacher" by allowing students to write
about matters that attention them. This creates a much more viable writing_ situation for
the students .
In Writing with Power, Elbow ( 1998) defined three difficult situations for writing.
One of these he called "Compulsory Writing," under which he wrote the wry command :
"I think I'll just hold this gun to your head till you finish" (206). While teachers only
seem to have the gun to their students ' heads, in school classes, most writing is
compulsory. Rarely do students want to write something as much as they have to write it.
Furthermore, students struggle to write for teachers for another reason: typically,
teachers give the students the topics about which they must write. Elbow ( 1998) also
recognized this dilemma :
But in writing an essay for a teacher your task is usually to explain what you are
still engaged in trying to understand .to someone who understands it better. You
seldom feel you are writing because you want to tell someone something. More
often you feel you are being examined as to whether you can say well what he
wants you to say. (22 1).
This is a problem if the teacher wants to develop better writers. Sure, students may learn
to write what their teachers want to read, but they will write better and more vigorously
when exploring their own topics. Accordingly, in Best Practice: New Standards for
Teaching and Learning in America 's Schools, the authors wrote, "For a significant
percentage of writing activities, students should choose their own topics" (Zeme Iman,
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Daniels, & Hyde, 1998, p. 59). Therefore, in mydasses I allowed students to choose
their own topics on all but one major assignment (the collaborative education project) and
on all weekly assignments. Instead of mandating topics, I asked students to write within
the confines of purposes.
Hillocks (1995) proposed that "purpose" as a focusing point in writing has three
components (p. 1 14). The first consists ?f the writer's topic and how the writer presents
it to the reader. The second element in purpose relates to how the writer wants the work
to affect the reader (should the reader be persuaded? feel sympathy? feel provoked to
action? etc.) The third involves how the audience views the writer (is this writer
credible? is the writer humorous? does the writer handle a serious subject with maturity?)
Within this construct, I developed four major assignments that presented four
types of purposes: a reflective essay, an essay to explain (or expository essay), an
argument analysis, and an essay to argue a position (or argumentative essay). I chose
these purposes because the AP Language and Composition curriculum primarily asks
students to focus on nonfiction writing and rhetoric in general. These assignments
allowed students to choose their specific topics (the first part ofHillock's "purpose,"),
but I chose the second part ("how should the reader be affected?"). The third part of
purpose became a negotiation between the writer's topic and the intended effect.
Students had to keep in mind the effect that they wanted to achieve, and as such, they
needed to carefully consider how the audience would view them as writers. I only
indirectly influenced this third part of Hillock's "purpose" theory.
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Although I mandated these purposes for the four major papers, I gave the students
abundant latitude in choosing their topics. In the expository and reflective essays, I
supplied three general prompts for each purpose. For the argument analysis, I allowed
students to choose any piece of writing from our textbook (The Bedford Reader) to
analyze as rhetoric. Finally, for the argumentative essay, I simply asked the students to
choose a current issue we had discussed in class or to choose a current event or an issue
that they had read in a magazine or had heard about on the radio or television. (Students
chose topics ranging from why dance should be considered a sport to why schools should
have sex education programs that include discussion of birth control methods.)
Similarly, with weekly writing assignments, I gave students general guidelines.
For half the semester, students wrote essay reviews (brief rhetorical analyses of writings
of their choice). For the other half they alternated between one-paragraph article reviews
(they chose current events articles to read) and one-page compositions on general
assignments (for example, "Write a satirical answer to any problem, whether related to
school or the world as a whole").
Therefore, I found that choosing the students' purposes enabled them to choose
their own topics. As a result, students wrote a variety of issues and practiced an array of
techniques. Hopefully, too, they felt less compulsion in their writing and more at ease in
writing for their teacher.
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Students Should Consult with Peers and the Teacher.

Once teachers have clarified the issue of why students should write, they must
help students understand how to complete the process of composing a polished piece of
writing. A key principle in this instruction mandates that students should consult with
peers and the teacher during a writing task.
When students help each other, their efforts can be just as valuable as guidance
from the teacher (Cotton, 2001). This is particularly true when working in groups.
Graner (1987) wrote that groups provide the writers with "social/emotional support" (p.
41). Furthermore, when students work in groups, they more easily see problems from
multiple perspectives, viewpoints that they struggle to grasp as individuals (Hillocks,
1995, p. 74).
Over the course of the semester I provided several opportunities for students to
consult with each other concerning their writing. Essentially, I encouraged students to
consult in four different settings: Students participated in peer editing sessions during
regular class meetings. They also worked together during writing workshop hours and
when I gave mini-lessons on specific aspects writing techniques and principles.
Additionally, I required students to write a collaborative paper in groups of three to five.
Finally, I also met with students individually before and after school, as well as during
workshop hours.
I scheduled peer-editing days during weeks that led up to assignment due dates.
During these days, students exchanged drafts and followed my directives for helping each
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other. Although students may sometimes make "unskilled and uncritical editorial
comments" (Graner, 1987, p. 40), I found that I could ameliorate their sessions by giving
specific directions and examples plus working with editing groups during the class.
When directing peer-editing sessions, I asked students to focus on specific elements of
each other's writing, mainly topics we had recently reviewed in class. For example, I
used selected writing principles from Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace, th Edition
(Williams, 2003) in several of my mini-lessons. Williams ' focused on clarity by
espousing that writers use "characters as subjects" and "actions as verbs." In my peer
editing instructions, therefore, I included directives that required students to check their
partners ' clarity by noting the writers ' adherence (or lack of adherence) to these two
principles.
Students also were able to consult with each other during writing workshop days
and as part of group mini-lesson activities. I modeled workshop days after Alfie Kohn's
( 1999) description of project-based classrooms (p. 146-7). In his description, Kohn wrote
about students working on independent projects in one classroom-all engaged in
learning, all busy with projects important to them. I wanted to create the same working
environment, so I gave the students days to work on any assignment that would be due
during the semester. Since they had weekly assignments and since I had assigned the
four major papers during the second week of class, they always had something to write.
On the days leading up to the workshops, I reminded students to bring something to work
on or to share with a partner on the workshop day. During these days, I allowed students
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to simply write at their desks on their own or find a partner with whom to exchange drafts
for editing or consult with me about their writing.
Generally, these workshops lasted for the last hour of ninety-minute classes; I also
made a point to spend the half-hour prior to the workshop giving a mini-lesson on a
particular aspect of writing. For instance, during one mini-lesson, we worked on "topic
strings" and using "topics as subjects" to develop coherence (Williams, 2003, p. 84-5).
As part of this lesson, I asked students to work with partners to revise sample paragraphs
that lacked coherence. In the course of their work, students were able to interact with
each other in solving problems and in developing their own revising skills.
In addition to in-class opportunities, I also encouraged students to take advantage
to consult with me outside of class. Frequently, students asked me to read drafts of their
papers outside of the regular class meetings. While not all students took advantage of my
offer to give extra help, many e-mailed me, stayed after class, or came to school early to
talk to me about their writing. In these discussions, I commented mainly on structural
strategies and ways of enhancing ideas that the students presented in their paper; I tried to
reserve comments on grammatical conventions to general comments (for example: "You
need to check the consistency of your verb tense" or "You should proofread and make
sure you do not have any run-on sentences"). I felt that these conferences would be more
meaningful if I limited my suggestions and questions to larger issues that lent themselves
to more revision and rewriting of ideas, not smaller grammar corrections.
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Finally, students were able to work together on their writing during a
collaborative writing project. In this project, students had to "found" their o:wn
hypothetical high schools in small groups. The students had to design a 32-course
curriculum that all students would complete and write policies for their schools. While I
required each student to perform individual tasks within the groups, I graded the group's
paper as a whole-an incentive for the whole group to revise and rewrite policies
together (I incorrectly believed, however, that all of the AP students would be willing to
contribute to this process. I learned that at least three students worked less than their
partners and I expected.)
The students had many opportunities (some optional, some required) to consult
with others regarding their writing. They frequently worked with each other during peer
editing and workshop sessions as well as in mini-lessons. The students also worked
together as part of a collaborative writing project. As the teacher, I worked individually
with many students before and after school as w�ll as during class.
Students Should Write Frequently
While students must spend time reflecting upon and consulting about their
writing, they must also practice putting thoughts into words. To this end, the next
principle is that students should write frequently. Writing teacher Peter Murphy (2006)
echoed an adage familiar to many English teachers: "If you read everything your students
write, they are not writing enough." The idea is that there is no such thing as "too much"
writing for students who truly want to master writing as a craft. Yet, the questions
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remain, what constitutes enough writing? How often should students write? How many
words are necessary? How .many pages need to be written? How many different
assignments are enough?
The answers to these questions are not definite. Instead of counting words, pages,
or assignments, teachers should be more concerned with opportunities to write and time
to complete writing tasks (Cotton, 1998). As such, I have preferred for students to write
multiple drafts of fewer formal assignments while writing plenty of less formal,
oftentimes non-graded, pieces along the way.
During the semester of this study, I decided to assign four "major" out-of-class
papers. By "major," I meant that these assignments required higher word counts (5001500), were graded on a detailed 6+1 writing traits (NWREL) rubri�, and were worth
more points than a daily or weekly assignment (150 points for the reflective essay to 300
points for the argumentative essay). I assigned these essays during the second full week
of class, allowing students to work on the papers in an order of their own individual
choosing with due dates spread throughout the semester (See Appendix D for a sample
assignment). I allowed students three weeks before the first major assignment was due
and an additional three to four weeks for each subsequent major paper. I chose to assign
these papers early specifically for the purpose of giving the students as much time as
possible to complete them. Plus, this allowed the students the opportunity to complete
multiple drafts. Furthermore, I devoted six class periods to research in the school's
library, allowing students to spend time finding sources for their essays.
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In addition to these "major" papers, the students had 250-400 word assignments
due on an almost weekly basis. During the first half of the semester, these assignments
(all of which were worth 30 points) called for the students to write brief rhetorical
analyses of essays and articles of their choosing. Students completed five of these
assignments. They also wrote a brief reflection on the class's discussion of gender issues
during one week. In the second half' of the semester, students wrote one-paragraph
reviews of articles on current events and completed topical assignments (for example, the
aforementioned satire).
The students also completed many in-class writing assignments. These included
freewriting (two to three times a week) and quick paragraph responses to in-class
discussion questions regarding rhetorical strategies and content of assigned readings.
They also wrote six AP practice essays that required rhetorical analyses and persuasive
essays.
These assignments and activities contributed to a class where students strived to
create quality writing and to effectively analyze the writing of professionals and peers.
The students received ample time to compose four major papers and worked weekly on
smaller assignments. Hence, the students had many practice opportunities and plenty of
time to complete their tasks.
Students should be Allowed to Edit, Revise, and Rewrite

I believed that students must not be limited to writing one draft of a paper if they
are to truly produce quality work. They need to edit, revise, and rewrite in order to truly
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create effective writing. The next principle, therefore, states that students should be
allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite.
When I use the term "edit," I refer to basic changes made within an existing text.
As Hillocks (1995) wrote, "(Editing] involves the correction of spelling or usage, the
addition and deletion of words of phrases, the restructuring of syntax, and so forth" (93).
These are lower-level changes that tend to involve conventional grammar, not major
content or ideas.
Revision and rewriting connote more impacting changes to a work of writing.
Hillocks (1995) made a few poignant assertions regarding revision. For one, he wrote
that revision takes place throughout the writing process-not just at the completion of a
draft. In fact, he claimed that some sort of revision takes place during the composing
stage, writing that "revision is not simply a part of the writing process, but an essential
dynamic of inquiry, the art of moving beyond what we have already thought" (94).
Furthermore, Hillocks stated that most revision was small in scale or at "lower levels"
(93). This means that students tend not to make drastic changes in their ideas or intention
or structures. They do not, for example, usually tum an expository essay that is written in
a comparison-contrast pattern for an audience of classmates into an argument with topical
development, written for educated adults. Instead, their revisions resemble mere editing
in their limited scope. Hillocks claimed that students may only perform major rewrites
when they have learned new information or had new experiences to alter their outlooks
and purposes (94).
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With these ideas in mind, I encouraged students to write multiple drafts and revise
these drafts prior to the papers' final due dates. In this spirit, I allocated days for peer
editing, writing workshops, and individual sessions as described earlier. Furthermore, I ,
required students to rewrite at least two of their major papers for additional credit. In
these rewrites, students had to read my comments and suggestions on their graded draft
and revise their papers accordingly. All revisions were to be turned in two weeks prior to
the end of the semester with all changes highlighted on a fresh copy of the paper. The
students had to attach the original graded paper to the new, revised paper. While I gave
no specific rubric for adding points, I told the students that simple grammar corrections
(the "minor" revision discussed by Hillocks) would only earn one or two additional
points. On the other hand, major rewrites-added ideas, restructured arguments,
expanded theses, etc.-would earn seven to ten and maybe even more points depending
on their quality.
To help students with their editing, I conducted several mini-lessons throughout
the semester that focused on diction, syntax, and arrangement of ideas. For example, I
used exercises in Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace, Seventh Edition (Williams,
2003) that required students to rewrite wordy sentences, reducing what Williams deemed
"sprawl" (p. 143). These activities called on students to eliminate wordiness through
specific tasks: rewording phrases, placing subjects near the front of sentences, placing
verbs close to subjects, etc. Students not only completed exercises in Williams's book,
but they also used these principals on copies of their own writing . Students learned
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exactly "how" to edit and revise through individual practice and group collaboration on
these exercises.
Therefore, I promoted editing, revising, and rewriting in a few manners. I
allocated class time to editing and allowed time between assignments for drafting. I also
gave extra points for extensive rewriting and revision. Finally, I showed the students
techniques for rewriting.
Teachers Should Model Writing

The next set of principles involves actions that teachers should take in facilitating
their students' growth as writers. The first principle. requires teachers to model writing.
That is, they should share their own writing with their students.
If a writing teacher wants students to value writing, then students should realize
that people write. Sure, they know that journalists and novelists make their living by
writing; but not every student aspires to these types of careers. Students need to know
that people write for reasons other than their jobs, that there are people who enjoy
writing. In this sense, teachers can serve as models by sharing what they write with their
classes.
Accordingly, Hampton (1995) wrote that teachers need to model their own
experiences in the writing process. She asserted:
When students think the published writings they see flow effortlessly from the
author's fingers, they are often overwhelmed by the idea of writing. Teachers of
writing need to model their own writing processes, including rethinking, revising,
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and editing their text, to show students the reality of the writing process. By doing
so, they will be encouraging students to take risks in their writing. (para. 52)
In essence, students can learn that writing can be a struggle, even for accomplished
writers, even for their teachers. Yet, if a teacher shares her own work, then the students
can feel that similar results are attainable.
Furthermore, teachers of writing should be able to write well. That is, they should
not ask their students to do what they cannot. If I wanted students to understand how to
use hypothetical situations in their own writing, I could show them how a professional
writer has done so. But that was the mystical stranger, the polished professional who
· seems far removed from my classroom. When I showed them this technique in my own
writing, though, the technique lost some of its mystery and impossibility. Plus, I could
tell the students about my thinking process in putting that piece of writing together. By
sharing with them, I did more than simply showing a technique in writing, I helped them
work towards emulating it.
This principle seemed to really energize the students. Sometimes, when I had not
planned on writing a sample for the students, they asked me to do so. When I shared my
writing, the students seemed to understand more about what they needed to do and about
how to do it.
Therefore, to show my kids that I valued writing and to give them examples of
good writing, I shared several examples ofmy writing throughout the semester. My most
frequent examples came from my writing in handouts and assignments. While these were
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more utilitarian purposes, I still strived to show a refined style with elevated diction,
syntactical variety, and concise wording. But I also shared longer compositions that
served as sample responses to assignments that the students had to complete. In the
course of the semester, I wrote and shared the following: an essay review, a reflective
essay, an essay response to an AP prompt, a satirical essay, and several freewrites
(additionally, I modeled an affinity for writing by joining the students in their regular ten
minute freewrites, though I did riot share many of these).
Teachers Should Teach Writing in Relation to Literature

Not only can teachers improve their students' writing by sharing and discussing
their own writing, they can also assist them by analyzing the writing of professionals.
This leads to the next preferred principle: Teachers should teach ·writing in relation to
literature. To adhere to this principle, I structured the class curriculum around thematic
units ("Early American Thought," "Religion in America," "Gender Issues," "Family
Issues," "Issues in Science," "Media Issues," and "Educational Issues" to name a few).
Of this organization, Shanahan (1997) writes, "Thematic units hold the promise of
unifying the entire curriculum by bringing together social studies, science, mathematics,
art, music, and language arts into a coherent program of study'' (p. 14). I found this
structure essential to engaging students with diverse attentions and for introducing topics
that they may have wished to explore in their writing.
First, reading the writing of others can contribute ideas for the students' writing
(Ediger, 2001). Second, students benefit from discussing the purposes, audiences, and
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techniques that other writers use (Cotton, 1 998). For these reasons, I emphasized
discussion of many works of non-fiction. In fact, I used discussion of essays, articles,
and book chapter as a primary strategy throughout the semester.
In these discussions, I focused on a guiding principle: to induce students to
engage in "close reading." This is an activity in which readers analyze text beyond simple
meaning: readers give amplified scrutiny to the writer's specific word choice, syntax,
strategic arrangement of ideas, and purposeful selection of details. An AP training
instructor recommended this instructional focus during a weeklong seminar about this
class (Potts, 2006).
To engage students in close reading, I employed several approaches. Sometimes,
I began discussion with a brief "True-False" quiz aimed at focusing the students'
thoughts on rhetorical strategies and content points made in the previous night's reading
assignment. Other times, I simply opened discussion with leading questions: "What is
your general reaction to this piece?" "What is the writer's purpose?" "How was this
writer effective?" "What did you notice about the organization of this work?" and so on.
(Prior to some discussions, I asked students to write a paragraph in response to these
types of questions before we dissected the piece.) On a few occasions, I asked students to
break into groups to respond to a worksheet that asked about a piece of writing's
techniques and rhetorical strategies. Eventually, once the students had endured enough
practice in watching me lead discussion, I assigned two or three students to lead
discussions with their own questions and observation. Once each student had an
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opportunity to lead a discussion on readings of my choosing, I devoted a week to allow
students (in pairs or groups of three) to choose a reading to assign and teach to the class.
The readings we discussed came from a multitude of sources: The Bedford
Reader (our assigned text), historical essays and, magazine articles and essays, other

readers from my personal collection, chapters from non-fiction books, and our summer
reading books (See Appendix E for a complete list of course readings). To bring some
sense of order and organization to the course's progression, I scheduled weekly topics
such as "Early American Thought," "Religious in America," "Gender Issues," "Topics in
Education," and "Media Issues." I chose this arrangement after attending a summer
conference on teaching "AP Language and Composition" during which this idea was
suggested.
Therefore, I introduced my students to a myriad of texts and authors, attempting
to expose them to as many rhetorical strategies as possible. While I gave them a
comprehensive list of common strategies and terms, the students learned more about the
uses and purposes of these strategies through reading throughout the semester.
Teachers Should Give Direct Instruction on Writing Techniques, Formats, and Strategies

The next principle states that teachers should give direct instruction on writing
techniques, formats, and strategies. While students could glean knowledge of some
techniques, formats, and strategies simply by reading texts that use them, many nuances
of these skills must be taught through direct instruction and student practice (Zemelman,
Daniels, & Hyde, 1998). In my instruction, I used self-created handouts in addition to
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lessons and readings primarily from two texts: Good Reasons (Faigley & Selzer, 2003)
and Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace (Williams, 2003). I also used handouts that I
had collected during my years as a student, both in high school and in college.
Throughout the semester, I created and shared handouts on a variety of writing
topics. With these handouts, I started by explaining the concepts that I hoped the
students would learn. I continued by showing them examples that I had written as part of
the handouts. Then, I asked students to complete an exercise calling on them to emulate
my examples. Sometimes I asked them to perform these tasks individually, sometimes in
groups of two or three.
I also asked students to read several lessons and passages from texts on writing.
With Good Reasons, we focused on structural strategies. For instance, as part of one
class, we read a passage aloud in class that explained "Classification" as a means of
organizing an essay. To support this reading, we also read an essay that used this
strategy. We discussed when this technique would be appropriate and most effective, and
I encouraged students to emulate it in their writing.
I used Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace, to give direct instruction on
writing with clarity and cohesion. I had used Williams's book several times in my
academic career, and I felt that my students could benefit from exploring pertinent
portions of it. In fact, I have adopted six principles from the book that I emphasize on a
class bulletin board: "Characters as Subjects," "Actions as Verbs," "Quickly to- the
Subject," "Quickly to the Verb," "Old Information to New," and "Cut Nominalizations,
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Redundancies, and Meaningless Words." To teach these ideas directly, though, we read
from the book. Typically, we read Williams's commentary aloud so that I could clarify
and emphasize points along the way. In the book, Williams includes several exercises
that call on students to rewrite sample sentences using the techniques he espouses. We
did these assignments in class-sometimes individually, sometimes in groups of two or
three.
Another set of materials I incorporated consisted of handouts that I had collected
and saved in my own coursework. Some of these came from my high school classes at
The McCallie School (Chattanooga, TN), while some came from classes at The
University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN). The handouts from McCallie tended to focus
on elements of revision. For example, one handout included activities such as using
stronger verbs, minimizing verbs of being, avoiding overuse of prepositions, etc. I asked
students to use this handout as a guide to rewrite one of their weekly essay reviews. The
worksheets from Tennessee tended to supplement the Williams book. One such handout,
for instance, led students through an exercise in which they had to correct
nominalizations (nouns containing actions or descriptions that can better be expressed as
verbs or adjectives; for example, "I made an analysis of the novel" is better written as "I
analyzed the novel"). Again, these worksheets allowed me to directly instruct students
on writing fundamentals such as writing better sentences.
Thus, I was able to devote several portions of class to giving direct instruction on
specific writing techniques, formats, and strategies. I used self-created handouts in
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addition to collected handouts from other instructors. I also used texts on writing in this
process.
Teachers Should Act Less as Evaluators and More as Guides, Especially in their
Feedback regarding Student Writing
The final principle requires teachers to downplay their roles as "graders," and
instead to focus on being facilitators. This principle mandates that teachers should act
less as evaluators and more as guides, especially in their feedback regarding student
writing. Complicating this principle, though, is the use of standardized writing
assessments, a practice that researchers claim has adverse effects on writing instruction
(Ketter & Pool, 2001).
My evaluation is guided by the school system's adopted framework for
assessment, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's (NWREL) "6+1 Traits® of
Writing." I have used this program as a means of assessing writing since she introduced
it to our school. One benefit of this system of measuring "good writing" is that it rewards
students for what they do well. Additionally, the program relies on a theory of writing
that allows teachers to emphasize certain traits that students can learn to improve in order
to enhance their own writing. These traits are: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice,
Sentence Fluency, Conventions, and Presentation. Since my students had already learned
these traits in ninth and tenth grades, I only gave them a brief refresher on them. I did,
however, use these traits in my rubrics for assessing their "major" papers. I incorporated
specific performance indicators that reminded students of how to attend to these traits
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(for example, "use specific evidence to support generalizations" is one indicator for the
trait "Ideas"). I assigned specific point values for each trait, varying the point values
according to which traits I wanted the students to emphasize in their writing for each
specific piece. For example, in the reflective essay, attaining a reflective voice was more
important to me than the students' adherence to Conventions (mechanical grammar).
Hence, I allocated more points to Voice than I did to Conventions.
Yet, not all of my assessment of student writing was this formal. In fact, most of
it was not. For the weekly assignments, I graded more holistically. In effect, I asked
myself, "Was this writing effective? Was it adequately thorough? Was it readable?"
Sometimes I simply gave checkmarks to indicate full credit, other times I gave numerical
scores (with a maximum of thirty).
However, I tried less and less to emphasize grades; after all, in this study I sought
to improve intrinsic motivation. To this end, I focused on improving the quality of my
comments regarding the students' writing. I wanted to give specific comments and
suggestions for areas of writing that the students could improve as I believed that the
students would be more likely to respond to these (Straub, 1997). Furthermore, I wanted
to do more "responding" as a mentor or, simply put, as a caring reader, as Elbow (2000)
described. Therefore, I tended to use two types of comments: Instructive and
Responsive.
With instructive comments, I focused on specific elements of student writing.
Also, I wanted to temper my comments so that they would not come across as too critical,
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as aspersions even. For example, instead of writing, "This is not an adequate
description" or "This is not good analysis," I tried to write comments such as, "How can
you make this description livelier? Think of more active verbs and appropriate
adjectives" or "You can make your analysis better by sharing more of your insights." I
felt that it was important to maintain a helpful tone, assuring the students that I wanted to
help them succeed, not condemn them when they did not (Straub, · 1997).
I believed more and . more in giving responsive comments in order to build the
students' motivation. I. wanted to give them an experience of writing for an audience that
was not simply interested in evaluating and assigning a grade and moving on to the next
paper. Elbow (2000) encouraged teachers to respond to ideas, to share their own insights.
For instance, for a student explaining issues that surround stem cell research, I might
· include comments such as, "I had never considered that point" or "That's interesting; I'd
like to know more about that." Furthermore, as a responder, I wanted to give more praise
in my comments. While I acknowledge that praise is also a form of evaluation, I also
recognize that it can come from a genuine human response to writing, not just from a
teacher 's point of view. Therefore, instead of just complimenting a student on using a
certain strategy ("Nice introduction" or "Great word choice"), I wrote comments like, "I
enjoyed reading your paper."
After all, I wanted the students to view writing as a rewarding activity. As such, I
made comments that reflected this attitude. While I recognized and commented on areas
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where the students' writing fell short of expectations, I tried to do so in supportive
manners. Furthermore, I wanted to emphasize those things that the students did well.
The Focus Group

In order to ask students directly about the effects of certain treatments (teaching
strategies), I conducted a focus group one week before the end of the semester, on day 59
of the study. I chose a focus group because this procedure "connects the worlds of the
[researcher] and the participants" (Morgan, 1998, p. 9). While I acknowledge that I
already was clo·sely involved with these participants (they were, after all, in my class for
an hour and a half per day for ninety days), the setting of a normal class period was not
truly conducive to an orderly discussion of research methods. In short, I felt that the
students in a focus group setting would be more inclined to offer genuine reflections on
what happened on a daily basis in our classes.
To organize the focus group, I asked for volunteers from both classes to
participate in an after-school discussion that took place after the second administration of
the questionnaire. After attaining the names of volunteers, I randomly selected twelve
(by drawing names out of a box), six from each class. I asked one remaining volunteer
from each class to verify my findings from the focus groups. I asked them to read over
transcripts and to identify any inaccuracies or discrepancies. I chose these students based
on their demonstrated maturity and their comfort in talking to me; I felt that they would
have no reason to fear giving negative feedback regarding the class and that they were
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quite perceptive regarding their own and other students' responses to the class. Thus,
they would be able to check the reliability of their classmates' statements.
This focus group session occurred in my classroom, lasting approximately 45
minutes. I chose my classroom as the site because it was a location that students were
familiar with and in which they would feel comfortable sharing. After all, we had class
discussions in the same room every day during class. Due to convenience and
consideration for the students' exams and holiday schedules, I conducted the focus group
a week before the end of the semester and the administration of the post-test.
The focus group questions (see Table 3) concerned the three major categories of
"preferred principles in writing instruction" plus the students' motivations and feelings
regarding their efforts and abilities in terms of writing.
The first three questions were meant to gauge the impact of activities and lessons
from my class on the students' writing. The fourth question involved the perceived
authenticity of the students' assignments. The fifth question inquired about the students'
experiences with revision, editing, and _rewriting. The sixth question asked students to
evaluate direct instructional tips that seemed most beneficial.
I led this session and another teacher (having signed a confidentiality statement)
recorded notes on student responses. To enhance student openness and for purposes of
attaining access, this session was not audio taped or videotaped. I coded the responses
and analyzed them in three stages. First, I noted statements related to three aspects of
attention: student attitudes and motivation toward writing, student attitudes toward
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Table 3 : Focus Group Questions and Their Relationship to the Three Categories of

. . 1es m
. Wn'fmg Instruction
Prefterred P nnc1p

Question

Compare the writing you've done this semester
to that of previous school terms.
How have class activities affected your
writing?

Categories of Preferred Principle

Purposes for student writing; Processes in
student writing
Purposes for student writing; Processes in
student writing; Actions that teachers take to
support student writing.
Processes in student writing; Actions that
teachers take to support student writing.

When you start a writing task, do you think
about activities you have done in class?
Explain.
Describe any activities or assignments that you
Purposes for student writing; Processes in
feel were authentic (applicable to real world
student writing; Actions that teachers take to
support student writing.
writing).
How often do you revise a piece of writing
Processes in student writing; Actions that
teachers take to support student writing.
before you are finished with it? In what ways
have these practices been encouraged in class?
Processes in student writing; Actions that
What specific instructional tips have helped
teachers take to support student writing.
your writing the most? Explain.
Table 3 shows six discussion questions meant to guide the focus group session.

teacher actions, and student attitudes toward writing activities and assignments. Second,
I looked for emerging patterns in these three areas. Third, I made interpretations after
checking consistencies and inconsistencies in what the group told discussed.
To validate findings, I employed a member check and a peer analysis of my data.
The two students who performed the member check came from each of my AP classes. A
former school district ''writing coach" and a current Advanced Placement Language and
Composition teacher performed the peer analysis. (Both signed confidentiality
statements).
Student Comments and Teacher Observation

Throughout the study, I informally recorded student comments about instructional
practices and their writing. Knowing that students sometimes reveal their thoughts about
instruction as the instruction takes place, I felt it was important to note their reactions "in
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the moment," so to speak. I collected their comments during class discussions and during
one-on-one instructional sessions. Furthermore, I made a point to "check on" the status
of the class with students. These types of conversations generally occurred when
students stayed after school or came to school early to discuss their writing. In this way,
I sought to ascertain the students' perspectives from their informal statements. These
statements served to give a broader insight into student reactions to instructional
treatment.

Document Analysis: The Independent Grader

As another measure of student attention in writing, I evaluated the quality of the
students' writing. When students are more interested in their academic activities, they
show a higher level of performance (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1984; Hillocks, 1986;
Uguroglu & Walberg, 1979).
While examples of "good writing" from a student do not give a quantitative
measure of how much attention the student had in the piece, the fact that a student could
perform at a high level may indicate that the student had more than a cursory or
superficial attention in the activity.
To verify my own evaluation of the students' progress, I asked two independent
graders, both trained in using the same 6+1 assessment that I used, to score several
student papers. In total, they scored nine papers using a criteria-based rubric on six traits
of good writing-Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and
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Conventions . . These six primary traits (the additional "+ 1" trait speaks only to the
fonnatting and appearance of the paper) were assessed using a scale of one to five (5 =
"Strong;" 4= "Effective;" 3= "Developing;" 2= "Emerging;" and 1= "Not Yet).

Hence, in this research, I used several sources to evaluate the effects of research
based "preferred principles" for writing instruction. A questionnaire (the Biggs LPQ)
measured student motivation before and after treatment. A focus group session elicited
student comments on writing instruction within the course. To gather more information
on student perceptions and attitudes toward writing, I made informal records of
comments that occurred throughout the study. Independent graders validated my own
assessment of whether students showed strong writing that might indicate highly
motivated work. (See Figure 1 for an illustration of the research design.)
The theories of K�ller (1987) and the "preferred principles" �aturally enveloped
and guided the course of the study, hence their position in a framing box (see Figure 1). I
first generated data from the initial administration of the Biggs' LPQ (box "A"). Then, I
built a collection of daily lesson charts (shown by box "B," labeled "Treatment: Daily
Lessons and Assignments) and generated data on their effects by means of a focus group
discussion of these lessons and assignments and via my own analysis of the use of
preferred principles and student responses (boxes "C" and "D"). I devised my
preliminary findings from these qualitative analyses (oval "E") and tested them with a
member check (oval "F") by two students and a peer analysis ("oval "G") performed by
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Context: ARCS Theory
and Preferred Princi les in Writin Instruction
A. Data Source: Pre-test: Students Respond to Biggs' Leaming Process
Questionnaire (LPQ)

+
B. Treatment: Daily Lessons and Assignments
C. Data Source: Focus Group: Students Participate in Focus Group
Infonnal Record of Student Comments
D. Data Source: Document Analysis:
Researcher Analyzes Daily Lesson
Chart, Focusing on Frequency and Activities
Independent Grader Reviews Select Student Writing

E. Findings from Qualitative Analysis

F. Member Check

G. Peer Analysis

H. Data Source: Post-Test: Students Respond to Biggs' Leaming Process
Questionnaire (LPQ)

Dependent T-Test Analysis of Pre and Post-Test Data

J. Findings and
Conclusions
Figure 1. Visual Representation of Research Design
Figure 1 visually displays the procedures for attaining data and reaching conclusions
within this study.
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two teaching colleagues. From these data, I supply one source of findings (as indicated
by arrows leading from these ovals ("F" and "G") to the Findings and Conclusions (oval
"J"). Other contributors to the Findings and Conclusion ("J") derive from the post-test
(box "H") and a dependent t-test analysis of the pre and post-test data (box "H").
Therefore, my Findings and Conclusions develop from the addition of the quantitative
analyses of "A," "H," and "I"; the treatment ("B"); and the qualitative analysis of this
treatment, indicated in "C," "D," "E," "F," and "G."
Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have explained the methodology of this study. I have reviewed
the purposes of the study and asserted the appropriateness of my survey instrument, the
Biggs' LPQ and the administration of this instrument both prior to and following
treatment. I have discussed the treatment that I employed in practicing the ten preferred
principles in writing instruction. In doing so, I have set forth methods used in the study
and have discussed the rationale of such methods. Furthermore, I have explained the .
procedures for a focus group discussion of these methods and for the analysis of data
generated by this focus group and through observations of and conversations with
students throughout the term. I have stated that this data has contributed to the findings
and conclusion. I have also identified the dependent t-test on the pre and post-test data as
an additional source of findings and conclusion. In the next chapter, I will present the
data attained from these methods.
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis
The purpose of this study was to determine what effect, if any, the use of
"preferred principles in writing instruction" would have on Advanced Placement (AP)
secondary school students' intrinsic motivation to write. In the preceding chapter, I
described the methods for attaining data in this study. These methods included using
"preferred principles in writing instruction" over a course of 66 class meetings,
administering pre- and post-tests to measure motivation using the Biggs' Learning
Process Questionnaire (LPQ), leading students in a focus group session, and allowing an
independent grader to analyze samples of student writing.
In

this chapter, I will present the data that these methods produced through

treatment implemented throughout the Fall of 2006. The chapter is organized into four
sections. The first section consists of data from the pre- and post-treatment
administrations of the Biggs LPQ. The second section consists of qualitative data from
the focus group session. In the third section, I present data from the independent graders'
evaluation of student writing as well as discussions with student-writers.

In the

fourth

section, I discuss the findings from these data.
Pre- and Post-Test Data from The Biggs LPQ

I administered the Biggs LPQ in early in the Fall semester in 2006 to 42 high
school juniors; · At the end of the semester, the 41 remaining participants answered the
questionnaire again. Biggs ( 1987) identified three categories of motivation that students
tend to possess-surface motivation, deep motivation, and achievement motivation.
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According to Biggs, students who possess surface motivations and use surface
approaches to their studies generally seek "to obtain a qualification with minimal effort"
(p. 11). In other words, these students merely want to complete their work in a
satisfactory manner, regardless of whether they truly develop efficacy in the given
subject matter. On the other hand, one with a deep motivation and/or deep approach
orientation seeks "to actualize one 's attentions" (p. 1 1). These students seek to
understand their material on a "deep level"-a level at which the students understand the
inner workings of the subject matter and at which they seek to apply what they have
learned to meet their own goals. Biggs further theorized that many students in academic
settings have an achievement orientation, a desire to "publicly manifest one 's excellence"
(p. 12). Within these three categories (surface, deep, and achieving), Biggs allowed for
overlap amongst motives : "Students may endorse any or all of these motives to any
extent. For example, a student may be both intrinsically and achievement motivated" (p.
12).

Identification ofSub-Populations
Based on the first administration, I identified several sub-groups within this
testing sample. These sub-groups related to scores on the LPQ's subscales. Biggs
designed the Learning Process Questionnaire to measure student scores on six subscales:
surface motivation (sm), the use of surface strategies (ss), deep motivation (dm), the use
of deep strategies (ds), achievement motivation (am), and the use of achievement
strategies (as). (For a distinction between strategies, see Chapter 3). On the LPQ, the
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students responded to 36 items-six relating to each subscale. They responded to each
item on a five-point Likert scale (1 = "Never or only rarely true of me;" 2= "Sometimes
true of me;" 3= "True of me about half the time;" 4= "Frequently true of me;" and 5=
"Always or almost always true of me"), a scale that allowed for a maximum score of 30
for each subset. For each subset Biggs recommended placing a student's score into
deciles to determine how strongly the student identifies with that type of motivation or
strategy type. Those students who score in the eighth, ninth, and tenth deciles (scores of
23-30) demonstrate a strong positive inclination towards the motivation or strategies of
that -subset. Likewise, those who score in the first, second, or third deciles (scores of 61 3) show a strong negative inclination (p. 1 02). (see Table 4 for Deciles and Score
Ranges). Scores in the first, second and third deciles indicate a low tendency towards a
given motivation or strategy. Scores in the eighth, ninth, and tenth deciles represent a
high tendency towards a given motivation or strategy.
Upon scoring the students' responses to the Biggs Learning Process
Questionnaire, I used the deciles shown in Table 4 to identify students who strongly
identified with surface and deep motivation in their pre-treatment responses. From the
pre-test, 1 6 students were identified as having a strong surface approach due to their ss
and sm scores. Fifteen of these students had sm scores or ss scores in the g t\ 9th , or 1 0th
decile. The other surface approach student was a point shy of the eighth decile in sm and
two points from the 8th decile in ss. Due to this student's high aggregate score, I chose to
include him/her in this group (see Table 5 for the scores of these sixteen students).
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Table 4: Deciles and S core Ranees fior B"1e:e:s ' S u b sets
Deciles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Subset Score Range
6.00 to 8.40
8.4 1 to 1 0.80
10. 8 1 to 1 3 .20
1 3 .2 1 to 1 5 .60
1 5 . 6 1 to 1 8. 00
1 8.0 1 to 20.40
20.4 1 to 22.80
22.8 1 to 25 .20
25.2 1 to 27. 60
27.61 to 30.00

Table 4 shows the range of raw scores that fall within each decile of scores.
Table S: Surface Al!l!roacb Students {nsu rrl

...s::�
...::s

Pre-Test Scores and Deciles

u�

u�

u

�

0

u�

Post-Test Scores and Deciles

u�

u�

u

�

0
0
0
0
"0
r/J
r/J
�
:E r/J
�
�
r/J
r/J
r/J
r/J
�
�
�
r/J
r/J
r/J
r/J
r/J
r/J
r/J
0
0
0 0 0 r/J
0 0
004 24 8
20 7
21 7
14 4
20 6
17 5
23 8
14
17 5
23 8
007 23 8
22 7
18 5
13 3
21 7
14
14 4
21 7
009 23 8
20 6
16 5
19
18 5
25 8
0 1 2 22 7
21 7
17 5
14 4
20 6
l3 3
16 5
9
014 1 8 5
21 7
21 7
23 8
15 4
20 6
21
25 8
0 1 6 23 8
23 8
10
16 5
9
2
29 1 0 20 6
27 9
14 4
22 7
0 1 7 20 7
11 3
2
1
6
1
7
7
20
18 5
22 7
22 7
1 00 23 8
19 6
22
22 7
21 7
16 5
21 7
1 04 27 9
17 5
20 6
18 5
14
26 9
23 8
16 5
1 08 25 8
18 5
17 5
16
15 4
21 6
25 8
1 09 27 9
11 3
24 8
16 5
17 5
i8
24 8
18 5
1 1 1 23 8
19 6
20 6
16
23 8
29 1 0 1 5 4
14 4
19 6
1 1 2 23 8
19 6
16
11 3
26 9
20 6
19 6
18 5
1 1 3 23 8
16 5
16 5
21 7
23 8
18
17 5
1 1 7 24 8
19 6
13 3
20 6
12 3
24
25 8
27 9
20 6
22 7
1 22 26 9
20 6
18 5
18
23 8
24 8
Table 5 shows the 1 6 students that made up the surface approach population (nsurf).
0
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0
:E
r/J

u�

0

r/J

0

4
4
6
2
7
2
5
7
4
5.
5
5
5
5
8
5

Twelve students had a strong orientation towards a deep approach. Eleven of
these students scored in the g t\ 9t\ and 10th deciles on either their dm or ds index. The
12th student was a point shy of the 8th decile on both ds and dm scores. I felt the student's
total score justified inclusion in this group. Table 6 reports the scores of this subset.
The pre-test also identified students showing little deep motivation. These
students were identified by the combination of their dm and ds scores. Nine students had
combined dm and ds scores that placed them in the 4th decile oflower (ds + dm < 32).
Table 7 reports the scores of these students.
Once these populations were identified, dependent t-tests were performed to
determine changes over the course of the study in surface motivations and strategies and
changes in deep motivations and strategies according to population. For the purposes of
Table 6: Deel! Al!� roach Students (ndeel?}
......
�
<l)
�
::s
......

C/J

Pre-Test Scores and Deciles

�

CZ)

(.)
<l)

0

�

CZ)

CZ)
CZ)

(.)

(1)

0

CZ)
CZ)

�

�

(.)

CZ)

0 O Q 0

Post-Test Scores and Deciles
(.)
<l)

0

C/J

0

�

CZ)

(.)

(1)

0

�

CZ)

C/J
C/J

(.)

(1)

0

CZ)
CZ)

�

� (.)

0 O Q 0

002 15 4 13 3 28 9 23 8 15 4
2 25 8
9
006 20 7 16 5 22 7 22 7 23 8 19 6 18 5
008 19 6 13 3 24 8 20 6 19 6 16 5 25 -g
011 11 2 14 4 26 9 25 8 25 8 16 5 26 9
015 19 6 17 5 26 9 17 5 22 7 15 4 24 8
103 19 6 19 6 24 8 17 5 22 7 19 6 22 7
106 25 8 15 4 23 8 20 6 26 9 18 5 27 9
107 22 7 18 5 24 8 20 6 20 6 21 6 22 7
116 19 6 14 4 26 9 23 8 21 7 15 4 15 4
119 20 7 14 4 23 8 20 6 22 7 15 4 23 8
120 16 5 11 3 23 8 23 8 23 8 13 3 24 8
123 22 7 18 5 23 8 14 4 21 7 15 4 23 8
Table 6 shows the students that comprise the deep approach population (Ildeep).
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CZ)

27
18
17
24
20
19
23
14
19
18
18
18

(1)

0

C/J

0

8
5
5
8
6
6
8
4
6
5
5
5

Table 7: Minimal Deel! Al!l!roach Students {D mindeee}
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�

2
00

00

007
012
016
017
1 02
109
1 10
1 12
1 14

23
22
23
20
13
27
18
23
20

c..i
00
00

8
7
8.
7
3
9
5
8
6

23
21
23
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13
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15
19
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0

00

c..i

00
00

�
0

0
�
0

8
7
8
7
3
8
4
6
6
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5
5
5
4
3
5
6
6
4

c..i

0
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Post-Test Scores and Deciles

0

0

0

0

00

13
14
9

11

13
11
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c..i

0

0

�

. 00

0

00

3
4
2
3
3
3'
3
3
3

21
20
27
18
16
24
17
26
20

c..i

0
�

00
00

7
6
9
5
5
8
5
9
6

22
13
29
21
14
17
13
20
18

0

00

c..i

0

�
0

0
�
0

7
3
10
7
4
5
3
6
5

18
16
20
20
18
18
20
19
18

5
5
6
6
5
5
6
6
5

c..i
0

00
00

0

c..i

0

0

14
9

4
2
2
5
4
5
5
5
5
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10

17
15
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Table 7 shows the students who comprise the minimal deep approach population

0

0
00

(nmindeep).

this study, changes in achievement motivation were not analyzed _since both deep
approach and surface approach students may also possess achievement approach
orientation (Biggs, 1 991 ).
Percentages of Student Improvement

Upon reviewing scores of students, I first sought to identify cases where
individual students showed gains in either their deep motivation score or in their deep
strategy score. To analyze these cases, I examined students in four groups. The first
group consisted of the total population (N = 4 1 ). The second group consisted of the total
population minus the deep approach students (N- lldeep = 29). The third group was
comprised of the surface approach students (nsurr = 1 6). The final group was populated by
students showing low initial amounts of deep approach (nmindeep = 9).
In each population grouping, over half of the students showed gains in each deep
approach subset-deep motivation and deep strategy. Of the total population (N= 41 ), 22
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students (53.7%) had higher scores on the post-test instrument in the subset "deep
motivation." Twenty-four (56. 1%) achieved higher scores in the subset "deep strategy."
In the next group, I excluded those students who had high initial scores in deep
approach subsets (deep motivation and deep strategy). Here, higher percentages of
improvement were revealed: in this 29-student population, 18 (62. 1%) had higher scores
on the post-test in deep motivation, and 19 (65.5 %) had higher scores in the deep
strategy subset. The percentage of improvement continued to rise with the students who
displayed high levels of surface motivation (nsurf = 16). Eleven (68.8%) had higher scores
on the post-test for deep motivation and the same number had higher scores for deep
strategies. Finally, among those who started with a minimal level of deep motivation
(nine students), seven (77.8 %)had higher scores on the post-test in deep motivation and
eight (88.9%) had higher scores in deep strategies. For a summary of these results, see
Table 8.
These scores indicate that the majority of individual students showed increase
tendencies toward deep approaches to writing. The students with high initial surface
approach scores improved at a higher rate than the population as a whole. Those students
who scored low in initial deep approach showed an even higher percentage of
improvement.
T-Test Results

Dependent t-tests are frequently used to depict changes in a single population
from pre-treatment to post-treatment. These tests produce a t-statistic that reflects the
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Table 8: Students in Total and Sub-Populations with Improved Deep Approach
Scores

Population
Name

Total
Total minus
Deep
Approach
Students
Surface
Approach
Minimal Deep
Approach

Students in
Population

41

Students
Improving
Deep
Motivation
score
22

Percentage
with an
Improved Deep
Motivation
score
53.7

Students
Improving
Deep Strategy
score

Percentage
with an
Improved Deep
Strategy Score

24

56. 1

29

18

62. 1

19

65.5

16

11

68.8

11

68.8

9

7

77.8

8

88.9

Table 8 shows the percentages of students who improved deep approach subset scores on
the post-test administration of the Biggs LPQ.
group's change in mean score from pre- to post-test in relation to the variability within
the data sets. In this research, t-tests were performed to measure changes in mean scores
between pre- and post-treatment administrations of the Biggs LPQ. First, a series of t
tests were used to assess changes in deep and surface motivation and deep and surface
strategies for the total population (N= 41 ). These tests revealed that surface and deep
motivations rose, as did the students' reports of using deep and surface strategies. The
change in mean score for surface motivation was +. 634 (S= 3.3 1 5; df = 40; ES = -.1 8),
and the t-statistic was -1 .225; the change in surface strategy was +. 780 (S= 3.798; df =
40; ES = -.1 9), and this t-statistic was -1.3 1 6. The change in mean of deep motivation
scores was +. 341 (S= 3.51 1 ; df = 40; ES = -.1 1 ), and the t-statistic was -.623 ; the change
in mean deep strategy was +1 .073 (S= 3 .869; df = 40; ES = .28), and the t-statistic was
-1 .776. None of these changes were significant at p :s; .05_. Furthermore, the S for each
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indicates that scores tended to be narrowly distributed-that is scores tended to fall
within two deciles (one decile= 2.4) of the mean. (See Tables 9 and 1 0).
Next, a series of dependent t-tests assessed changes in· deep and surface
motivation and deep and surface strategies for the surface approach population (nsurf =
1 6). These tests revealed that surface motivation and strategy decreased for students who
began the semester with a strong surface approach orientation. The tests also showed that
the scores for deep motivation and deep strategy increased for these students. The
change in mean surface motivation was -.063 (S= 3 .41 5 ; df= 1 5 ; ES = .02). The t
statistic for this test was .073 . · The change in mean surface strategy was -.688 (S= 3.772;
· df= 1 5 ; ES = .1 7). Neither of these decreases was significant at p � .05 . Yet, the change
in mean score for deep motivation was + 1 .750 (S= 2.720; df= 1 5 ; ES = .70), and the
change in mean score for deep strategy was + 1 .94 (S= 3 .473 ; df= 1 5 ; ES = .54). Both of
these increases were significant at p� .05 . The S for each of these (2.720 and 3 .473) also
shows that scores were not distributed too far from the mean, an indication that

Table 9: Pre and Post-Test Mean Scores For Total Population
Strategies and Motivations
pre surface motivation
Post surface motivation
Pair 2 pre surface strategy
Post surface strategy
Pair 3 . pre deep motivation
Post deep motivation
Pair 4 pre deep strategy
Post deep strategy

Mean
N
I Std. Deviation · I
I
41 I
20.76
3 .4 1 2 i
1
41
2 1 .39
3.774 !
41 I
1 6.85
3.838 !
1 7.63
41
4 .488
41
20.46
3.392
3 . 1 24
41
20.80
41
1 7.00
3 . 867
1 8.07
3 .876
41
Table 9 shows descriptive statistics for pre- and post-test results for the total population.
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Table 1 0: Comparison of Means for Total Population with T-Statistic and Two
· ·n1cance
ta1·1 ed s 12m
Change
in
Mean

I
!
Std.
Deviation i

df

Sig.
(2 tailed)

.41 2

- 1 .225 40

.228

.4 1 8

- 1 .3 1 6 40

. 1 96

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference

Motivations and
Strategies
Lower
Pair pre surface
motivation 1
.634
- 1 .680
3.3 1 5
post surface
motivation
Pair pre surface
strategy - post
2
- 1 .979
3.798
.780
surface
strategy
Pair pre deep
motivation 3
- 1 .450
3.5 1 1
.34 1 I
post deep
motivation
Pair pre deep
-2.294
3.869
strategy - post
1 .073 I
4
I
deep strategy
i
Table 1 0 shows t-test results for the total population.
I

Upper

.767

I

:

t

!

I

-.623 40

. 1 48 1 - 1 .776 40

.537
I

i

.083

significant gains were made by many of this population (see Tables 11 and 12).
Furthermore, the effect size (ES) for deep motivation was . 70, a number that indicates a
moderate to strong effect; the ES for deep strategies was .54, indicating a moderate effect
(Cohen, 1988).
Another series of dependent t-tests assessed changes in deep and surface
motivation and deep and surface strategies for the deep approach population (Ildeep = 12).
These scores indicated gains in surface motivation and surface strategies with decreases
in deep motivation and deep strategy. The change in the mean surface motivation· score
was +1.583 (S= 2.353; df= 11; ES = -.55) with a t-statistic of -2.331; the change in mean
of surface strategy scores was +. 750 (S= 2.491; df= 11; ES = .27) with a t-statistic of
-1.043. The change in the mean deep motivation scores was -1.500 (S=3.680; df= 11; ES
= .55) with a t-statistic of 1.412. The change in the deep strategy mean was -.417 (S=
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Table 1 1 : p re an d P ost-T est M
Pair 1

Pair 2
Pair 3

Pair 4

pre surface motivation
post surface motivation
pre surface strategy
post surface strategy
pre deep motivation
post deep motivation
pre deep strategy
post deep strategy

Mean

i

23.38 1
23.3 1
1 9.75
1 9.06
1 8.69
20.44
14.69
1 6.63

N

Std. Deviation !

16
16
16

2.306 :
2.960
3.376
4,640

16

16 I
16
16
16

2.358
2.607 1

3. 1 14 I
I

3 .98 1 i

Table 1 1 shows descriptive statistics for pre- and post-test results for surface approach
students.
Table 12: Comparison of Means for Surface Approach Population with T-Statistic and Two-Tailed

s·1gm·r.1cance

Pair
1

pre surface motivation post surface motivation

Pair
2

pre surface strategy - post
.surface strategy

Pair
4

pre deep strategy - post
deep strategy

Pair
3

pre deep motivation - post
deep motivation

Change
in Mean

; 95% Confidence Interval j
Std.
Deviation I
of the Difference
i
! Upper
Lower

-.063

-.688

3.4 1 5

I

1 . 750 :

- 1 .938

I

3.772
2.720

3.473

- 1 .151

- 1 .323

-3 .200
-3.788

Table 1 2 shows t-test results for the surface approach population.

I

I

I

1 .882

2.698

-.300

-.087

!

I

t
.073

.729

-2.573
-2.23 1

I df

Sig. (2tailed)

15

.943

15

.02 1

15

15

.477

.04 1

4.337; df= 11; ES = .13) with a t-statistic of .333. Only the increase in surface motivation
was significant at p � .05. (See Tables 13 and 14).
A fourth series of dependent t-tests assessed changes in deep and surface
motivations and deep and surface strategies for the total population minus the fourteen
deep approach students (N- Ilaeep = 29). This series of tests revealed higher mean scores
in surface motivation and surface strategy as well as increased mean scores in deep
motivation and deep strategy. The change in the mean surface motivation score was
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T a bl e 13 : M ean s cores fior Deep A.pproac h P opu I ation
.
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4

pre surface motivation
post surface motivation
pre surface strategy
post surface strategy
pre deep motivation
post deep motivation
pre deep strategy
post deep strategy

Mean
20.00
2 1 .58
15.17
1 5.92
24.33
22.83
20.33
1 9.92

N

12

12

12
12
12
12
12
12

I Std. Deviation
I
2.923
;
2.843
2.443
3 . 1 47
1 .775
3.3 80
3 . 1 43
3.528

II

Table 13 shows descriptive statistics for pre- and post-test results for deep approach students.
Table 14: Comparison of Means for Deep Approach Population with T-Statistic and Two-tailed
s·1gm·ti1cance
I
Change in . Std:195% Confidence Interval I
Sig. (2Mean
Deviation
of the Difference
,
T
df I tailed)
I
I
I
i
Upper
I
I Lower
Pair pre surface motivation 1 .5 83 1
2.353
-3.079
-.088 -2.33 1 1 1
.040
1
post surface motivation
Pair pre surface strategy 2.49 1
-2.333
.750
.833 - 1 .043 1 1
.3 1 9
post surface strategy
I

Pair
3

Pair

4

pre deep motivation post deep motivation
pre deep strategy - post
deep strategy

-1 .500
-.4 1 7

3.680

4.337 I

I

-.83 8

-2.339

3.838

3. 1 72

Table 14 shows t-test results for the deep approach population.

1 .4 1 2
.333

11

11

I

I

. 1 86

.746

+ .24 1 (S= 3.602; df= 28; ES = .06) and a t-statistic of -.3 6 1; in surface strategy, the
change in mean score was + .793 (S= 4.263; df= 28; ES = . 18) with a t-statistic of-1.002.
The change in the mean deep motivation score was + 1. 103 (S= 3 .200; df= 28; ES = .43)
with a t-statistic of -1.857; the change in the mean deep strategy score was + 1.690 (S=
3.557; df= 28; ES = .48) with a t-statistic of -2.558. Only the increase in the use of deep
strategy was significant at p:s; .05. Again, the relatively low S (3.557) indicates that
scores tended to fall within two deciles of the mean. This show that increases were
widespread, not limited to one or two outliers (see Tables 15 and 16).
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Ta ble 15 : Mean s cores ior popu afmn M.mus Deep A,pproach Population
Pair 1

Pair 2

Pair 3

Pair 4

pre surface motivation
post surface motivation
pre surface strategy
post surface strategy
pre deep motivation
post deep motivation
pre deep strategy
post deep strategy

Mean
2 1 .07
2 1 .3 1
1 7.55
1 8.34
1 8. 86
1 9. 97
1 5 .62
1 7.3 1

N

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

I Std. Deviation

I

3 .595
4.141
4. 1 20
4.805
2.475
2.63 9 I
3 .278
3 .809

Table 15 shows descriptive statistics for pre- and post-test results for the population
minus deep approach students.
Table 1 6: Comparison of Mean Scores for Population Minus Deep Approach
Population with T-Statistic and Two-Tailed Significance

--1

Change I
Std.
! 95% Confidence Interval
Sig. (2!
in
Mean ! ---·
Deviation
I
of the Djfference
t -+----+----�_,,.
df
tail ed)
--___.._____
1--------------t'------+r
r
:
Lower
Uppe
I
Pair pre surface motivation -.361 ' 28
.24
1
3
.602
- 1 .6 1 2
. 72 1
1 . 1 29
1
post surface motivation
Pair
2

pre surface strategy - post
surface strategy

Pair
4

pre deep strategy - post
deep strategy

Pair
3

pre deep motivation - post
deep motivation

.793

4.263

1 .690

3 .557

1 . 1 03

3 .200

I
i

I,

-2.4 1 5

. 828

-3.043

-.337

-2.32 1

. 1 14

- 1 .002

- 1 .857

28

28

-2.558 . 28 I
I
I

Table 16 shows t-test results for the population minus deep approach students.
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.325

.074
.0 1 6

A final series oft-tests assessed changes in deep and surface motivation and deep
and surface strategies for the group with low amounts of deep motivation (nmindeep = 9).
For these students, the mean score in surface motivation remained the same (S= 2.646;
df= 8; ES = 0) with a t-statistic of .000. Their mean score for surface strategy decreased
(-1.333; S= 4.213; df= 8; ES = -.29), and the t-statistic was .949. Test scores revealed
positive changes in deep motivation and deep strategy. The change in mean deep
motivation score was + 2.333 (S= 2.345; df= 8; ES = 1.35) with a t-statistic of -2.985;
the change in the mean deep strategy was 3.000 (S=3.742; df= 8; ES = 1.22) with a t
statistic of -2.405. The increase in deep motivation and the increase in deep strategy
scores were both significant at p� .05. Furthermore, the low standard deviation (S=
2.345) again shows a cluster of scores, indicating that most in this group showed gains
(see Tables 17 and 18). The high effect sizes may be a bit misleading due to the small
size of this group.
Hence, the results of the t-test analysis of the pre- and post-treatment
administrations of the Biggs LPQ show some gains in deep motivation. Those who
started the semester with the lowest deep approach scores and with the highest surface
approach scores showed the most gains. The population as a whole only showed minimal
gams.
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" . I L eveI of Deep Approach
T able 17 : M ean s cores tor popu ation w1"th a M m1ma
Pair 1

Pair 2
Pair 3

Pair 4

pre surface motivation
post surface motivation
pre surface strategy
post surface strategy
pre deep motivation
post deep motivation
pre deep strategy
post deep strategy

Mean
2 1 .00
2 1 .00
1 9.89
1 8.56
1 6.22
1 8.56
1 1 .56
1 4.56

I

I

N

Std. Deviation
3.937
3.905
3.790
5. 1 75
2.048
1 .333
1 .590
3.087

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

I
i

Table 17 shows descriptive statistics for pre- and post-test results for minimal deep approach students.

Table 18: · Comparison of Mean Scores for Population with a Minimal Level of Deep
. h T- Stat1st1c and Two-ta1·1 ed s·1gm·n1cance
A.pproac b Wit
Change in
Mean

Pair

1

Pair
2

Pair
3

Pair
4

Pre surface motivation post surface motivation

Std.
I 95% Confidence Interval
Deviation 1
of the Difference

.000

2.646

Pre surface strategy - post
surface strategy

- 1 .333

Pre deep strategy - post
deep strategy

3 .000 I

Pre deep motivation - post
deep motivation

2.333

I

I

4.2 1 3

I

I
I

;

2.345 1

3.742

Lower

2.034

-2.034

I

- 1 .905

4.572

-5.876

-. 1 24 !

-.53 1

-4. 1 36

Table 1 8 shows t-test results for minimal deep approach students.
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Upper

T

i

I

.000

df

Sig. (2tailed)

8

1 .000

8 I

.0 1 7

.949

8

-2.405

8

-2.985

I
I

.370

.043

Focus Group Analysis

Near the end of the semester (on the afternoon of day 59), I led a focus group
discussion of writing and the effects of class activities. Six students from each class
attended. Four students were males and eight were females. In the discussion, questions
were asked pertaining to the students' writing, their attitudes about their writing, their
feelings about instructional strategies, and their attention in writing. The session lasted
approximately 40 minutes, with another teacher taking notes to record the students'
statements.
I analyzed data in several stages. First, I reviewed the notes that another teacher
took during the session and the notes that I made during the session. In this review, I
noted key terms and phrases to make a surface analysis related to the following questions
related to this study's purpose: (1) What were the students' attitudes and motivation
toward writing? (2) What were the students' attitudes toward the teacher's actions? and
(3) What were the students' attitudes toward class activities and assignments? Next, I
reviewed this surface analysis and made note of patterns emerged from the students'
statements. As Patton (1990) wrote, "These patterns . ..can be represented as dimensions,
classification schemes, themes, and categories" (p. 411). Through an inductive process,
general observations were made concerning the session, observations that related to
specific literature on writing instruction and to specific quotes from the students. Further
analysis revealed themes in the students' comments that related to the theoretical
frameworks of the �tudy. For a visual representation of thes� three iterations of analysis
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(Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2003), see Figure 2. Finally, a check of consistencies and
inconsistencies within these themes (McCracken, 1988) took place to confirm the
accuracy and reliability of these themes.
Upon the discovery of consistent themes, analysis has been made "to illuminate
key issues" (Patton, 1990, p. 3 77) pertaining to the study of writing and motivation. The
themes that emerged from the focus group spoke to three general issues: attitudes and
motivation for writing, attitudes toward teacher actions, and attitudes toward class
activities, including writing assignments. These issues are discussed below.
Attitudes and Motivation for Writing
I observed the following student attitudes and motivation: Students felt more
confident and competent in their writing; students were engaged in the writing process;
and students still articulated their own concerns about grades. To place these
observations in the context of Keller 's ARCS Theory ( 1987), the students did seem to
show more attention in writing (value) and recognized that they had more control of the
results of their efforts (confidence). But the satisfaction component of Keller 's theory
("Do I feel satisfied when I perform this activity? Do I expect gratification from doing
it?") may be satisfied more by the prospect of extrinsic rewards in the form of grades.
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Code Mapping
For Student Attitudes from Focus Group Session Regarding
Writing and Writing Instruction
1. Attitudes and motivation
for writing

2. Attitudes toward
teacher actions

3. Attitudes toward
class activities

Th ird Iteration : Application to Data Set

Students showed improved confidence
Students valued writing more
Students have different individual views
on results of their writing

Students viewed teacher more
as a guide than a critic
Students felt the teacher helped
their writing

Students found value in
many class activities
Students did not always
willingly participate

Second Iteration: Pattern Variables
IA. Students had more autonomy
I B . Students felt more self-efficacy
I C. Students showed more attention
ID. Students value both intrinsic and
extrinsic outcomes

2A. Students felt comfortable with
the teacher
2B. Teacher gave helpful guidance
and instruction

3A. Students view
activities somewhat
positively.
3B. Students view
assignments as good
learning opportunities

First Iteration: Initial Codes/Surface Content Analysis
IA. Chose topics and order
IA Focused on own writing styles
IA. Wrote for selves, not teacher

2A. Teacher encouraged
2A. Teacher did not overly
penalize mistakes

l B . Felt confident sharing work
I B. Felt their writing has improved

1 C. Would write outside school
I C. Liked writing more than in previous
classes

2B. Teacher feedback helped
2B. Teacher gave corrective
advice
2B. Teacher focused on ways
for individuals to improve

ID. Some liked higher grades.
ID. Some felt satisfied without grades.

Data

Data

Data

3A. Class topics
were interesting
3A. Discussion aided
writing
3A. Mixed participation

3B. "Read alouds" helped
3B. Expository and
persuasive essays were
meaningful assignments
3B. AP prompts and
essay reviews helped, but
were not pleasant.
3B. Students liked some
of the reading, suggested
that many did not read

Data

Figure 2 Code Mapping: Three Iterations of Analysis (to be read from the bottom
up) Figure 2 shows coding and interpretation of focus group data (Anfa.ra, Brown, &

Mangione, 2003).
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Furthermore, the students indicated an appreciation for writing as a process. They
m ade positive comments regarding collaborating with classmates and the teacher and
being allowed to edit, revise, and rewrite-both of these are discussed as preferred
principles throughout this study. This focus on writing as a process may contribute to the
students' general attitude towards writing.
In terms of this general attitude, the students revealed that they felt more
confident and competent as writers. When asked to compare their writing ability at the
end of the semester versus ability at the beginning, all students agreed that their writing in
mid-December (the end of the study) was better than it was in early August (the study's
genesis). Furthermore, all students nodded and verbally acknowledged that they would
be comfortable sharing their work outside of the class "as a good piece of writing." Ten
of the students indicated that they would be more willing to write now than they were in
August. Typical comments included Participant #2 's description:
I'm more inclined to write now, especially when allowed to choose your own
topics.
Participant #5 concurred, revealing that her affinity for writing had grown to a point
where she considers writing a possible vocational choice:
I like writing a lot more now. I even told my mom I would like to free-lance for a
magazme.
Throughout the semester, students engaged in all stages of the writing process,
especially in revising/editing. While all students reported editing and revising their work
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(this was, after all, a course requirement), some showed a strong attention and even
reliance on this part of the writing process. The amount of revision ranged from
extensive (a couple of participants stated: "I rewrite each sentence" and "I get my ideas
down first and then do three to four revisions") to minimal (typical comments included,
· "I re-read once to correct spelling and grammar stuff' and "I really only look for minor
things"). But they all (even some of the minimalists) showed that they recognized
revision as important. One participant indicated that revising and rewriting was a new
experience:
Participant # I 0: When you made us do revisions, it was probably the first time
I've revised an essay. This semester I was hoping to get my essays back; I knew I
could fix them.
Another participant said that she had devised a strategy for making her revisions optimal:
Participant #1: I get ideas, wait a day, revise, then give the paper to my dad, and
then to you. I don't revise as well right after writing. I need to wait a day to do a
better job.
In terms of what the students specifically revised, they seemed to focus on
specific points of emphasis from instruction. Those concerned with corrections at the
level of sentences spoke of using "characters as subjects" several times as well as
focusing on "showing, not telling." Others focused on their ideas and organization of
those ideas, stating that they tended to work on making information flow from "old
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information to new;" having "topics as subjects of sentences," and "figuring out that I
have to expand, not just list points."
Students also indicated that they found more value in prewriting and drafting.
When asked about how they started a piece, students cited freewriting and group
collaborations as important to this process. The following two participants stated that
freewriting helped them to develop ideas in a written form:
Participant #9: I liked the freewriting to just get information down.
Participant #10: Yeah, some of my freewrites turned into actual essays.
One participant revealed that discussions helped her recognize writing strategies that
published authors used:
Participant #4: Discussions [of others' writing] help you pick up on things.
Another participant hailed class discussions because they aided him in developing ideas
for his written arguments:
Participant #11: I could see other people's points of view and that helps build
arguments by anticipating those.
One male participant praised discussion since they made him develop his thoughts and
arguments further so that he could truly persuade his readers:
Participant #12: I see how hard it is to prove something and persuade readers
. towards my view.
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These statements show that the students have learned not only how to recognize and
expand on their own ideas, but also the necessity and availability of valuable writing
strategies.
Yet, the students still hinted that the most important end product is not always a
polished piece of writing, but a good grade. Students commented that they preferred my
grading when they spoke of my emphasis on developing their style. One participant
indicated that he appreciated my use of corrective feedback over simple marks indicating
flaws in his writing:
Participant #10: Your grading is easier in sense of looking at ideas. There are
different styles of grading. You gave more comments and suggestions that made
me improve more than codes like WC [''word choice"] or SF ["sentence
fluency"].
Another student indicated a more revealing dependence on grades, commenting on
keeping students accountable for their reading:
Participant #6: I would suggest more reading quizzes to hold students
accountable for the reading.
While many were noticeably silent when I asked if grades were the most important thing,
one student indicated that grades were not the most important aspect of whether she
thinks her writing is effective:
Participant #5 : If I really like it, I like it.
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Another participant, though, revealed that his knowledge about writing enabled him to
protest grades that he felt were too low:
Participant #9: I feel more confident in what I know about writing, so now I'd try
to argue back about my grades.
Obviously, the first student showed a more · intrinsic attitude, but the second still showed a
reluctance to let go of grades as a determinant of a writing's worth. The general attitude
of the group, too, showed that grades held a high place of importance to the students.
Attitudes Toward Teacher Actions

Students tended to find that the teacher's actions helped their development as
writers. The most positive remarks regarded the teacher's general focus, while other
comments focused on the use of detailed, constructive feedback, the use of the teacher's
own writing as samples, and the teacher's contributions to class discussions of writing.
Each of these general observations relate directly to "preferred principles" discussed
throughout this study. Specifically, they relate to those principles that state "teachers
should model writing," "teachers should teach writing in relation to literature," "teachers
should give direct instruction on writing techniques, formats, and strategies," and
"teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides, especially in their feedback
regarding student writing."
Students indicated that they felt the teacher showed a more encouraging outlook
towards their writing. They felt, too, a sense of safety in this environment; they had less
apprehension about being judged. Several reasons emerged for this feeling: One student
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stated a common sentiment-that writing this semester was "easier" than in previous
semesters. Among the reasons the students gave for this was being able to choose their
own topics (itself a preferred principle). Their statements reflected the belief of Deci and
Ryan (1985) that autonomy is essential for intrinsic motivation.
But others focused on their perceptions of the teacher's attitude towards their
work. One student appreciated my emphasis on the students' development, saying, "We
focused on writing for ourselves, not the teacher." Another student elaborated on this
freedom to take chances, commenting on writing style, "You encouraged us to try other
things." By feeling comfortable in their writing, the students may have felt more
confident as writers-a key element of the ARCS model.
Along with trying "other things," the students felt less pressure to always conform
to the strict, and sometimes antiquated, conventions that English teachers traditionally
espouse. Students perceived more freedom from these conventions. Typical of this
sentiment, Participant #1 remarked, "You didn't freak out if we started a sentence with
'And."' In comments like this, the students recognized a principle ("teachers should act
less as evaluators and more as guides. . . ") in practice and reveal an appreciation for
increased freedom to experiment in their writing.
Similarly, students also spoke on the helpful nature of teacher comments. The
students iterated that they found teacher comments instructionally useful in two main
areas: improving sentence fluency and improving organization. In terms of organization,
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students made several remarks. Participants 1 and 4 agreed that they had improved their
organization within paragraphs and throughout essays:
Participant #1: I could see where a paragraph was so long and could see where I
could cut it but still have just as much meaning.
Participant #4: Yeah, organization, jumping from point to point tracing how I got
there.
Another student revealed that she saw noticeable improvement in her own organization,
specifically citing comments on the use of transitions:
Participant #8: You put "need work with transitions" after every paragraph, but
on the last essay, you only wrote that once.
Here, the students reveal that they found specific teacher comments helpful a� they
developed as writers. I had encouraged her to use better, clearer transitions throughout
the semester, and eventually she did so to a point where I no longer had to remind her.
Students also cited comments that aimed at improving sentence fluency.
Participant 5 showed that she appreciated a couple of lessons on syntax from the Joseph
Williams' book, Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace:
"Characters as subjects, actions as verbs" helped a lot, especially with passive
voice.
This statement ("Characters as subjects, actions as verbs") reflects Williams' s first two
rules of clarity: Writers should use characters as subjects and have the subjects perform
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actions as demonstrated by the verb (Williams, 2003, pp. 35-6). I focused on these rules
in several mini-lessons and reminded students of them throughout the semester.
Participant 12 also noted improvement with his written syntax, saying, "I wrote
really long sentences at first, now I can break them up, shorten them." This comment
also points to the students' acknowledgment of the positive effects of direct instruction
on these writing traits. We spent several mini-lessons working on reshaping sentences
for concision and clarity.
Students also commented on the positive effects of seeing samples of the
teacher's writing and reviewing the writing of published authors. Participants 10 and 4
agreed on the value of the teacher's models of writing, stating that they found them useful
in guiding their own writing:
Participant # 10: Your examples helped; they showed us what it [the essay type]
truly was and it gives you direction.
Participant #4: Yeah, they [instructor examples] provided guidance and focused
me.
Two other participants commented on the value of discussions and close reading of
published texts. One participant noted her growing appreciation of a writer's thinking
process:
Participant #2: After discussing readings, I could see a lot of thought put into it
by the writer.
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Another student found value in discussing published work when she said that she
recognized more strategies for her own writing:
Participant #3: I wouldn't have thought about rhetorical strategies.
These comments exemplify the benefits of the preferred principles "teachers should
model writing" and "teachers should teach writing in relation to literature."
Therefore, students indicated that certain teacher actions assisted their writing
development. They indicated that the teacher's attempts at being a guide helped as did
direct instruction. They also felt that teacher writing samples and the teacher's discussion
of professional writers contributed to their own writing.
Attitudes Toward Class Activities, Including Writing Assignments

Just as the students reflected positively on the teacher's use of preferred principles
in the class, they also stated that they found several class activities and assignments to be
helpful. These activities and assignments correspond to several preferred principles:
"students should publish writing for a specific audience," "students should write for
discovery," and "students should choose their own topics."
The students responded most favorably towards the activities of freewriting and
choosing their own topics. Just as. literature on writing indicates, students found both of
these to be useful and even enjoyable exercises. I've already cited some of the praise for
each of these in the section on attitudes toward writing. The students indicated that
freewriting helped with their prewriting, but they also suggested that the activity helped
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them write for discovery. As a student said earlier in the semester, "I like freewriting; I
don't have to worry about being wrong and I can just get ideas on paper."
The students also found purpose in some of their assignments. When asked what
"lessons would help in the real world," students commented on several assignments, not
necessarily instructional activities. One student felt the cover letter that they had to write
was helpful. Another commented on the argumentative and expository essay
assignments. Other participants specifically talked about the "read aloud" assignments
that required the students to read their writing to their classmates. Two participants
discussed how reading aloud made them focus more on the content and the details of
their writing:
Participant #3: The essays we had to read aloud, I put more thought into those.
Participant #4: Yeah, it made me think through points more clearly.
Participant #3: I didn't want to sound stupid.
In these comments, we see students valuing the experience of writing for an audience
other than their teacher.
Likewise, the students saw the value in reading and discussing the writing of
others. I have previously discussed this as an activity in which the teacher participated.
But the students also found value in just reading professional examples. One student
indicated that the course was a bit full of non-fiction readings, but that these readings
were helpful:
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Participant #8: Non-fiction overload. But reading non-fiction helped me write
non-fiction.
Since these students had focused on fiction in both their ninth and tenth-grade honors
classes, I wanted to emphasize non-fiction in this class, especially since much of their
own writing would be non-fiction.
Others stated their appreciation for specific pieces that we read:
Participant # 10: I liked "Rapture of the Deep."
Participant #4: And the Andre Agassi piece.
Another student indicated that reading more and more nonfiction helped her with the AP
prompts that required students to read and then write an analysis of a passage:
Participant #2: They [the class readings] helped with the timed writings.
Although, I did not want the class to be a simple "test-prep" seminar, I felt a
responsibility to make sure that the students were prepared to for AP test questions, so we
did several practice essays.
The students did have some criticism for a couple of activities in particular. This
was not wholly unexpected given that pleasing every student every day is nearly
impossible. A couple of students claimed that they did not really use the library days or
writing workshop days (though other students said that they did find them valuable). The
students also did not respond favorably to the AP writing assignments. After one
participant indicated that she improved her AP free response essays over the course of the
semester, another student stated, "After the third or fourth one, I was apathetic." Others
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nodded in agreement before Participant #3 shared, "I hated them, but they did help."
These comments regarding the AP assignments may show again the students' preference
for choosing their own topics. Or it may show that they sense adverse effects and
apprehension in these situations, as Albertson and Marwitz (2001 ) and Ketter and Pool
(1 987) suggested.
The Independent Grader and Student Comments

As another measure of student attention in writing, I evaluated the quality of the
students' writing. When students are more interested in their academic activities, they
show a higher level of performance (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1 984; Hillocks, 1 986;
Uguroglu & Walberg, 1 979). While an example of "good writing" from a student does
not give a quantitative measure of how much attention the student had in the piece, the
fact that a student could perform at a high level may indicate that the student had more
than a cursory or superficial attention in the activity. For that reason, I included
evaluation of student writing as an indicator of student attention in writing.
I first evaluated the quality of writing myself as I graded papers throughout the
semester. To verify my own evaluation of the students' progress, I asked two
independent graders, both trained in using the same 6+1 assessment that I used, to score
several student papers. In total, they scored nine papers using a criteria-based rubric.
This rubric is used to assess six traits of writing-Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word
Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. "Ideas" refers to the basic purpose of the
piece and the position the writer takes, including how the writer supports his or her basic
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premises. The term "Organization" applies to the writer's ability to present a cohesive
paper, including an introduction, transition sentences, unified paragraphs, and a
conclusion. "Voice" means the writer's ability to present an appropriate persona in their
writing. When writers use good "Word Choice," they use precise language, avoiding
,

cliche and using strong description. "Sentence Fluency'' is the way that the writer's
sentences flow in a clear, readable manner. "Conventions" refers to the writer's use of
English grammar. "Presentation" is the manner in which the writer conforms to
prescribed standards of formatting ( double-space, readable font, etc.).
These six primary traits (the additional "+1" trait speaks only to the formatting
and appearance of the paper) were assessed using a scale of one to five (5 = "Strong;" 4=
"Effective;" 3= "Developing;" 2= "Emerging;" and 1= "Not Yet). The independent
graders scored papers consistently with my own grading, perhaps even giving the papers
slightly higher scores than I gave.
One paper that an independent grader scored was a rhetorical analysis of Virginia
Woolf's speech "Professions for Women" (1942). This essay, titled "Killing the Angel in
the House," received a high A (195/200, or 97.5%) when I graded it. The independent
grader (another eleventh grade teacher) gave the essay perfect marks (five out of five) on
each trait.
I spoke with the author about this paper. When discussing this paper with me, the
author offered insight into her performance. She cited as inspiration a class discussion on
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gender issues; specifically, I had asked students to list what they considered to be ideal
traits for members of each sex. The author stated:
I talked about the discussion to my mom, and she said why don't you read this
[the Virginia Woolf speech]. I liked it; it was pretty cool how determined she
was. It seemed original for the time period and her description of killing an angel,
describing her obstacles as a solid entity. I wrote about her description of the
'forest' that was keeping her from becoming a professional woman.
As she talked about her writing, this student noted several things that she liked in her own
writing, as well:
When I wrote the first draft, I was really angry. It was jus_t a release. I liked the .
examples that I used from the speech, like how she described herself as 'a girl in a
bedroom with a pen in her hand.' I also liked some of the words that I used. I
liked 'conjuring'.
Thus, this writer showed an awareness of her proficiency in using traits upon which her
writing was judged.
In

continuing to talk to her about her writing, she mentioned several aspects of the

class that assisted her attention in writing. She indicated that choosing her own topics
was valuable to her, saying, "I really had more to say about what I was writing about. If
you write about something that you care about, you can make it better." Additionally,
she felt that choosing her own topics allowed her to write for discovery:
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I find that if I'm interested in it, I wanted to find out about it more. Like with my
reflective essay, I wrote it when I was still upset about what had happened. After
writing, I found that I understood it more, why I felt that way.
Other aspects that appealed to her helped her to both develop ideas and to
improve her writing. These included freewriting, class discussion, and consulting with
others:
I really liked listening to discussion and freewriting. With freewriting, I realized
themes that I was writing about and what I thought. . . In discussion, I would listen
to different ideas, and realize I wasn't in the majority, like in the gender issues
and the religion discussions. They got me thinking . . .
. . . I always talk with my mom about my writing. I mean, just discussing the
topics. It also helped when you gave time to come up and talk to you about it.
And in workshop, talking to [ another student] helped.
This writer also mentioned using my writing samples as an aid. She said, "If I was
unsure, I referred to your essay. If l was unsure about what you were looking for."
Her statements indicate she found certain "Preferred Principles" effective
(Students should write for discovery; Students should choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and the teacher). She also remarked that class discussions of
current issues and social topics helped her find interesting topics. Considering that our
reading throughout the semester dealt with these topics, her comments reflect some
validation of the principal stating "Teachers should teach writing in relation to literature."
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Her use of my writing as a guide, however, suggested that she was still somewhat
confined by the parameters set by "the teacher as audience."
Another piece, an argumentative essay titled "They're Killing in the Name of
God; We're Killing in the Name of Civilization. . . And it's not working," also received
high scores from me and an independent grader. I gave the paper a score of280/300
(93.3%) while the independent gave the paper perfect marks (5/5) for each writing trait.
The grader also gave written comments on the writing: "Inviting introduction and
smooth flow," "Strong audience connection," "Precise!" and "Impressive!" word choice,
and "purposeful and varied sentences."
I asked the writer about this paper and her writing in general. Humble about her
writing, she said that she felt that she did a good job of choosing topics and usually wrote
good, engaging introductions. She also indicated that she enjoyed writing as a sort of
release, especially this specific essay:
You know how many people have running? I have my writing as a way to get rid
of stress. This essay came from just getting sick of people either connecting all
Muslims with terrorism or saying the only way of getting rid of terrorists is killing
more Muslims.
The girl, herself a Muslim, often wrote about current issues that related to her faith and to
Middle Eastern-United States relations.
In terms of her views on writing within school, she indicated that she disagreed
with what she had seen in other English courses. In particular, she did not like the focus
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on grammar and grading. She also disliked the practice of turning in a paper without
having a chance to add further revisions. Hence, she cited two "preferred principles" as
particularly effective in motivating her writing: "Students should be allowed to edit,
revise, and rewrite" and "Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides."
About editing, she said:
If you just turn in an essay, and that's the end of it, you don't learn. In my
freshman year, I just saw all the red marks on may paper, and thought, 'Wow, I
really suck.' But if you get to edit, you can learn from what you did and be better.
In terms of what should be the focus, she made pointed comments about other practices
from her freshman year and the perceived role of that teacher:
English is very subjective and you should be graded on how you improve, not just
'this is grammar, and this is how you do it.' The topics weren't interesting and
the way we learned with that little grammar book, the Harbrace book. 'This is
your grade,' based on what you did with that book. You should have fun writing;
it's not an obligation. It's something you should be motivated to do.
When presented with the list and explanation of "preferred principles," this student
circled eight of them to indicate that she felt that they had helped her as a writer and to be
more motivated. The only two that she did not circle involved consulting with peers and
teaching writing in relation to literature.
The success of this student as a writer (as confirmed by the independent grader)
seemed to be tied to the approach to writing that the "preferred principles" encouraged.
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She referred to the apprehension that she felt with a former teacher as somewhat stifling
and oppressive. In her experience with me, though, she produced better writing, gained
more confidence, and felt more satisfied. Furthermore, she expressed the relevance and
importance of writing to her (especially in comparing "writing" to "running" as an
escape.)
Another student suggested a similar experience in his writing and his
commentary. An independent grader read his essay titled, "I Got a 2280 in LIFE and a
31 on the SUCCESS Test." I originally scored this paper a 133/150 (88.7%); the
independent grader gave the paper four (out of five) on Ideas, five for Organization, five
for Voice, five for Sentence Fluency, and three on Conventions. She wrote positive
comments about the precise word choice and risks that the writer took. As I had in my
scoring, she also noted several proofreading and comma errors.
I spoke with this writer about his writing and about the class in general. When
asked about this essay, he said that he enjoyed writing it and that he had fun with it. He
said, "I liked it because I got to pick the topic and the guidelines weren't so strict." When
I asked about this idea of not-so-strict guidelines, he elaborated:
I'd always had the five-paragraph with the three body paragraph essays. But with
this, I just typed it out and let it flow and then did my best to clean up the rough
parts. It's really easy when you're not restricted by any tight guidelines. It's
easier to put what I learned into practice. I can see "old to new," and "quickly to
the subject and quickly to the verb" and taking out nominalizations and using
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"actions as verbs." It helped a lot. It was great because I could apply what I
learned; it wasn't stressful. I could apply it in a way that seemed reasonable.
In this statement, the student spoke of more principles from the Joseph Williams book,
Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace ("old to new," "quickly to the subject and

quickly to the verb," and "actions as verbs"). All of these were concepts that I taught
through direct instruction, using the Williams book.
I continued our conversation by asking this student what he liked about his own
writing. He responded:
I like my tone. I've never come off as pedantic. I don't think it sounds too
elevated. I think my writing seems approachable; it doesn't seem too fancy. I
think I use good imagery-similes, and metaphors, and examples. I also think
I'm pretty creative.
These comments show a keen awareness of his strengths and also that he does seem to
enjoy writing. In fact, he stated as much, but to only to a certain extent:
I like what writing on my own much more than compulsory writing. I don't like
the AP practice, though I know it helped. I generally enjoy things like in Theatre,
we had to write a play. And in Newspaper, we get to write exactly what we want.
His comments reflect a continuing theme throughout this study: the students prefer
choosing their own topics and find more motivation in writing about them. Furthermore,
he cited his Theatre class and Newspaper class as providing positive writing experiences.
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In each of these settings, writing talces on an added dimension ofrelevance considering
the impetus of writing directly to a large audience, not just a teacher.
I then asked him about his experience in my class and the "preferred principles."
He agreed with and indicated that he felt more motivated by each principle, especially the
one stating, "Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides." On this
principle, he commented:
When teachers evaluate, they tell us, 'This is wrong, this is wrong, this is wrong,'
but they don't tell how to correct it. When you're a guide, you say, 'This is
wrong, but here's how you can correct it.' You point us in the right direction and
we can discover what to do, which will make it easier in the future.
Essentially, he preferred the teacher acting as more than editor or grader; he preferred the
interaction and the ability to improve through dialogue. .
He extended this idea by expressing his appreciation for the principle stating,
"Students should consult with peers and the teacher." He said, "I liked consulting, not
just asking you but my friends. It was neat to see a different perspective, to see where I
could go with the topic." Again, he showed that he saw writing and the writing process
as a continual conversation, as purposeful communication, not just an exercise for a
teacher to grade.
Overall, the independent grader validated my own evaluations of my students'
writing. In combini.ng these evaluations with the students' comments on their writing, I
gained insight into not only the students' abilities as writers, but also their views of how
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they developed their abilities. They revealed more than just an attention in attaining a
good grade, but they also showed understanding of writing purposes and processes along
with an appreciation for teachers who provided more freedom and guidance than simple
criticism and judgment.
Discussion

The data appear to confirm much of what has been written about motivation and
writing instruction. Results from the questionnaire and student comments suggest that
the "preferred principles" contributed to increased attention in writing for students
initially showing a surface approach to the subject.

This affirms the opinion of Deci and

Ryan (1 985) who wrote, "Cognitive evaluation theory suggests that environments that
provide optimal challenge, confidence-promoting feedback, and support for autonomous
activity will facilitate intrinsic motivation" (p. 1 22).
Indeed, student feedback appears to indicate that certain "preferred principles"
accomplished two of the three environmental conditions that Deci and Ryan (1 985) set
forth. When students were allowed to choose their own topics, they were granted a
measure of autonomy that they appeared to appreciate. They also saw the teacher's role
as less of an adversary to their writing and more as a positive guide who encouraged their
growth.
Not all students benefited as much, though. The students who scored high marks
on deep approaches on the first Biggs LPQ administration tended not to make as many
gains. Several factors may account for this. One of Ryan and Deci's (1 985)
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recommended conditions--0ptimal challenge-may have been lacking for those who
entered the class already deeply motivated and fairly accomplished as writers. This could
account for the slight decrease in intrinsic motivation for deep approach population. One
semester may not have been enough time to accomplish much gain, either. Of course,
with those who scored high on the pre-test measure of intrinsic motivation, there was not
a whole lot of room for improvement. Furthermore, some of my students may have
needed more structure to balance the autonomy that I sought to give them. While
autonomy certainly seems to motivate most students, research indicates that a balance
needs to exist between such freedom and a controlling atmosphere (Eccles, Wigfield, &
Schiefele, 1998). This is a dilemma, however, that appears common in language arts and
writing-focused classrooms (Nespor, 1987).
Other factors, too, may account for the modest success in boosting intrinsic
motivation throughout the entire population. For instance, research shows that students
tend to lose attention in school by the time they reach middle school (Eccles, Wigfield, &
Schiefele, 1998). By the time the students reach their junior year in high school (as was
the case for the students in this study), numerous teachers have already affected their
approaches to learning. The approaches and attitudes of these former teachers can
influence the outlooks of their students (Nolen & Haladyna, 1990). Teachers who adopt
controlling postures in their instruction can have deleterious effects on their students'
approaches to learning (Flink, Boggiano, & Barnett, 1990). The one-semester format of
block scheduling may have also limited the growth in motivation of these students. In
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writing, time to reflect and rewrite is essential to improved performance. The imposition
of deadlines hinders these abilities (Amabile, DeJong, & Lepper, 1976).
Beyond the control of these teachers, however, systemic inadequacies may also
account for student views on their education. When education systems (at the state,
district, or school level) emphasize performance goals over mastery goals, students will
show decreased intrinsic motivation (Biggs, 1991). Some cite recent emphasis on
standardized assessment as having unhealthy effects on student motivation (Amrein &
Berliner, 2003).
Harter (1992) wrote, "[C]hildren who perceived themselves to be competent felt
better about, and showed less anxiety about, their school performance, which in turn led
them to adopt or maintain an intrinsic motivational orientation" (p. 109). Based on
responses from the fo�us group, from class discussions, and from individual
conversations, my students believed that they had grown as writers, an important factor
for their own intrinsic motivation. The independent grader's document analysis
confirmed the students' beliefs that they were good writers.
This confidence may account for some of the changes in deep motivation with the
surface approach students, as identified by the pre-test. These students possibly had
adopted this surface approach due to perceived inadequacies in former writing situations.
In other words, they may have viewed writing assignments as chores to simply tend to,
believing that success was not wit�in their grasp. Or, they may have seen writing as an
obstacle to gaining a high grade. Instead of experimenting with language, finding a
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voice, and writing something meaningful to themselves, they may have tried to produce
''what the teacher expected."
Students in the focus group expressed such sentiments, stating differences
between my class and previous classes. For one, they felt less threatened by my grading,
perhaps attributable to the "preferred principle" stating that "Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides. . . " Also, these students indicated that they knew more
about writing due to direct instruction on specific ways of combining sentences and
organizing ideas. They likewise indicated that they spent more time revising and knew
more about what to revise than in previous classes. So not only did the students feel like
success was possible grade-wise, but they seemed to indicate that they knew more about
writing and the writing process.
Students with a deep approach may have already felt confident in their writing.
While their classmates benefited from newfound confidence, these students did not make
the same gains in deep motivation. Interestingly, they showed a slight increase in using a
surface approach, a phenomenon that may be explained by a perceived lack of challenge
(Deci & Ryan, 1992).
The students also confirmed the value of choice in writing. Several commented
on the importance and even the novelty of choosing their own topics. Their comments
agree with the findings of Zuckerman et. al. (1978) and other researchers who have stated
that increased autonomy over one's actions enhance intrinsic motivation.
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Students also expressed appreciation for freewriting, a statement that conflicts
with the claims of Hillocks (1986) but affirms the findings of Bower (1998). Hillocks
found that freewriting had little effect on the quality of student writing. Bower's college
freshman, though, responded positively to freewriting exercises. The inconsistency may
reflect the needs of high-achieving students and students in higher grade-levels. While
freewriting may not mean much for students who have less academic ambition, these
Advanced Placement students perhaps had the maturity to use freewriting time to actually
write and not engage in casual badinage or other off-task behavior.
Surface approach students may hold the same beliefs about learning as Hayward's
(1991) college freshmen. That is, they view learning simply as an "accumulation of
knowledge"-they want facts to memorize and problems to solve for a right answer.
Since I focused on writing skills, my students did not rely on objective
restatement of facts. I sought to make applicable, to make relevant the lessons I taught on
writing. Hence, when I showed a technique, perhaps how to use a summative modifier,
the students realized that I did not care if they could pick one out from a paragraph of
prose. The lesson was only meaningful if they used the technique in their writing.
Writing, too, seemed more relevant. First, they got to choose topics that mattered
to them. For some, though, this required them to realize what mattered or simply what
was interesting to them. One student, because he could think of no other gratifying topic,
wrote his expository essay on the historical development of the toilet. Others found
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topics in our class readings and discussions. After reading Beth Bailey's "Dating," one
girl wrote her expository essay on the subject of courtship.
Second, they realized that writing did not only exist within the walls of the school
building and that their teacher was not the only person who would ever read or hear their
words. A few of my students already had experience with this notion as writers for the
school's newspaper staff (one also wrote f<?r the local city paper). But all students knew
they would submit something that they wrote to a local or national publication. As an
assignment, they had to write and tum in submission letters to specific magazines or
periodicals. Additionally, the students knew that they would have opportunities to read
aloud to the class.
A third factor that may have contributed to relevance was my modeling of
writing. They saw me writing with them during freewriting time. I shared several essays
that I wrote, as well. They also read many hypothetical situations that I created and
shared with them so they could consider meanings of terms like "courage," "the pursuit
of happiness," and "success."
The students also benefited from sensing control over results. For most, this
meant they knew that a good grade was always in reach. They also realized that good
writing was in reach since they had opportunities to revise, edit, and rewrite. For
example, one female student worked with me on at least five drafts of her paper on
college admissions quotas.. Again, choosing their own topics may have helped this sense
of control over outcomes.
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Researchers have suggested that teachers can affect student motivation and
attitudes through their instructional habits and classroom deportment (Alexander &
Murphy, 1 997; Biggs, 1 991 ; Bower, 1 998). I tried to cultivate the idea in the students'
minds that I wanted them to succeed. Instead of "me against you," I hoped they would
see their learning as a joint effort, as a situation of "me trying to become a better writer
with the teacher's help."
Yet, some students regard their teachers as the enemy (Hayward, 1 99 1 ) and based
on my observations as a teacher, many teachers willingly adopt an adversarial posture. In
this relationship, the student views the teacher as trying to trick him or stump him or at
least keep him from success. At the same time, the teacher believes that if some kids are
not failing and/or if too many are making A's, then their classes are not challenging
enough. As a consequence, sometimes students develop a "me against you" approach to
their learning.
To overcome this possible hindrance, I strived to use an environmental mode of
instruction (Hillocks, 1 986). I initiated this with direct statements to the class. For
example, in the first days of thedass, I told the students that I was not trying to make
them fail, that I wanted them to become better writers, that I hoped they would seek my
help when they struggled. I also attempted to show them that I was willing to help them
on individual projects. When I worked with students as a consultant, I avoided telling
them what I, as a teacher, wanted; instead, I framed discussion of their writing in terms of
a dialogue between author and reader. I attempted to give instruction aimed at helping
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the students reach their own goals, as advocated by Cleary (1990). Rather than telling a
writer, "Here's what you did wrong and here is what you should do," I aimed to guide
them through writing as a thinking and communicating process. I tended to ask
questions, such as, "What do you want to communicate to your reader in this part of the
paper?" Or I responded with statements like, "I'm not sure I understand why you make
this claim; how can you show the reader what you mean by this?" This way, I avoided
making their paper into my paper (maintaining their sense of self-determination) and
continued to let them make choices. Plus, together we developed their skills in thinking
about their words and logic.
The maintenance of surface approaches may be a survival instinct. Many of these
students take multiple AP classes and have workloads that require them to "work smart."
This may explain why a student waited to write a paper during lunch on the day that it
was due. One student, in fact, proudly boasted that she thought about what she would
write for a day or so, but often waited to actually compose the paper during lunch or the
journalism class preceding her class period with me. The fact that she wrote well and
made good grades despite this "last minute" approach frustrated her harder-working
peers.
Unfortunately, her performance gives some credence to a common belief that
causes some students to resist writing, the belief that some people are 'just good writers"
and some are not. Frequently, those who dislike writing fall into the latter category.
Who can blame a person for resisting an activity in which they perceive certain failure?
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Dweck (1973, 1975) attributed this resistance to "learned helplessness." Or, if they do
engage in the activity, who can blame these students for seeking only to survive, to do the
minimum requirement so they move along to something more stimulating? Biggs (1987)
recognized these surface-achieving approach students as a special case, typical of many
high-achieving students.
Overview ofAffective Change in Students

The data show increases in intrinsic motivation for many of the students. The
data consisted of five sources: the pre- and post-treatment administrations of the LPQ;
views presented from research and theoretical literature; the focus group session; the
independent graders' commentary; and my observation of students throughout the
semester.
One matter that I wanted to focus on was the students' change in attitude from
pre-treatment to post-treatment. Of the total population (N= 41), over half (22 or 53.7%)
had higher scores on the post-test instrument in the subset "deep motivation" and 24
(56.1%) had higher scores in the subset "deep strategy." Excluding those students who
had high initial scores in deep approach subsets (deep motivation and deep strategy),
higher percentages of improvement were revealed: of this population (29), 18 (62.1%)
had higher scores on the post-test in deep motivation, and 19 (65.5 %) had higher scores
in the deep strategy subscale. Among those who displayed high levels of surface
motivation (nsurf = 16), eleven (68.8%) had higher scores on the post-test for deep
motivation and the same number had higher scores for deep strategies. Finally, among
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those who started with a minimal level of deep motivation (nine students), seven had
higher scores on the post-test in deep motivation and eight had higher scores in deep
strategies.
These individual gains contributed to significant gains across populations . For
example, the nsurrpopulation showed significant gains at the 95% confidence level in
mean scores between pre- and post-test measures of deep motivation (+ 1.750; S = 2.720;
df = 15) and deep strategy (+l .940; S = 3.473; df = 15). The total population minus the
deep approach students also showed significant gains in the deep strategy subset ( + 1.690;
S = 3 . 557; df = 28). The population of students with an initially low measurement of
deep approach also made gains. This population had significant gains in both deep
motivation (+2.333; S= 2.345; df = 8) and deep strategy (+3.000; S = 3 .742; df = 8).
Qualitative data helped to determine what may have caused these effects. This
data came from the students ' statements during the focus group session, their comments
during the semester, and the evaluations of the independent graders. Students reported
that they felt positively affected by several aspects of the course; these aspects relate
directly to "preferred principles in writing instruction." Students stated positive beliefs
about studying literature to enhance their own writing ability and about the instructor's
role as a guide, not primarily as an evaluator. The students also indicated that they
learned from direct instruction, frequently citing common language used in the class (e.g.,
"Use characters as subjects and actions as verbs"). Students reported that they found
consulting with peers to be helpful as well as getting to edit, revise, and rewrite their
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work. Additionally, the students made many positive remarks about choosing their own
topics.
To confirm my own assessment of student writing, I relied on the more objective
evaluations of two independent graders. My own predispositions as a researcher could
have tainted my own evaluation. I had assumed that the "preferred principles" would
result in better student writing. Thus, I asked the independent graders to assess the
quality of writing, and they validated my own scoring. Using the 6+1 Traits of Writing,
the independent graders gave high scores to samples of student writing. These scores
were similar to the instructor's evaluation of the students' work.
Chapter Summary

Pre- and post-test data showed significant improvements in deep approach
(intrinsic motivation) for a majority of the total population. Furthermore, the scores of
surface approach students (those who initially displayed strong tendencies toward surface
motivation and/or surface strategies) indicated significant gains. The same was true for
the students whose pre-test scores indicated that they possessed low levels of deep
motivation.
The students in the focus group provided meaningful insight into their motivation
and perceptions of writing, their beliefs the teacher's contributions to their writing, and
their attitudes towards specific class activities and assignments. Students stated that they
enjoyed writing more and felt they had improved in their writing. They indicated that
freedom to choose their own topics and to experiment in their writing and rewriting were
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pleasant aspects of the class that contributed to their affinity for writing. Students
explained the value of writing maxims ("use characters as subjects," for example) that the
teacher had presented as ways to improve writing. In all, students professed that they had
gained more confidence as writers. Thus, in their comments, the students referred to
various preferred principles in writing instruction-choosing their own topics and the
teacher's role as guide among the most prominent. I discuss my conclusions and
recommendations for future research in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
As stated in previous chapters, the purpose of this study was to determine what
effects, if any, the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction'.' had on highachieving students' intrinsic motivation to write. In the first two chapters, I identified the
problematic nature of students who strive simply for extrinsic rewards or to avoid
extrinsic punishment. I also identified "preferred principles in writing instruction" and
presented the Keller ARCS Theory (1987) of motivation as a theoretical framework for
the study. In the second chapter, I reviewed literature related to the fields of writing
instruction and motivation. In the third chapter, I presented the methodology used in this
study: the Biggs' Learning Process Questionnaire, the instructional methods employed as
treatment, the focus group session, observational comments from students, and the
independent graders' evaluations of student work. In the fourth chapter, I displayed and
discussed the resulting data. In this chapter, I will present the conclusions that the data
support. I will also suggest implications of this study for the teaching of writing, for
general teaching strategies, and for administrators and teacher educators. Finally, I will
recommend courses for future research.
Conclusions

Based on the findings presented in Chapter 4, four conclusions seem to have
emerged. These are derived from data from five sources: the Biggs' Learning Process
Questionnaire, student comments in the focus group, observational data, and the
judgments of the independent graders. These four conclusions are: {l) Teachers can
improve the intrinsic motivation of students to write by using the "preferred principles in
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writing instruction;" (2) The most effective "preferred principles in writing instruction"
are those that increase student autonomy and develop the students' sense of self-efficacy;
(3) Intrinsic motivation to write is a complex entity that depends on a variety of factors;
and (4) Students already possessing significant intrinsic motivation to writ� do not lose
this motivation due to the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction." (For a
visual representation of these four conclusions and the data sources that produced them,
see Figure 3.)
Conclusion One: Teachers can improve the intrinsic motivation of students to write by
using the ''preferred principles in writing instruction "

The data reveal the positive effects that methods in this course had on student
motivation to write. A majority of the students gained intrinsic motivation as measured
by the deep approach subscales on the Biggs LPQ. Furthermore, students made
significant gains in intrinsic motivation with pre-test scores indicating either low amounts
of intrinsic motivation or simply high tendencies toward surface approaches. The
population with little tendency towards deep approaches showed significant gains at p

=::;;

.05 in both deep motivation (+2.333; S= 2.345; df = 8) and deep strategy (+3.000; S =
3.742; df = 8). The population with high tendencies toward surface approaches showed
significant gains (p =s;,05) in mean scores between pre- and post-test measures of deep
motivation (+1.750; S = 2.720; df = 1 5) and deep strategy (+1 .940; S = 3.473 ; df = 1 5).
I attribute these gains to the use of "preferred principles in writing instruction"
due to student comments regarding specific aspects of the course. The students showed
an appreciation for specific principles during the focus group discussion and individual
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Matrix of Conclusions and Sources for Data Triangulation
Data Sources

Conclusions
Conclusion One
Teachers can improve the intrinsic
motivation of students to write by
using the "preferred principles in
writing instruction."
Conclusion Two
The most effective "preferred principles
in writing instruction" are those that
increase student autonomy and develop
the students' sense of self-efficacy.
Conclusion Three
Intrinsic motivation to write is a complex
entity that depends on a variety of factors.
Conclusion Four
Students already possessing significant
intrinsic motivation to write do not lose
this motivation 4ue to the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction."

Data Source Key:

Questionnaire = �
Review of Literature =

@

Focus Group =
Observation =

@

�

Document Analysis/Independent Grader = �
Figure 3 : Conclusions and Sources for Data Triangulation

Figure 3 shows data sources that produced the four conclusions of this study.
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conversations. My use of these principles also seemed to be novel experiences for
several of the students (especially the use of corrective feedback, requiring revisions, and
allowing students to choose their topics).
Conclusion Two: The most effective ''preferred principles in writing instruction " are
those that increase student autonomy and develop the students ' sense ofself-efficacy

As I previously stated, students valued certain "preferred principles in writing
instruction." While students commented on the usefulness of each principle at one time
or another, some principles stood apart in the volume of student references to them or in
the intensity of positive remarks from the students. Students responded mo'st favorably to
those principles that stimulate autonomy and self-efficacy. That self-determination is
important to intrinsic motivation has been well-established (Deci & Ryan, 1992). "Self
efficacy," an individual's feeling that she can achieve a level of competence in significant
activities (Bandura, 1994), is essential for intrinsic motivation under Keller's ARCS
theory.
The principle that allowed most for autonomy was the one stating, "Students
should choose their own topics." The principles that stimulated self-efficacy were:
"Students should consult with peers and the teacher;" "Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature;" and "Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides,
especially in their feedback regarding student writing." I discuss these topics further
below:
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Students should choose their own topics. One principle that students responded
positively toward was that stating, "Students should choose their own topics." Students
were more interested in writing when they wrote about matters that were important to
them. Consequently, the quality of their writing improved throughout the semester. This
confirms the research findings of Atwell ( 1987), Brewster ( 199 1), Bruning and Hom
(2000), Cleary ( 1990), Enders (200 1), Fox (200 1), Kem, et al. (2003), and Nielson
(2002).
Students should consult with peers and the teacher. A second important principle
states, "Students should consult with peers and the teacher." In criticizing current
practices in writing instruction, Shafer (2000) wrote, "The goal of every informed,
twenty-first century teacher should be to forge a truly democratic, collaborative
environrnent--one in which learning emanates from various voices and is always in flux"
(p. 32)._ In my study, students commented on the effectiveness of discussing their writing
with each other and the teacher. As the instructor, I also observed that the students who
took advantage of my availability as a resource improved their writing. Students found
that they could more easily produce good writing since they could get help from
classmates and the teacher. This seems to confirm the findings of several researchers,
including Atwell ( 1987), Brewster ( 1991), Enders (200 1) and Hillocks ( 1986).
Teachers should teach writing in relation to literature. The role of literature in w
a writing class is addressed by the next principle. By reading published literature,
students learned new strategies for writing and developed ideas to spark their own
writing. Pederson (2002) commented that his students produced the "best" writing he
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had received from students, attributing this success to emphasizing non-fiction reading to
the students. Likewise, the students in this study produced high-quality writing and many
cited their readings as a contributor. Livingston (2004) also promoted using published
text to assist writers. Students also believed that their readings and class discussion of
current issues increased the number and their understanding of topics they could explore
in their writing. This belief parallels that of Bruning and Hom (2000) who stated that
"knowledge" of writing topics was essential for students in their writing. Probst (2000)
also wrote that students could benefit by thinking about the issues and ideas from their
course readings.
Teachers should act less as evaluators and more as guides, especially in their
feedback regarding student writing. Not only did students feel that they improved by

reading more, they also felt that the teacher's role contributed to their gains as writers.
Students felt better about writing in my class due to my interpretation of the teacher's
role as guide. From the beginning of the semester, several students noticed a difference
between my class and previous classes. One such student commented, "You don't just
tell us that we're wrong. Mrs.____ would just say, 'You're wrong' and that was it.
But you explain to us why we're wrong and show what we should do." Students felt less
threatened because of my efforts to help them succeed. Cleary (1990) wrote that a
teacher's comments should guide the revisions of students; the sentiments of my students
give credence to Cleary's suggestion. This also confirms the suggestions ofHayw�d
(1991) whose students had been scarred by the scathing criticisms of their high school
teachers.
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Encouragement, though, works better in developing student motivation to
continue to improve. While this is not always easy, teachers must find and articulate the
positive aspects of their students ' efforts. In this study, students reported bad experiences
with teacher comments that made them question their writing ability. With work and
encouragement, these same students have developed confidence in their knowledge about
writing and their ability to write. When teachers encourage students and teach them how
to become better writers, the students will strive to improve. As Paul Diederich ( 1996), a
man who served for over 40 years as a teacher and as a director of research for
Educational Testing Serivces, wrote, "One little word of encouragement, in my
experience, does more good than any amount of red ink" (p. 359).
Conclusion Three: Intrinsic motivation to write is a complex entity that depends on a
variety of factors
Teachers may help students by giving them encouragement and allowing them to
choose their topics, but some students will still resist writing. In fact, several factors in
intrinsic motivation exist that are beyond a single tea ?her 's control. Some students in this
study still displayed little penchant for writing despite the use of "preferred principles in
writing instruction." Two or three students in the focus group overtly proclaimed their
disinclination toward writing even after lauding some of the activities of the class. Still,
too, several students showed little tendency towards deep approaches and high degrees of
surface approach in the post-test Biggs LPQ. These students seemed to fall into three
categories : those who seem to have a degree of learned helplessness in regards to
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writing, those who had endured negative writing experiences with former teachers, and
those who simply did not value writing as a meaningful activity.
Only a few students appeared to belong to the learned helplessness group. These
students evinced learned helplessness characteristics as they made comments indicating
their beliefs that writing ability is a fixed trait. In other words, they seemed to think that
some people are just good at writing, while others are not. Dweck (1 986) wrote that
these students are not likely to persist when challenged by the possibility of failure and
that they are even likely to not put forth much effort so as not to expose their perceived
lack of ability.
More students seemed to belong to the "negative history'' group. These students
expressed dissatisfaction with previous teachers, typically because of their controlling
classroom environment and/or unforgiving grading practices. In one circumstance, a
two-time student of mine (I taught tenth-grade honors English to many of the students)
lauded the effects of my methods as elixirs for the ills she suffered with a previous
teacher. While she stated that she enjoyed writing now, she confessed that by the end of
ninth grade, she felt timid and reluctant in her writing due to the harsh tactics of previous
teachers. Though this student may stand apart as a success story (she has since been
nominated for an NCTE writing award), other students expressed a lingering dislike of
writing due to former teachers.
Still others appeared to identify with surface approaches simply because they did
not value writing. A few of these students profess a stronger liking for mathematics and
science. They tended to favor the objective nature of these courses over the subjective
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features of writing. When it comes to writing, these students may be like the "surface
achieving approach" students that Biggs (1987) discussed. In his writing, Biggs warned
against instructional practices that catered to these students who sought achievement
through surface strategies:
Instructional decisions that adapt teaching to meet this approach-frequent
multiple choice testing of trivia, factual detail, or more generally giving credit for
low S-F [structure-fact] ratio material-might reasonably be regarded in general
as poor teaching decisions. (p. 105)
In other words, these students depend on assessment that rewards their surface approach
to learning, most commonly rote memorization.
Conclusion Four: Students already possessing significant intrinsic motivation to write do
not lose this motivation due to the use of ''preferred principles in writing instruction

While boosting the intrinsic motivation of surface approach students, teachers
must also be careful not to diminish the amount of intrinsic motivation in those students
who walk into the classroom already employing deep approaches to learning. In this
study, several students were identified as already possessing a good amount of intrinsic
motivation. While these students did not make significant gains in their deep approach
scores, they also did not show a loss of intrinsic motivation. If one tenet of teaching is
"Do no harm," then this is an important occurrence.
Although the deep approach students did not gain intrinsic motivation as indicated
by their post-test scores, they did benefit from the use of "preferred principles in writing
instruction." Many entered the class as good writers, but they did not stagnate. They
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improved their writing throughout the semester, due in part to the requirements to write
frequently, to rewrite, and to consult with their peers and myself. And though their post
test scores do not indicate immediate gains in intrinsic motivation to write, perhaps they
will develop in the future due to increased self-efficacy as writers.
Implications

In this section, I will specify implications of the aforementioned conclusions. I
have divided this section into three parts: Implications for writing instruction,
Implications for general teaching strategies, and Implications for staff development and
teacher education. While the implications relate primarily to actions that teachers take in
classroom instruction, educational administrators and teacher educators should also heed
them. Although the sample size was relatively small in this study, the views of these
students certainly are pertinent if educators wish to improve their ability to enhance
student writing and students' attention in writing. The students validated research-based
"preferred principles in writing instruction."
Implications for Writing Instruction

My conclusions regarding the validity of the "preferred principles in writing
instruction" should not surprise those familiar with the beliefs .of the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE). NCTE (2004) believes that all students can be taught to
write; that students need practice to improve their writing; that writing should be taught
as a process; that writing aids thinking; that students should write for different types of
occasions; that student-writers should publish their work; that reading can aid writing
skills (and vice versa); that writers improve by consulting with others; and that teachers
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should use a variety of assessment tools and "find out what writers can do, informally, on
an ongoing basis" ("NCTE Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing"). But teachers not
only need reinforcement of these tenets, they need practical, systematic means of
applying them. This applicability is a strength of the "preferred principles in writing
instruction" that I articulate in this study.
Not only are these principles easily applicable, but they also elicited strong
positive responses from the students in this study. True, some teachers may still believe
that "if it doesn't hurt, they aren't learning," but this reflects an unfriendly, outdated view
of education. If teachers want students to truly learn, then they need to cultivate a love of
learning. The students in this study, for the most part, showed an increased affinity for
writing. They found topics that they enjoyed; they learned strategies to improve their
writing; they engaged in relevant dialogue and publishing opportunities.
Implications for General Teaching Strategies
Conclusions in this study reiterate research findings on the importance of
autonomy and self-efficacy for student motivation. The conclusions appear to validate the
belief of Deci and Ryan (1992) that self-determination is essential for motivation.
Furthermore, this study confirms the value of self-efficacy that Bandura (1994) espoused.
The necessity of autonomy (or self-determination) and self-efficacy is
fundamental not just in writing instruction, but also throughout education. When teachers
consider what they want their students to become or how they want the students to
benefit from their classes, they often cite concepts such as "independent thinkers" or
"competent learners." If, as Kohn (1998) urged, we want students to do more than
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simply memorize a set of facts, then we should heed the importance of these larger,
developmental issues. While we may be skeptical as to whether our students will need
knowledge of poetic rhythm and meter or of theoretical physics after high school, we
know they will need to be capable of thinking independently; we know they will need to
feel competent in their ability to learn; we know that they will need to develop their
internal drive for growth since we also know they will eventually be without classroom
teachers to guide them.
As such, teachers in all academic subjects need to consider the importance of
autonomy and self-efficacy when they design their lessons. If teachers help students
develop these traits, then students will undoubtedly benefit. Students will be more
motivated to learn on their own. They will show curiosity when allowed to develop some
of their own learning goals. They can develop confidence when they receive praise and
formative feedback. When they know that success is possible, students can avoid fearing
failure and can take risks and make new connections in their learning.
In this study, students showed the benefits of feeling autonomous and capable.
Their comments reveal that they recognized the effects of freedom to choose and freedom
to err, knowing that eventually they could succeed. For these students, their ability and
attitudes toward writing improved; students in other academic disciplines can achieve the
same improvements, too, if teachers foster the growth of autonomy and self-efficacy.
Implications for StaffDevelopment and Teacher Education

One of the reasons that I focused on writing in my doctoral studies lies in what I
have witnessed in my experience as a student-teacher, as a mentoring teacher, and as a
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colleague of other English teachers. As a teaching intern, I received a paucity of
instruction on how to teach writing (Fortunately, I had a strong background from my
undergraduate coursework). When I later mentored other English education interns, I
recognized that many of them had only a basic grasp of writing instruction-extending
only slightly beyond the constructs of the notorious "five-paragraph essay." Even in the
midst of more experienced colleagues, I realized that many of them knew quite little
about writing beyond the realms of literary criticism and basic structural and grammatical
conventions. Countless times, I have heard the laments, "I was a literature major," and "I
feel more comfortable teaching literature than teaching writing" (Perhaps these types. of
sentiments accounted for Applebee' s ( 1 98 1) finding that only three-percent of classroom
time was spent writing more than a paragraph). While literature has the vast potential for
teaching important skills and ideals, writing is an absolutely indispensable skill that
students must develop.
Because this is the case, both administrators and teacher educators need to
develop more awareness of the teaching practices that best support student growth in
writing. Administrators need to seek staff development opportunities for teachers that
champion these "preferred principles in writing instruction." Teacher educators need to
teach preservice teachers and student teachers to use these principles.
Currently, too much writing instruction has been dictated by the demands of
standardized writing assessments (Hillocks, 2002; Scherff & Piazza, 2005 ; Sloane &
Kelly, 2003 .) True, these assessments force teachers to provide at least some form of
writing instruction as opposed to none. But these assessments give little or even no
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choice to the writers; they emphasize product over process; they provide sparse formative
feedback; and they generally appear to students as tasks for completion, not opportunities
for improvement. Keep in mind, that in this study, the one activity that students almost
universally deplored was the timed AP practice essay.
The point is, educators can do better in teaching students to write. While an
individual teacher can help 100 or so students each year learn to write, administrators and
teacher educators can affect a vastly greater number. They need to give teachers the
knowledge and the resources to learn how to incorporate "preferred principles in writing
instruction" in their lessons. Whether through staff development activities or by
providing more practical education coursework, administrators and teacher educators can
help make good writing instruction a reality.
Recommendations for Future Research

In his essay, "The Poet," Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, "For all men live by truth
and stand in need of expression. In love, in art, in avarice, in politics, in labor, in games,
we study to utter our painful secret. The man is only half himself, the other half is his
expression. Notwithstanding this necessity to be published, adequate expression is rare"
(p. 288). Thus, Emerson stated humanity's crucial need to communicate ideas and its
agonizing deficiencies in doing so.
At its core, writing instruction means little more than helping our students find
"adequate expression." In education and in research, we strive not only towards greater
understanding--of our world, of our ideas, of ourselves-but we also attempt to share
our understandings. In this spirit we study and we teach and we encourage our students
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to continue the pursuit and expression of truth. Likewise, we must continue to pursue
effective practices in teaching and in motivating our students. To this end, I propose
several courses for the future study of writing instruction and motivation.
This study of "preferred principles in writing instruction" needs to be duplicated
with some alterations. One alteration consists of studying a larger population. This
population also might consist of lesser able or less motivated students. Perhaps, too, a
researcher could gather more data by observing several teachers of varying experience as
they employed strategies related to "preferred principles." Researchers. may also wish to
compare a classroom where "preferred principles" are practiced to a classroom where
they are not.
We also need to consider developing better instruments to assess what students
believe about writing. Surveys such as Biggs Learning Process Questionnaire and
Harter's (1981) instrument can show us general attitudes about subject areas or school as
a whole. We need an instrument that corresponds to the intricacies of writing instruction
and assessment. Such an instrument would need to include items regarding beliefs about
writing (for example, is it a skill to be learned or an ability that some people naturally
possess?), items about teacher practices that are effective/ineffective, and items that seek
to analyze the actions of students as they complete writing assignments.
This same information might be attained by a longitudinal study .of several
individual high school students. The advantage of this type of study would be the
observation of developing attitudes and skills over time. In particular, researc.h should
focus on the total high school experience (and perhaps .first-year college experience) of
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individual students as they negotiate the demands and writing instruction of several
teachers, both in language arts and in other disciplines. How do these students interpret
and respond to assignments from beginning to completion? How do these interpretations
develop throughout high school? Which teachers help the students and how? How do
the students approach writing once they leave high school? Exploring these questions
longitudinally can provide valuable insight for educators, policy-makers, and teache�
educators.
Knowledge of good writing instruction can also improve by studying the practices
of successful and unsuccessful teachers of writing. What kind of preservice training
benefits writing teachers the most? How can staff development help teachers of writing
grow beyond simply teaching writing for state assessment? What attitudes and personal
dispositions do the successful writing teachers have? Do writing teachers actually write?
If so, do they share this writing with their students? Do English teachers keep abreast of
research on their practice? Do they know the writing standards and beliefs of NCTE?
More importantly, do their practices reflect these standards and beliefs? To answer these
questions, both observational data and survey data can be effective.
Furthermore, we need to develop more understanding of the phenomenon
whereby students tend to lose attention in school over the course of time. Several
questions need answering: At what point might it be too late to effectively develop
intrinsic motivation to write? What early experiences with writing are most effective in
building a lasting intrinsic motivation? What early experiences practically tarnish
attention in writing on a permanent scale? What factors in language arts instruction
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account for difficulties in students advancing from elementary school to middle school?
From middle school to high school? Knowledge of these aspects can clearly benefit
teachers of writing and, more importantly, student-writers.
Chapter Summary

In this chapter I have provided conclusions that derived from this study. These
four conclusions were: { l ) Teachers can improve the intrinsic motivation of students to
write by using the "preferred principles in writing instruction," (2) The most effective
"preferred principles in writing instruction" are those that increase student autonomy and
develop the students' sense of self-efficacy, (3) Intrinsic motivation to write is a complex
entity that depends on a variety of factors, and (4) Students already possessing significant
intrinsic motivation io write do not lose this motivation due to the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction."
Based on these conclusions, I stated several implications. These implications
concerned writing instruction, general teaching practices, and suggestions for
administrators and teacher educators. In short, writing teachers may improve the writing
of their students if they heed the success of the "preferred practices in writing instruction"
in this study; all teachers should consider the effect of autonomy and self-efficacy on
student motivation; and administrators and teacher �ducators can better prepare teachers
and preservice teachers to �each writing.
Finally, I recommended more research on the topics of writing instruction and
motivation. Specifically, I recommended duplicating this study with larger and
differently skilled populations. I also suggested measures for learning more about
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student writing processes and perceptions of writing. I recommended studying the
practices of various teachers of writing. I also proposed further research to study the loss
of motivation to write over time.
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Appendix A: Items from the Biggs' Leaming Questionnaire.
Students were asked to respond to each item according to the following Likert Scale:
1= "Never or only rarely true ofme"
2= "Sometimes true of me"
3= "True of me about half the time"
4= "Frequently true of me"
5= "Always or almost always true of me"

1. I chose my present subjects mainly of career prospects when I leave school, not
because I'm particularly interested in them.
2. I find that at times my school work can give me a feeling of deep personal satisfaction.
3. I try to obtain high marks in all my subjects because of the advantage this give me in
competing with others when I leave school.
4. I tend to study only what's set; I usually don't do anything extra.
5. While I am studying, I often try to think of how useful the material that I am learning
would be in real life.
6. I regularly take notes from suggested readings and put them with my class notes on a
topic.
7. I am put off by a poor mark on a test and worry about how I will do on the next test.
8. While I realize that others sometimes know better than I do, I feel I have to say what I
think is right.
.9. I have a strong desire to do best in all of my studies.
10. I find that the only way to learn many subjects is to memorize them by heart.
11. In reading new material, I am often reminded of material I already know and see the
latter in a new light.
12. I try to work solidly throughout the term and revise regularly when the exams are
close.
13. Whether I like it or not, I can see that studying is for me a good way to get a well
paid or secure job.
14. I find that many subjects can become very interesting once you get into them.
15. I like the results of tests to be put up publicly so I can see by how much I beat some
others in the class.
16. I prefer subjects in which I have to learn just facts to ones which require a lot of
reading and understanding of material.
17. I find that I have to do enough work on a topic so that I can form my own point of
view before I am satisfied.
18. I always try to do all of my assignments as soon as they are given to me.
19. Even when I have studied hard for a test, I worry that I may not be able to do well on
it.
20. I find that studying some topics can be really exciting. ·
21. I would rather be highly successful in school even though this might make me
unpopular with some of my class mates.
22. In most subjects I try to work things so that I do only enough to make sure I pass,
and no more.
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23. I try to relate what I have learned in one subject to what I already know in other
subjects.
24. Soon after a class or lab, I re-read my notes to make sure I can read them and
understand them.
25. I think that teachers shouldn't expect secondary school students to work on topics
that are outside the set course.
26. I feel that I might one day be able to change things in the world that I see now to be
wrong.
27. I will work for top marks in a subject whether or not I like the subject.
28. I find it better to learn just the facts and details about a topic rather than try to
understand all about it.
29. I find most new topics interesting and often spend extra time trying to find out more
about them.
30. When a test is returned, I go over it carefully correcting all errors and trying to
understand why I made the original mistakes.
31. I will continue my studies only for as long as necessary to get a good job.
32. My main aim in life is to find out what to believe in an4 then to act accordingly.
33. I see doing well in school as a sort of game, and I play to win.
34. I don't spend time on learning things that I know won't be asked in the exams.
35. I spend a great deal of my free time finding out more about interesting topics which
have been discussed in different classes.
36. I usually try to read all the references and things my teacher says we should.
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Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated
1

Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

2

Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, formats,
and strategies

3

Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, formats,
and strategies
Students should write frequently

4

5

Teachers should model writing; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Students should write
frequently; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides . . .

6

Students should write for discovery;
students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should model writing; Teachers should
give direct instruction. . .

7

8

Students should choose their own topics

In-Class Activities

In-Class
Student
Writing

Students discuss aphorisms of Ben
Franklin
Students answer questions and
discuss "Speech of Polly Baker"
and "A Witch Trial at Mount
Holly"
Students discussed and identified
rhetorical strategies and
techniques in speeches of Patrick
Henry, Speckled Snake, and Red
Cloud; Students discussed
rhetorical strategies of Thomas
Paine in "American Crisis, No. I "
Students discussed Smithsonian
article on "Shakespeare" and
discussed rhetorical strategies
from "Civil Disobedience"
Students wrote a practice AP free
response;
Students submitted and discussed
their essay reviews

Students wrote
answers to
questions

Teacher shared his reflective
essay; Students examined writing
strategies in "Letter from
Birmingham Jail" and "Divided
Heart"; Teacher returned essays
from previous class meetings
Students freewrite; Students and
teacher discuss King's strategies
in "Letter ... "
Students practiced "showing"
instead of '"telling"; Teacher
shared his examples of descriptive
language; Teacher gave direct
instruction on writing
descriptively; Students spent time
in library, researching writing
topics
Students spent time in library,
researching writing topics
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Students wrote a
practice AP free
response;
Students
submitted and
discussed their
essay reviews
Students wrote
answers to
questions on
"Letter from
Birmingham
Jail"
Freewriting

Students write
for "Showing v.
Telling"
exercise

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated

In-Class Activities

9

In-Class
Student
Writing

Students revised their writing with
specific teacher instructions
(eliminating weak verbs); Students
and teachers discussed Meachem's
"The American Gospel"

Students revised
their writing

Students instructed to revise
current essay reviews, eliminating
expletive constructions and cutting
sentence length; Students
discussed Mencken's diction,
choice of details, and figurative
language in his commentaries on
the Scopes Trial; Students
discussed Langston Hughes's
"Salvation"; Teacher returned
Essay Review #3
Students and teacher freewrite;
Students discuss ch. two of
"Under the Banner of Heaven";
Students worked on deleting
expletive constructions; Students
and teacher discuss substitutions
for "very"
Students participated in workshop
for peer editing; Students and
teacher worked on replacing
nominalizations, hidden verbs, and
cliches

Students revised
their writing;
Students wrote
answers to
questions on
Mencken's
work

10

Students should be allowed to edit, revise,
and rewrite; Students should write
frequently; Teachers should teach writing
in relation to literature; Teachers should
give direct instruction on writing
techniques, formats, and strategies
Students should write frequently; students
should be allowed to edit, revise, and
rewrite; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature; Teachers should give
direct instruction on writing techniques,
fonnats, and strategies; Teachers should
act less as evaluators and more as
guides . . .

11

Students should write frequently; teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should model writing;
Teachers should give direct instruction on
writing techniques, formats, and strategies

12

Students should write frequently; students
should consult with peers and the teacher;
Teachers should give direct instruction . . .

13

Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides . . .

Students wrote rhetorical analyses
of summer reading books; students
tum in revised essay review #4;
Teacher returned essays from AP
practice with comments
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Students wrote
freewrites;
Students wrote
for exercise with
expletive
constructions
Students wrote
during
workshop;
students wrote
during exercises
on
nominalizations,
hidden verbs,
and cliches
Students wrote
rhetorical
analyses

Appendix B: Table 1 9: -Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated

In-Class Activities

14

Students should write frequently; Teacher
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, formats,
and strategies

15

Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides . . .
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides . . .
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, formats,
and strategies; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides . . .

Students turned in first fonnal
essays; Teacher and students
discussed rhetoric in letters
between John Adams and wife,
"Barbie Doll," and "The Men We
Carry in Our Minds"; Teacher and
students discussed student
responses to AP practice prompt
(syntax, diction, arrangement of
ideas, choice of details)
Students did freewriting; Students
discussed gender issues and essays
on gender issues; Teacher returned
graded papers

16

17

18

Students should write for discovery;
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should model writing

19

Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

·In-Class
Student
Writing
Students wrote
responses to
questions on
nightly
readings;
Students turned
in essays

Students wrote
freewrites;
Students turned
in essays

Students did freewriting; Students
discussed gender issues and sex in
the media; teacher returned graded
papers; Class discussed "I Want a
Wife," "The Reasonable Woman
Standard," and Rick Reilly article

Students wrote
freewrites;
Students turn in
essays

Students did freewriting; Students
discussed classification as a
strategy; Students discussed
Gender Issues/Sexual Harassment;
Teacher and Students discussed
strategies in "Batting Clean-Up
and Striking Out" and "But What
Do You Mean?"; Teacher gave
instructions on Classification;
Teacher returned graded papers
Students turned in
papers/reflections on week's
topics; Students shared what they
wrote about; Students wrote an AP
practice essay; Teacher wrote
essay with kids
Students did freewriting; Students
and teacher discussed issues in
education from readings

Students wrote
freewrites;
Students turn in
essays

25 1

Students wrote
reflections;
Students wrote
AP practice
essays
Students wrote
reflections

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated

In-Class Activities

20

In-Class
Student
Writing

Students should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, fonnats,
and strategies

21

Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, fonnats,
and strategies
Students should consult with peers and the
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on writing techniques, fonnats,
and strategies
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should model writing; Teachers should
teach writing in relation to literature;
Teachers should give direct instruction on
writing techniques, formats, and strategies
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

Students and teacher discussed
articles and book chapters in
education; teacher gave lesson on
topics as subjects and
nominalizations; teachers did
activities on writing
Students did freewriting; Students
worked in groups planning their
education paper; Students and
teacher discussed education
articles; Teacher and students read
about and discuss classification

Students
practiced
revising to use
nominalizations
and topics as
subjects
Students did
freewriting

Teachers and students discuss
articles and essays on education;
Teachers and students work on
nominalizations, topics as subjects
and topic strings

Students wrote
revisions
correcting
nominalizations
and using topics
as subjects
Students turned
in papers;
students did
freewriting;
students revised
sample
sentences
Students did
freewriting

22

23

24

25

26
27

Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature; Teacher should give
direction instruction on writing
techniques, fonnats and strategies
Students choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and teacher
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature

Students did freewriting; students
turned in essay review; students
and teacher discussed readings on
education; teacher and students
worked on topics as subjects
Students did freewriting; students
practice close reading with AP
reading passage and essay on sex
ed;
Students discussed views on
bilingual education
Students and teacher analyze
structural tactics of sex ed. essay;
Students research topics in library;
Teacher advises/ guides research
Students research topics in library;
Teacher advises/ guides research
Students take mid-term which
includes close reading of AP
practice passage
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Students took
notes in library

Students took
notes in library

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated

In-Class Activities

28

Students did freewriting; Students
consulted with peers on education
project; Teacher shared his AP
practice essay; Teacher returned
AP practice essays

29

30
31

32

33

34

35

Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should model writing; Teachers
should act less as evaluators and more as
guides
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should model writing;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should model writing; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to ljterature; Teachers should act
less as evaluators and more as guides
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should model writing; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature
Students should consult with pe·ers and
teacher; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

In-Class
Student
Writing
Students did
freewriting

Students did freewriting; Students
in library for education project;
Teacher did freewriting

Students did
freewriting and
took notes in
library

Students in library for education
project
Students did freewriting; Students
lead close reading discussion on
three essays/articles on media
issues

Students took
notes in library
Students did
freewriting

Students analyzed AP prompts and
essays in groups; Students lead
close reading discussion on three
essays/articles on media issues;
Teacher returned graded papers
Students did freewriting; Students
lead close reading discussion on
three essays/articles on media
issues

Students and teacher discussed
rhetoric in articles on "my space"
and shared views on same article;
groups consulted on education
project
Students did freewriting; Students
and teacher discussed articles on
media issues
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Students did
freewriting;
Students turned
in essays on
current events

Students did
freewriting

Appendix B: Table 1 9: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated
36

37
38

39

Students should write for discovery;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Students should publish writing specific
audience; Teachers should model writing;
Teachers should give direct instruction on
techniques, formats and strategies;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature
Students should publish writing for a
specific audience; Teachers should act less
as evaluators and more as guides
Students should publish writing for a
specific audience; Students should write
for discovery; Students should write
frequently; Students should choose their
own topics; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides; Teachers
should model writing
Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Students
should publish writing for a specific
audience; Students should consult with
peers and teacher; Teachers should model
writing; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, formats and
strategies

40

Students should be allowed to edit, revise
and rewrite; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, formats and
strategies; Teachers should teach writing
in relation to literature

41

Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, formats and
strategies

In-Class Activities

In-Class
Student
Writing

Teacher shared his written
hypothetical situations on "The
pursuit of happiness"; Students
wrote rules governing the limits of
the pursuit of happiness in groups;
Students shared rules; Teacher and
Students used Toulmin argument
structure to analyze student claims

Students wrote
rules

Students read their satires aloud;
Students finished presentations on
education project; Students and
teacher did freewriting

Students did
freewriting

Students did freewriting; Students
and teacher did close reading of
articles on family issues; Teacher
shared hypothetical on the
meaning of courage: Students
wrote definitions of courage in
groups; Students shared
definitions; Students and Teacher
structured argument on courage
based on Toulmin model
Students did close reading of
articles on family issues; Teacher
gave instruction on Joseph
Williams principles - quickly to
the subject, quickly to the verb;
Students revised own papers using
principles from Williams
Students tum in paragraph article
review; Students and teacher did
close reading discussion of family
issues article; Students revised
poorly written passage eliminating
nominalizations and redundancy
using characters as subjects,
actions as verbs and getting
quickly to the subject, quickly to
the verb

Students did
freewriting;
Students wrote
definitions

Students education projects
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Students revised
essays

Students revised
paragraph

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated

In-Class Activities

42

Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, fonnats and
strategies; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides

In-Class
Student
Writing
Students did
freewriting;
Students revised
sentences in
W illiarns' book

43

Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and teacher;
Teachers.should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, fonnats and
strategies
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

Students did freewriting; Students
and teacher discussed article on
science; Students read aphorisms
on building character; Students
and teacher did exercises in
Joseph Williams' �book;
Teacher introduced students to
free, surnmative and resumptive ·
modifiers; Teacher returned
graded papers
Students did freewriting; Students
did a close reading of science
article in groups; Teacher
instructed students on difference
between citing sources and
quoting authorities

44

45

46

47

Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and teacher;
Students should be allowed to edit, revise
and rewrite; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, fonnats and
strategies; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides
Students should publish for a specific
audience; Students should write for
discovery; Students should write
frequently; Students should choose their
own topics; Teachers should teach writing
in relation to literature
Students should write for discovery;
Students should choose their own topics;
Students should write frequently; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, formats and
strategies

Students wrote a practice AP
essay; Students answered multiple
choice questions on AP reading
passage; Students discussed
articles on Neanderthals
Students did freewriting; Students
engaged in peer editing and revise;
Students consulted with Teacher
individually; Teacher instructed
students in difference in analyzing
and listing examples; Teacher
gave oral feedback on previous
day's AP essays

Students did
freewriting

Students wrote a
practice AP
essay
Students did
freewriting;
Students wrote
during peer
revision

Students shared compositions on
character aphorisms; Students did
freewriting; Students and teacher
discussed articles on depression

Students did
freewriting

Students did freewriting; Students
discussed article on mental health;
Students and teacher discussed
Boise State University Writing
Center's TRJAC Method for
analyzing writing

Students did
freewriting
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Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
pnnciples m writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated
In-Class Activities
In-Class
Student
Writing
Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and teacher;
Teacher should model writing; Teachers
should give direct instruction on
techniques, formats and strategies
Students should write for discovery;
Students should write frequently; Students
should choose their own topics; Students
should consult with peers and teacher;
Teachers should give direct instruction on
techniques, formats and strategies

Students did freewriting; Students
discussed teacher's sample
manuscript submission letter;
Teacher and students discussed
process analysis; Teacher
presented sample process analysis

Students did
freewriting

Students did freewriting; Students
consulted in groups on AP
synthesis question; Teacher
instructed on responding to AP
synthesis questions

Students did
freewriting;
Students wrote
outlines in
response to
synthesis
question

50

Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature

51

Students should publish for a specific
audience; Students should write for
discovery; Students should write
frequently; Students should choose their
own topics; Students should consult with
peers and teacher; Students should be
allowed to edit, revise and rewrite;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature
Students should publish for a specific
audience; Students should write
frequently; Students should consult with
peers and teacher; Teachers should teach
writing in relation to literature
Students should publish for a specific
audience; Students should write
frequently; Students should choose their
own topics; Teachers should teach writing
in relation to literature
Students should write for discovery;
Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Teachers should model writing;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature;

Students presented ideas in
response to AP synthesis question;
Students and teacher analyzed the
rhetoric of political cartoons;
Students and teacher analyzed the
rhetoric of print advertisement
Students did freewriting; Students
worked together on drafts of their
writing; Teacher guides students
in analyzing charts and graphs

48

49

52

53

54

Students responded to AP practice
prompt; Students worked in
groups analyzing great American
speeches
Students read process analyses
aloud; Students and teacher
discuss Sports Illustrated column;
Students begin reading The Return
of the Native
Students wrote definitions of the
concept "success" after reading
hypothetical situations; Teacher
shared hypothetical situations he
wrote; Teacher and student
discussed first three chapters of
The Return ofthe Native
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Students did
freewriting;
Students
responded to
writing with
peers

Students
responded to AP
practice prompt

Students wrote
definitions of
the term
success;
Students wrote
responses to ·
TheReturn of the
Native

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
pnnciples m wntmg mstructton" and student wntmg actlv1ttes (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated
In-Class Activities
In-Class
Student
Writing
55

56

57

58

59

60

61

Students should consult with peers and
teacher; Students should write frequently;
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature; Teachers should give direct
instruction on techniques, fonnats and
strategies
Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature;

Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Students
should publish writing for a specific
audience
Teachers should teach writing in relation
to literature;

Students should publish writing for a
specific audience; Students s�ould write
frequently; Students should write for
discovery; Teachers should teach writing
in relation to literature
Students should publish writing for
specific audiences; Students should write
for discovery; Students should write
frequently; Students should consult with
peers and the teacher; Teachers should
teach writing in relation to literature;
Teachers should give direct instruction on
techniques, formats, and strategies
Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Students
should be allowed to edit, revise, and
rewrite; Teachers should teach writing in
relation to literature

Students did group work on
Students wrote
Hardy's description of Eustacia
analysis of
Vye; Teacher and students did
Hardy's
close of passages in novel;
descriptions
Teacher and students discussed the
use of allusion
Students did
Students took quiz on the nightly
reading from The Return of the
freewriting
Native; Students and teachers
discussed reading from The Return
of the Native; Students did
freewriting;
Students did freewriting; Students
Students did
wrote advice to fictional
freewriting;
characters in The Return of the
Students wrote
advice to
Native; Teacher read student
advice aloud in class; Students
characters
read The Return of the Native in
class.
Students wrote
Teacher and students discussed
about Clym
passages from The Return of the
Yeobright
Native; Students wrote answers to
questions about the character
"Clym Yeobright;" Students
reviewed AP rhetorical analysis
essay prompts; Students and
teachers discussed rhetoric of AP
rhetorical analysis passages
Students read "Farewell Message" Students wrote
analysis of
aloud to the class; Students
passages from
practiced written analysis of close
reading passages from The Return the novel
of the Native
In groups, students wrote and
Students wrote
timelines of
shared timelines of events in The
Return of the Native; Students and events from The
Return of the
the teacher discussed cause and
effect in the novel
Native

Students turned in
revisions/rewrites of major essays
from the semester; Students wrote
responses to close reading
passages from The Return of the
Native
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Students wrote
responses to
clo.se reading
passages

Appendix B: Table 19: Calendar of class meetings featuring the use of "preferred
principles in writing instruction" and student writing activities (cont.)
Day Preferred Principles Incorporated
62

63

Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Teachers
should model writing; Teachers should
teach writing in relation to literature
Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature

In-Class Activities
Students wrote responses to
passages from The Return of the
Native; Students and teacher did
freewriting; Students read The
Return of the Native in class

Students wrote a rhetorical
analysis of a passage from The
Return of the Native; Students
wrote multi-paragraph responses
to two passages from The Return
ofthe Native; Students wrote
analysis of quotes from The

Return of the Native

64

Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature; Teachers should act less as
evaluators and more as guides, especially
in their feedback regarding writing

Students and teacher discussed
meanings of The Return of the
Native; Teacher gave corrective
feedback regarding previous
meeting's essays; Students wrote
a persuasive essay on The Return

In-Class
Student
Writing

Students did
freewriting;
Students wrote
responses to
passages from
the novel
Students wrote a
rhetorical
analysis essay;
Students wrote
explanations of
significant
quotes; Students
wrote close
reading analysis
Students wrote
persuasive essay
on The Return

of the Native

of the Native
Students did freewriting; Students
Students did
read practice AP reading questions freewriting
and responded to multiple choice
questions
Students took final AP multiple
66
choice practice and vocabulary
quiz
Table 1 shows days of the treatment, including preferred principles used and student writing activities.

65

Students should write frequently; Students
should write for discovery; Teachers
should teach writing in relation to
literature
NIA
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Appendix D: Sample Assignment
Brimi l l AP

Argumentative Essay

General Assignment: Choose a current/controversial topic and write an argument based
on it.
Suggestion: Watch TV, read the latest edition of several news periodicals (Newsweek,
Time, U.S. News and World Report, etc.), listen to a radio talk-show, and/or simply read
the "Perspective" section of this week's Sunday News-Sentinel. Find a topic that
attentions you. Then choose an angle: You may want to propose a solution to a problem.
You might want to argue that "X" causes the problem "Y." You may want to claim that
unless we do "X," then "Y" will happen. There are numerous possibilities.
Format: 1 000-1 500 words, typed, double-spaced, 12-point pitch, legible font, cover
sheet, FIVE documented and MLA-cited sources, and a works cited page. Failure to cite
five sources will result in a 100 point, non-refundable penalty.
Sentence Fluency:
Points

Rubric:
Ideas:

40 points

-Embrace clarity: CH as Subject! Act. as
Verb!
-Get quickly to the subject and quickly to
the verb
-Use free, summative, and resurnptive
modifiers

-Define your topic by clarifying tenns and
your focus
-State a clear, unequivocal position: Give
a STRONG THESIS!
-Argue directly: Use methods to help
logos, pathos, and ethos; analyze evidence
-Cite Sources!

Organization

Voice:

30 Points

Conventions

30 Points

-Develop an appropriate tone
-Aim for a genuine persona
-Match diction and syntax to your
thoughts/be liefs
-Select and analyze details that promote
credibility

30 points

-Engage the reader with a strong intro
-Use clear, strong transitions
-Use cohesive, unified paragraphs with topics as
subjects.
-Have a phlegm-free conclusion
-Flow from old information to new

Word Choice

30

-Avoid run-ons, fragments, and splices
-Avoid subj .-verb and pronoun-ant.
disagreement
-Spell and cite correctly
-Maintain consistent voice, person, number
and parallelism

30 points

-Use specific language; avoid vagueness
-Use action verbs
-Employ expansive, mature vocabulary
-A void redundancies, nominalizations and
meaningless words.

Presentation

10 Points

-Use correct spacing and margins
-Have a cover page and works cited page
-Use correct word count
-Adhere to all format requirements·
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Appendix E: Course Readings by Topic
Miscellaneous Essays and Articles for Analysis and Discussion
Gary Smith- "The Rapture �f the Deep"
Audrey Rock Richardson- "Pay Your Own Way (Then Thank Mom)"
David Sedaris- "What I Learned"
Jerry Rockwood- "Life Intrudes"
. Jerome Groopman- "Dying Words"
Stanley S. Scott- "Smokers Get a Raw Deal"
Thomas Sowell- "Will cease-fires never cease?"
Doug Stewart- "To be or not to be Shakespeare"
Steve Rushin- "Give the Kids a Break"
Essays, Chapters, and Articles on Writing
William Zinsser- "The Transaction," Chapter One of On Writing Well
Rise B. Axelrod and Charles R. Cooper, "A Guide to Writing Reflective Essays" (pages
153-160) from Reading Critically, Writing Well
John Trimble- "Fundamentals- How to Write a Critical Analysis" (pages 25-29) from
Conversations on the Art of Writing
Robin D. Aufses- "The Simple Declarative Sentence: A Conversation with Brent Staples"
John Trimble- "Fundamentals- Middles" (pages37-54) from Conversations on the Art of
Writing
Joseph Williams- selections from Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace, 7th Edition
Boise State University Writing Center- Word Works Number 75: "Seeing the shape of
development and content"
Boise State University Writing Center- Word Works Number 78: "
Developing American Thought
William Bradford- selections from "Of Plymouth Plantation"
John Winthrop- "The Journal of John Winthrop"
Jonathan Edwards- "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God"
Ben Franklin- from "The Autobiography"
St. Jean De Crevecoeur- "Letters from an American Farmer: What is an American?"
Thomas Paine- "The American Crisis, No. l "
Ben Franklin- "A Witch Trial at Mount Holly''
Ben Franklin- "The Speech of Polly Baker"
Patrick Henry- "Speech to the Virginia Convention"
Franklin- "Sayings of Poor Richard"
Speech of Speckled Snake
Speech of Red Cloud
The Indian Removal Act of 1830
Henry David Thoreau- "Civil Disobedience"
Ralph Waldo Emerspn- "The American Scholar"
Martin Luther King Jr.- "Letter from Birmingham Jai]"
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Appendix E: Course Readings by Topic (cont.)
Religion in America
Theodore Dalrymple- Divided Hearts
Jon Meacham- selections from American Gospel
H.L. Mencken- Commentaries on The Scopes Trial
Langston Hughes- "Salvation"
Jon Krakauer- "Short Creek" Chapter Two from Under the Banner of Heaven
Gender Issues
Marge Piercy- "Barbie Doll"
John Adams and Abigail Adams- Letters
Scott Russell Sanders- "The Men We Carry in Our Minds"
Beth L. Bailey- "Dating"
Natalie Angier- "Intolerance of Boyish Behavior"
Katherine Haines- "Whose Body Is This?"
Ellen Goodman- "The Reasonable Woman Standard"
Judy Brady- "Why I Want a Wife"
Issues in Education
Valerie Strauss- "A is for. . . ?"
Charles Hargis- Grades and Grading Practices- The Lock- Step Curriculum (Chapter 5)
Charles Hargis- Grades and Grading Practices- Grades as Etiology (Chapter 9)
Robert M. Hutchins- "The Basis of Education"
Melanie Livingston- "On Sucking, Being Easy, and Staying Out of the Way''
Neil Postman- "Getting Improvement Wrong" from The End of Education
Neil Postman- "Some New Gods That Fail" from The End of Education
Alfie Kohn- "Five Reasons to Stop Saying ' Good Job! "'
Pauline Vu- "Single-Gender Schools on the Rise"
Angelo Gonzalez and Luis 0. Reyes- "Bilingual Education: ls it the Right Approach?"
Tina Bakka- "Locking Students Out"
Bill Dedman- "1 0 Myths about School Shootings"
Shaunti Feldhahn and Diane Glass- "Chivalry in the 21 st Century''
Jill Kuhn- "Sex Education in Our Schools"
Margaret Talbot- "Best in Class"
Media Issues
Pete Hamill- "Crack and the Box"
Susan R. Lamson- "TV Violence: Does it Cause Real-life Mayhem?"
John Levesque- "Sitcom Dads Rarely Know Best, Study of TV Laments"
Louise Bemikow- "Cinderella: Saturday Afternoon at the Movies"
Donella Meadows- "Rush and Larry, Coast to Coast: This is Not Democracy in Action"
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Appendix E: Course Readings by Topic (cont.)
Howard Rheingold- "The Virtual Community''
M. Kadi- "Welcome to Cyberia"
Michelle Andrews- "Decoding Myspace"
Isabelle Leymarie- "Rock 'n' Revolt"
William Lutz- "With These Words I Can Sell You Anything"
Appendix E: Course Readings by Topic
Science and Health

Melody Von Smith- "Moonstruck"
Jay Tolson- "Is There Room for the Soul?"
Steve Olson- "Neanderthal Man"
Pat Wingert, Barbara Kantrowitz, Brian Braiker, Karen Springen, Ellise Pierce- "Young
and Depressed"
James T. Webb- "Existential Depression in Gifted Individuals"
Jerome Groopman- "Sick with Worry''
Miriam Schulman- "The Bargain"
Jessica Mitford- "Behind the Formaldehyde Curtain"
Family Issues

Dave Berry- "Batting Cleanup and Striking Out"
Laurie Abraham- "Divorced Father"
Jerry Rockwood- "Life Intrudes"
Amanda Coyne- "The Long Good-Bye: Mother's Day in Federal Prison"
James Dobson- "Focus on the Family''
Novel Study

Thomas Hardy- The Return of the Native
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